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LAK22 Program Chairs’ Welcome
We are very pleased to welcome you to the Twelfth International Conference on Learning Analytics and
Knowledge (LAK22), organized by the Society for Learning Analytics Research (SoLAR). This year’s conference,
while originally planned to be hosted by University of California, Irvine at the Newport Beach Marriott, is held
virtually March 21-25, 2022 in an effort to protect the LAK community from the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
The theme for the 12th annual LAK conference is “Learning Analytics for Transition, Disruption and Social
Change.” This theme brings to the forefront both the dynamic world situation in which learning analytics now
operate and the potential role of learning analytics as a driving force for change within it. In a moment when
questions about transparency, fairness, equity and privacy of analytics are being raised in many areas of
application, there is both an opportunity and an imperative to engage with these issues in support of ethical
pedagogical transitions and transformative social justice. In addition, as LAK itself explores changing formats
for knowledge exchange and generation, this theme offers the opportunity for reflection on how to make the
conference more sustainable and accessible for people around the world. We have three excellent keynotes
who will address this theme across the complementary lenses of education, data science and social change:
Lorri J. Santamaría from California Lutheran University who will speak about how equity-driven and culturally
sustaining leadership can enhance learning analytics, Catherine D'Ignazio from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology who will speak about how feminist thinking can help envision more ethical and equitable data
practices, and Pierre Dillenbourg from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology who will speak about the
future of classroom analytics to smooth orchestration.
We received a large number of high-quality submissions this year across the Practitioner Track, Posters and
Demonstrations, Workshops and Tutorials and to the Doctoral Consortium. After undergoing a rigorous
selection process, we were pleased to accept 6 Practitioner Track Papers, 27 Posters, 4 Demos, 17 Workshops
and 8 participants to the Doctoral Consortium, each of which is represented in this Companion Proceedings. In
addition, we accepted 2 Tutorials to be held at the conference: Processing and Visualizing Clickstream Data
Using R and Aligning Decision-Making Models with Curriculum Theory.
We would like to emphasize our ongoing gratitude for the efforts made by everyone involved in our community
during these difficult COVID times. We recognize that as we move through the second full year of the pandemic
that the students, researchers and staff in our community face continued physical and emotional challenges,
including stress, uncertainty and fear. These are difficult times for us all and we want to thank each one of you
for the important efforts you have devoted that have allowed this conference to continue as a scientific event
and scholarly exchange of ideas of the highest caliber.
We hope that LAK22 participants and other readers of these companion proceedings will find value in the many
varied contributions to the field of learning analytics contained within and also recognize their positionality
with respect to the different interdisciplinary fields from which we draw. This includes contributions to theory,
methods and practice as well as both basic and applied work. As we continue to navigate these challenging
times, the power and potential for analytics to help us achieve deeper understandings of learning and create
better support for students, teachers and other educational stakeholders motivate us to persevere in this
important work.
Alyssa Friend Wise

New York University, USA

Roberto Martinez-Maldonado
Monash University, Australia
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Procrastination is a key indicator of success or failure in some
online business courses
Brent Benson
Harvard Business School Online
bbenson@hbs.edu
ABSTRACT: A strong correlation between procrastination and key course outcomes like
completion and course grade has been observed across a study of over 50,000 students and
over 200 course offerings of mostly-asynchronous online business courses. These relationships
hold across many different cohorts of students across multiple years. Previous published work
on procrastination has not shown such a definitive effect. An effort is made to identify reasons
for the strong correlation based on pedagogy and course design and ideas are presented on
how procrastination metrics might be surfaced to students in an attempt to improve course
completion and grade outcomes.
Keywords: Procrastination, Academic Performance, Self-Regulated Learning, Learning
Analytics

1

PROCRASTINATION OVERVIEW

Is procrastination—in the form of delaying completion of an academic assignment until close to a
deadline—detrimental to academic performance? Previous research has been somewhat equivocal
on this question, and the answer may depend on learning context, measurement technique, and
student cohort.
A meta-analysis of 33 quantitative procrastination studies (Kim & Seo, 2015) did not find a consistent
relationship between procrastination and outcome, but it did find a measurable negative correlation
between procrastination and performance in contexts where the both procrastination and
performance measures were externally assessed rather than self-reported.
With this in mind, an effort was made to determine the role of procrastination on student outcomes
in a large historical group of online business course offerings.

2

LEARNING CONTEXT AND MEASUREMENT

The online business courses considered in this research (Online Business Courses & Certifications |
HBS Online, 2021) are targeted at adults (college age and up) and built around modules that are open
between one and three weeks with strict completion deadlines.
While these courses are asynchronous—students can login and work on them whenever they want—
all students in a course have the same module deadlines providing a regular course cadence. All of the
module material must be completed by the module deadline and access to upcoming material is
restricted until the student completes the previous module.
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The tasks to be accomplished in a module before the deadline are based on an active, social, casebased pedagogy and include reading expository material, videos, interactive simulations, short pieces
of reflective writing, social interaction with the cohort around reflections, and a module quiz.
The precise (anti-)procrastination metric for the purposes of this research is the percentage of active
module time the student spends before the last 24 hours approaching the module deadline. Higher
values mean more work was completed before the last day with less procrastination. The choice of
metric and number of hours is discussed in a later section.
Most online learning platforms provide analytics support for measuring the amount of time students
spend on learning activities with varying levels of precision (Kovanovic et al., 2015; Nguyen, 2020).
The LMS which is the subject of this research has a particularly fine-grained time measurement
subsystem that uses a signal sent every 60 seconds to understand whether the student is active and
on which element of the course they are working.
This time-spent data at per-second granularity can be very large and unwieldy to work with across
hundreds of course offerings and thousands of students. In order to make this data easier to work
with, a data table was created that aggregates time-on-platform information by hour-before-deadline.
The table holds the number of seconds the student spent in each hour leading up to the module
deadline. The representation is sparse, meaning that if the student spent no time in a particular hour,
the record is not stored.

3

SAMPLE POPULATION

The data used for this research looks at 57,151 students across 201 HBS Online program offerings from
2017 through the beginning of 2021. Thirty-five of those offerings were instances of the Credential Of
Readiness (CORe) program—a credential program with higher stakes grading and a final exam—and
the remaining 166 offerings were for 12 certificate programs where grades are pass/fail and
participants are granted a certificate based on satisfactory and on-time completion of the material.
Students in the CORe program are graded based on a combination of on-time completion, final exam
grades, quiz grades, and a measure of participation. The final grade for CORe is one of Fail, Pass,
Honors, or High Honors. This final grade is the performance measure used for CORe offerings.
The 12 certificate/pass-fail programs in this research offer a certificate of completion if the course
materials were satisfactorily completed within the required deadlines. Completion is used as the
performance measure for these certificate courses.

4

PROCRASTINATION VS. OUTCOME

First, a look at the relationship between the procrastination metric and Credential Of Readiness
(CORe) final grade. This summary is across 35 offerings of CORe from 2017 through early 2021.
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Figure 1: Procrastination by grade
The relationship between the percentage of work done before the last 24 hours and the grade is clear
from Figure 1. The median procrastination metric value (the horizontal line in the middle of the
boxplot box) for the grades are Fail: 60%, Pass: 73%, Pass with Honors: 84%, and Pass with High
Honors: 91%. While the tendency is clear, there are a some exceptional students achieving passing
grades while exhibiting evidence of procrastination, deserving deeper examination.
The cutoff value of 24 hours was chosen by creating a logistic regression model between the
procrastination metric as the exogenous variable and the grade outcome as the endogenous variable.
A separate logistic regression model was created using a procrastination metric variable that was
calculated for each of the hourly cutoff values of 1 through 40. The regression models were compared
using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) values of the models. The 24-hour model minimized AIC
and prediction error, and thus became our cutoff value.
Alternative procrastination metrics were considered, including the measure of median hour of module
work where half of the work was done before the median hour, and half of it after. This procrastination
metric was less predictive in the logistic regression models on both CORe grade and certificate course
completion outcome. The amount of work concentrated at the very end of the module deadline turns
out to be more correlated with student outcomes than this measure of central tendency.
It may be that setting a cutoff time before a deadline and calculating the percentage of work done
before and after the deadline can be useful as a procrastination measure in other learning contexts,
although the cutoff may need to be adjusted based on platform and course particulars.
The next visualization (Figure 2) considers the same 24-hour procrastination metric, but looks at the
average metric value for each grade within each offering of CORe from 2017 through early 2021.
Creative Commons License, Attribution - NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
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Figure 2: Procrastination by grade over time/offering
While there are several CORe offerings where the average values for Pass with Honors and Pass with
High Honors are close, or even cross each other, and one case where the average value for Pass is
slightly higher than Pass with Honors, the overall situation is clear: on average, students who complete
more of their work before the deadline day are more likely to get a better grade.
We see a very similar pattern with respect to completion likelihood in certificate courses (Figure 3).
These data are from 166 certificate offerings from 2017 through early 2021. The median
procrastination value for Did not Complete students was 69%, while Completed students had a median
procrastination metric of 89%.
This relationship holds across years, courses, and offerings. The two outlier cases are both first time
offerings—June 2018 Sustainable Business Strategy and May 2019 Leadership Principles. The first
offering of a new course is often small and is usually filled with motivated students and very few noncompleters. The June 2019 SBS offering had only one student out of 179 that did not complete.
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Figure 3: Procrastination by completion status within course and offering

5

WHY THE CONSISTENCY?

The literature has mixed findings on procrastination with some studies showing negative effects for
procrastination, while others show neutral or even some positive effects (Kim and Seo, 2015). The
strength and consistency of the relationship between procrastination and outcomes across both the
credential and certificate programs in this research raises the question of why this would be so
consistent across so many different courses, students, and time periods.
The answer may lie in the consistency of the courses’ active, social, and case-based pedagogy (Benson
& Houtti, 2022). The intent of the pedagogy is to create the type of engagement found in in-person
case-based discussions (Ellet, 2007). This teaching method is akin to interactive storytelling, with realworld situations being presented, discussion of course material in relation to those cases, and the
opportunity and need to engage with other students around the material. The requirements in these
courses to consider, reflect, and interact around the subject matter may not lend itself to fastforwarding, whether due to active/purposeful procrastination or passive/unwanted work delay.

6

INTERVENTIONS

There appears to be an opportunity to use these procrastination measurements to improve
completion rates and grades of students in the platform. One experiment underway is to send out-ofplatform email messages to CORe students with messages from previous students with advice on how
to do well in CORe. These messages invariably warn against procrastination, and also include
information on other recommended techniques like forming peer study groups.
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There is also consideration being given to a platform enhancement that would provide students time
management information, showing on the dashboard how much time they have spent before the
deadline compared to previously successful students, and encouraging them to set goals of
completing more work in a module before the critical last day. This is related to work described in
(Molenaar et al., 2020) and (Pesonen, Palo-oja and Ng, 2021).

7

CONCLUSION

It is clear that procrastination, or lack thereof, is a key indicator of success or failure in these mostlyasynchronous credential and certificate online business courses. Additional research will be required
to better understand why procrastination plays this key role. An important follow-up to this work will
be an attempt to put this information into students’ hands in an actionable way that improves their
learning outcomes and allows them to fully achieve their learning goals.
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Presentation abstract: Designing a Learning Analytics Dashboard (LAD) to provide students
with insight and actionable feedback should be done with involvement of relevant
stakeholders (e.g.) students, tutors, tutor program coordinators, and study advisors.
However, even then effective uptake is not assured, as the implementation into the
educational context is a distinct part of the process. This paper describes how interviews and
a focus group were held to map an implementation process, and how to support
implemention of a LAD into an educational context. Results showed that implementation
decisions were not always based on pedagogical principles and were sometimes practical in
nature.
As more elaborate deliberations could positively affect implementation
effectiveness, a roadmap was designed to support the implementation process. In it, tutors
answer ‘what’ and ‘why’ questions, aimed to deepen the choices at phases of the
implementation.
Keywords: Learning Analytics Dashboard, Study behavior, Implementation, Tutor

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Learning analytics can be used to monitor study motivation and progress and to provide
just-in-time feedback. This paper presents first implementation findings of the Thermos project,
which aims to support Higher Education students by providing insight and actionable feedback on
aspects of study motivation and study behavior via a learning analytics dashboard (LAD). In it,
Motivation and Engagement (MES) (Martin, 2007) and groupwork skills (GSQ) (Cumming et al., 2015)
are self-assessed and visualized. Per construct, actionable feedback is presented (cf. Hattie &
Timperly, 2007) (see Figure 1). This dashboard was developed through multiple design iterations, in
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collaboration with multiple stakeholders (De Vreugd et al., 2021). However, simply designing a LAD
is no guarantee for successful uptake (Wise & Vytasek, 2017). In case of Thermos, the most
important stakeholders are students, tutors, and tutor program coordinators. While students can
access the dashboard, tutors stimulate students to reflect on their study behavior by (e.g.)
advocating use of the dashboard. This report focusses on: 1) how tutors shape the dashboard
implementation process and the underlying motives, and 2) supporting this process by an
implementation roadmap.
Provides actionable
feedback

Visualizes Motivation and
Engagement aspects

Motivation and Engagement constructs are copyrighted © 2020 Lifelong Achievement Group

Allows users to check
results history
Shows current study
progress indicators

Visualizes Interpersonal and
Task groupwork skills

Figure 1. The Thermos-dashboard.
METHODOLOGY - MAPPING THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
In academic year 20/21, the Thermos dashboard was introduced in six study programs from
three different faculties at Utrecht University. Approximately 350 students engaged with the
dashboard. How it would be introduced to and used by students was determined in collaboration
with the tutor program coordinator. Study programs differed with regard to (i.a.) magnitude of the
tutor program, student population (alpha or beta), and choices regarding dashboard
implementation. The implementation process was mapped and summarized by conducting semistructured interviews with tutors and tutor program coordinators afterwards. Then, a focus group
with the same participants was held to explore overlap and differences in implementation
deliberations between tutor programs.
Interviews: methodology and results
Semi-structured interviews were held with a representative of every participating study
program. The goal was determining what implementation choices were made (‘what’) and to
explore the underlying motives (‘why’). The interview protocol was based on the Align Design
Framework (Wise et al., 2016), adjusted and supplemented to match the specific implementation
context (Figure 2, phases 1 to 5). For instance, for ‘Integration’, the question was: ‘How was the
Creative Commons License, Attribution - NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
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dashboard integrated in the bachelor program, and why in this way?’. Data was analyzed using
descriptive meta-matrixes per tutor program. To investigate overlap and differences, two betweencase displays were made – one for the ‘what’, one for the ‘why’. As expected, tutor programs
differed in the extent to which Thermos was integrated. Several tutor programs used the
dashboard’s outcome as the starting point for an existing self-reflection exercise. Other study
programs made dashboard use voluntary and introduced the dashboard as a way for students to
gain insight into their study behavior. Motives for implementation choices were often practical in
nature (e.g., a meeting concerning study reflection was already planned). However, while the main
motive appeared practicality, participants could not explain their motive for many implementation
choices. Pedagogical principles were often absent in the mentioned reasons for particular choices.
Participants also learned of new possibilities for implementation during the interview (e.g. when
asked if peer discussion was facilitated, some participants indicated this was not thought of – and
therefore not facilitated). More elaborate consideration of possible pedagogical uses of the
dashboard could improve the implementation and thereby its usefulness to students. These findings
led to the preliminary conclusion that support is needed to make deliberate implementation
decisions, and by extension to ensure successful uptake of the dashboard.
Focus group: methodology and results
To thoroughly understand tutors’ implementation deliberations and to collectively
determine which implementation aspects are most important, a focus group was organized. Tutor
program coordinators discussed 1) what implementation aspects they deemed most important, and
2) what future study programs can do to achieve successful implementation. Five tutor program
coordinators (one per study program) participated (a tutor of the sixth study program was unable to
attend). Input for the focus group were nine statements that described crucial implementation
aspects for successful uptake, distilled from the interviews and LA literature (e.g. ‘When
implementing the Thermos dashboard, it’s important to think about connecting the tutor program’s
goals to Thermos’). Participants first ranked the statements in order of importance for successful
implementation. Next, the group was asked to collaboratively come up with suggestions for how to
respond to the three highest rated statement. For example, for the statement that it is desirable
that students compare outcomes with peers, the group suggested to actively facilitate this
comparison in tutor meetings.
The ranking process showed that alignment of dashboard implementation to the tutor
program’s goals was deemed most important. Suggestions to achieve this revolved around making
the connection between the tutor program goals and the dashboard explicit, by writing it down or
verbalizing it within the team (e.g. ‘a goal of our study program is stimulating self-reflection, the
dashboard can help by offering concrete aspects to reflect upon’). Second in importance was the
introduction of the dashboard in a manner that motivates students. A suggestion for accomplishing
student motivation was by having ‘ambassadors’ (tutors and/or students) introduce the dashboard
and making it extremely clear why dashboard use is beneficial for students. Third in importance was
consciously determining when students would use the dashboard. Arguments were that if
introduced too early, students may not have enough experience to reliably self-assess their study
behavior (e.g. failure avoidance) (see Figure 1). Also, students can feel overwhelmed at the start of
their study, so reflecting on study behavior may not fit that stage. However, it was also argued that
introducing the dashboard in an early stage of the study program may set a standard towards
students - by showing that using this dashboard and self-reflecting are part of being a student.
Creative Commons License, Attribution - NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
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0. Goals

1: First use

What is the aim of
implementing
Thermos?

What study year(s) will
use the dashboard? In
what semester?

What is the reason
for this aim?

Why at this moment?

2: Communication

3: Student use

4: Reflection & Action

5: Follow-up

By whom will students How will the dashboard
Will students be able to
be informed about the be embedded in the study compare results with
dashboard?
peers?
program?

How many moments
of use are planned?

Why this form of
integration?

Why this number of
moments?

Why that person(s)?

Why (not) and why this
way?

Figure 2. Phases of the roadmap with example questions per phase.

CONCLUSION – DESIGN OF IMPLEMENTATION ROADMAP
Effectively implementing a learning analytics dashboard into an educational context in a
meaningful way may not be a process that always occurs naturally. Results from the interviews and
focus group showed the need for implementation support. This could help tutor program
coordinators make more deliberate implementation decisions, leading to a more tight-knit
integration of the dashboard in the curriculum. Which, in turn, is essential for successful uptake of
the dashboard by students. Practically, such support can be offered by asking ‘what’ and ‘why’
questions when preparing the implementation and by co-designing the implementation with
stakeholders. For Thermos specifically, the interviews and focus group have led to the design of an
implementation roadmap for study programs. Figure 2 shows an adaptation of part of the roadmap.
It was used in preparation of the current academic year (21/22). The roadmap poses ‘what’ and
‘why’ questions, which are supposed to be answered by the tutor coordinator in collaboration with
colleagues. This roadmap thereby aims to support conscious and deliberate decision making.
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ABSTRACT: We report challenges associated with the adoption and (mis)use of a teacherfacing learning analytics dashboard (LAD) created for data-informed decision-making in
primary school literacy education. We developed a LAD to facilitate teachers’ planning of
game-based literacy learning activities, identification of children requiring additional support,
and self-evaluation of teaching practices. Two teachers had access to the LAD over three
months. However, it was not used as expected. One teacher did not access the LAD, whilst the
other attempted to use the LAD for summative assessment purposes, rather than formatively,
which raised issues for the interpretation of data. This paper makes a unique contribution to
the LA community by reflecting on the implications of the challenges we faced in terms of the
LAD’s failed adoption and misuse for future LAD design and implementation in the classroom.
Keywords: learning analytics dashboard, game-based learning, implementation challenges

1

INTRODUCTION

With increased use of learning technologies in the classroom, comes opportunities to utilise learning
analytics (LA) to drive pedagogical change and improve children’s learning in a formative manner
(Kovanovic et al., 2021). Navigo is an adaptive, tablet-based game designed to reinforce literacy
learning in primary schools across a range of language categories, e.g., phonics, prefixes/suffixes,
grammar. It has 16 mini-game mechanics and 900+ game activities that produce LA on what, when,
and how well the children played. Co-design workshops with teachers generated pedagogical aims
and initial design concepts for how LA might support data-informed decision-making in literacy
teaching through Navigo using a LA Dashboard (LAD) (Vezzoli et al., 2020). The LAD design (Figure 1
and https://tinyurl.com/NavigoLAD) catered to five aims: (1) plan learning activities for common gaps
in class, using the bar chart identifying “top areas that need work”; (2) decide when to move to next
learning objective at a class level, using the line chart; (3) identify lack of student engagement, using
the line graph charting progress over time; (4) assess students’ strengths and weaknesses and plan
individualized support, using the filtered view by student and the tree map; and (5) self-assess
teaching practices, by combining information from all views. However, because education often places
an emphasis on summative evaluation and less on formative assessment (Shute, 2008), teachers may
not necessarily approach a LAD with a formative, decision-making mindset, which could limit the
capacity of our LAD to be used as a feedback loop and contribute toward continual development.

2

CASE STUDY METHODOLOGY

We implemented the LAD in one school in England with two teachers who were using Navigo. Both
teachers taught literacy to children aged 6-7 and used Navigo weekly for about 30 minutes. They also
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assigned Navigo activities for children to play at home during the COVID-19 lockdown. Whilst the LAD
was only accessible from March-May 2021 (three months total), it displayed analytics collected for
Navigo’s entire use period (Nov 2020 - May 2021). One teacher, T1, had a special interest in using data
for learning and a data analytics background, whilst T2, was a more experienced teacher and very
data-literate. T2 was also involved in the LAD’s online design workshops. Prior to the LAD’s
implementation, we held an online teacher training session to show the different LAD functionalities.
We purposefully took a hands-off approach to the implementation of the LAD in the classroom,
allowing the teachers to use it as they would outside of a research context, apart from a few emails
to check if there were any problems and respond to any teacher enquiries. The case study involved
log data collection of when/how long the teachers used the LAD, as well as 1:1 interviews in June
2021. As a secondary data source, we include emails from T1 to the researchers and an online
discussion (prior to the final interview), which informed us about their initial encounters with the LAD.

Figure 1. (a) Navigo LAD displaying language feature frequency and performance, which can be
filtered by time, individual student, and category. (b) Hovering shows additional information.

3

CASE STUDY RESULTS

Logged LAD usage. There was limited use of the LAD. T1, used it four times during May 2021, for an
average of 6.31 (SD=5.76) minutes per session, totaling 25.23 minutes. T2, did not use the LAD at all
during the three-month trial. As such, our findings are largely based on T1’s data.
Contact point – email communication. An email from T1 revealed that she approached the LAD
through a lens of summative assessment because she had been asked by her Deputy Headteacher to
provide any data or summary of literacy improvements of students using Navigo. This was an
unexpected use of the LAD that deviated from the intended formative aims. Based on this request, T1
used the LAD to look for “significance”, to summatively assess how children were performing and
report back. During this process, T1 emailed the researchers to discuss her interpretations about her
class’s literacy performance in Navigo: “If I look at the ‘competence level’ parameter, am I right in
thinking it is a way to assess their improvement? […] I would have imagined that the best way to get
significance is over the class as a whole and on the 1st term when children were in lockdown [NovFeb] and used it the most. The average competence level on Jan 10th was 7.7 and it went up to 8.65
on Feb 21st before going down along with the amount of usage as the children came out of lockdown.”
T1 was trying to draw summative conclusions based on the line graph in an unfiltered state, that
visualized data from all language categories, which, as discussed below, might mislead summative
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assessment. This email highlighted that teachers’ interpretation of visualizations should be further
scaffolded, e.g., by training throughout its implementation, for it to be used well formatively.
Contact point – online discussion. Following this email, we held an online discussion with T1 to review
how she might use the LAD toward summative evaluation of children’s literacy skills and fulfill the
Deputy Headteacher’s request. By screen-sharing the LAD, we jointly reflected on the challenges in
interpreting “significant” improvement over time based on competence levels in the unfiltered line
graph. By exploring the data, we identified that the recent drop in competence (identified in T1’s
email) may have been due to children tackling new, more difficult content, e.g., adverbs & adjectives,
as opposed to easier features that were played during lockdown. We pointed out that it would be
inaccurate to take a snapshot of data from all language features over time, as features were tackled
at different times of the year and with increasing difficulty. As such, with T1’s recent introduction of
adverbs/adjectives in the classroom, children’s competence appeared to plummet, but easier features
(mastered but not played recently) were not factored into the visualization for that time point in the
line graph. Contrastingly, by filtering for single language features that were practiced consistently over
several months, we could see “truer” trends in how competence changed during lockdown, which
could use as summatively. This discussion helped T1 understand that, to use the LAD summatively,
she would need to consistently assign the same language feature over a longitudinal period, so that
competency changes could be tracked with enough data. She suggested that she would try this going
forward. We then reintroduced how T1 might use the LAD visualizations formatively, to better
students as they progress in their learning. However, whilst this prospect excited her, T1 noted that
time in class was a major limiting factor: she did not have time to use the LAD in a formative way.
Interviews. T1 reflected that our online discussion did not change how she approached the LAD, used
Navigo, or taught literacy in the classroom, but reflected that not changing her approach proved
disadvantageous for summative evaluation: “We continued looking at the games, changing the games
regularly. Which meant that when we were looking at the results [in the LAD] and trying to see if we
could pull out any positive data about the use of Navigo, we couldn’t necessarily because every time
I introduced something [new] it was gonna be hard. […] If I want to use Navigo to have data at the end
of the year and show improvement, then […] I would assign some games and leave the games the
same across the whole year, or across a long a period of time.” T1 then reflected that she wished she
had had earlier discussions with the researchers about types of strategies she could have used to
ensure the game data and LAD visualisations could have been used for summative assessment, saying
“well, I guess I didn’t discuss maybe as much as I should […] I didn’t discuss very much with you the
different kind of strategies of how you can use Navigo”. Yet, T1 saw how the LAD could be useful to
inform her teaching practices, indicating even though she did not use the LAD formatively, it could
have had potential to facilitate self-evaluation of her teaching practices and plan future learning
activities: “[…] I still want to see how they’re doing because if they’re not doing well with adverbs and
we’ve been talking of adverbs that means I haven’t done a good enough job, or they haven’t
understood the game. So, we need to talk about it and maybe do another lesson. […] It will be an
informative tool to decide what lessons I should do.” Despite two email prompts about the LAD from
the research team, T2 expressed in her interview that she forgot about using it. She went on to say
that “I’m quite data-driven so I would find [the LAD] incredibly useful”. Yet, like T1, she also expressed
the lack of time in the classroom for this type of data exploration, and that it was difficult enough to
find time for the game-based learning activities in the first place, let alone the LAD.
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4

IMPLICATIONS FOR LAD DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION

Our communications with T1 highlighted the issue of approaching the LAD – which was designed for
formative processes – through a summative evaluation lens, in part due to the focus on summative
assessments in schools (Beck & Nunnaley, 2021). The Navigo game breadth with 900+ activities
combined with limited classroom time meant that children’s gameplay was spread out. Thus, there
was not enough data on any one language category to make concrete summative evaluations. When
the unfiltered data was visualized on the LAD it created a biased and misleading visual representation
of students’ performance, based on how teachers selected new activities (Pelanek, 2021). Whilst we
demonstrated a priori how the LAD was designed to be used for formative processes, we should have
(in hindsight) explicitly discussed with teachers how a game with broad content, like Navigo, could
also be used for summative evaluation, e.g., by limiting content assigned to children. LAD designers
might also remove unfiltered data view in the line chart, so that misinterpretations cannot be made.
We also identified that teachers need specific and contextual experience and practice with LADs to
understand how to interpret visualisations and approach them with a formative mindset. This
implies that, in addition to pre-training, LAD providers should provide training over several months
during use, to allow teachers to practice and build their skills in between training sessions. LAD
designers might also build scaffolds directly into the LAD to guide teachers’ formative interpretation
of visualisations. For instance, a LAD might incorporate alerts or advice to facilitate teachers’
formative appraisal of data and act upon insights in the classroom. Previous research has compared
LADs which (i) mirror students’ interactions and performance, (ii) alert teachers to data that need
attention, or (iii) advise teachers about what actions to take next in the classroom (e.g., van Leeuwen
et al., 2019). Such studies provide evidence that alerting and advising approaches might help teachers
better interpret learning situations during ‘live’ classroom activities. Whilst we used color-coding to
alert teachers to problematic concepts needing to be addressed, integrating specific advice on how to
deal with these issues might have reduced T1’s cognitive load and encouraged its more regular and
formative use. In summary, despite interest and involvement in the design of the LAD and high data
literacy, the teachers did not have time or skill capacity to use the LAD in meaningful, formative ways.
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ABSTRACT: Automated writing evaluation (AWE) tools can facilitate teachers’ analysis of and
feedback on students’ writing. However, increasing evidence indicates that writing instructors
experience challenges in implementing AWE tools successfully. For this reason, our development
of the Writing Analytics Tool (WAT) has employed a participatory approach that includes
teachers throughout all stages of design. WAT aims to generate writing analytics that are both
useful to teachers and actionable by students. In this report, we discuss our participatory design
approach and resulting insights, including (a) teachers’ expressed instructional needs and goals,
and (b) design solutions that were conceptualized to address both factors.
Keywords: Automated Writing Evaluation, Participatory Design, Writing Analytics Tool

1

INTRODUCTION

Automated writing evaluation (AWE) tools are computer-based systems designed to reduce teachers’
workload by providing formative feedback to students on their writing (Wilson et al., 2021). Such
systems typically use natural language processing (NLP) to analyze writing on basic features (e.g.,
grammar, mechanics, and punctuation) and more complex dimensions (e.g., cohesion and syntactic
complexity). AWE systems then provide feedback to students that identifies potential targets and
strategies for improvement. Studies have reported that AWE can assist teachers in improving students’
writing quality and attitudes about writing (e.g., Wilson & Czik, 2016). However, several studies have
documented teachers’ challenges in using AWE tools to support writing instruction. For example,
teachers may experience increased workload when the feedback provided by AWE systems is
inaccurate, unclear, or otherwise difficult for students to interpret. In such cases, AWE implementation
can have negative impacts on student writing (Palermo & Thompson, 2018; Wilson et al., 2021). When
teachers have concerns about system accuracy or functionality, they may eliminate AWE tools (and
related benefits) from their instruction.
For these reasons, our development of the Writing Analytics Tool (WAT) has embraced participatory
design methods that incorporate teachers’ insights and instructional goals throughout the process. WAT
is an AWE system that aims to generate writing analytics that reveal meaningful features of students’
writing for teachers, students, and researchers. In this paper, we outline the collaborative design
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process used to identify teachers’ needs and then describe potential design solutions that can make
writing analytics more accessible to teachers.

2

PARTICIPATORY DESIGN

Participatory design emphasizes a collaboration between designers and teachers wherein the mutual
expertise of both is equally valued. This process recognizes that design challenges and solutions are
context-specific, and context experts are crucial members of the design team (Kuhn & Muller, 1993).
Following these principles, we recruited a WAT Teacher Advisory Board (TAB) comprising six secondary
writing teachers (i.e., 4 high school; 2 middle school) via their participation in the National Writing
Project (NWP). The group possessed an average of 18.7 years of teaching experience (ranging from 9 to
25 years) and all of the teachers had professional experience in supporting writing instruction with
technology.
Teachers participated in six recorded focus group sessions (60-90 minutes) conducted over Zoom. Each
meeting followed a similar structure, but activities and discussion varied organically based on the topic
(see Table 1 for a high-level summary). Discussions from prior sessions informed the topics of later
sessions.

Table 1: Focus Group Session Topics
Session

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

Topic(s)

personal
introductions;
overview of
WAT project

information
teachers need
or desire for
evaluation

features and
challenges of
student
writing

core needs
for WAT
interface
design

planning and
developing
writing
assignments

providing
feedback and
dialog with
students

Teachers had multiple opportunities and modalities for expressing their needs, ideas, and goals. First,
sessions were preceded by a pre-meeting survey that introduced session topics and promoted initial
reflection. Survey responses could be revisited during the session to elicit further discussion. Second,
each session included a shared digital document that teachers and developers could contribute to
simultaneously (e.g., notes and commentary). Thus, teachers were able to express themselves in their
own words, both in speech and in text. Third, each session included a “Writing into the Day” activity
conducted within the shared document. Prompts for these exercises linked content from previous
sessions to the current session, and prompts were often derived from teachers’ own quotes from prior
meetings. Fourth, virtual “breakout rooms” enabled focused small group discussions, which were then
shared back to the larger group. These discussions focused on identifying “pain points” and teachers’
AWE needs for overcoming these challenges.

3

NEEDS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

As needs were uncovered, the design team identified potential solutions that were shared for teacher
input and collaboration. Several sets of design needs and potential solutions emerged from the TAB
focus groups and iterative dialog. For brevity, three examples are described below.
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3.1

Need 1: Emphasizing teachers’ roles and agency in AWE implementation

Teachers expressed concern about the accuracy and efficacy of AWE systems. In their view, current AWE
systems are not contributing to students’ deeper learning or writing skill development. They explained
that students who use these tools often focus on the “scores” and make superficial changes rather than
meaningfully improving their texts. TAB members argued that AWEs should supplement, not replace,
teacher feedback. Specifically, teachers are better equipped to provide personalized and contextualized
feedback that is aligned to students’ needs, and thus their role and agency in crafting, framing, and
delivering feedback must be paramount.
To address these needs, the writing analytic aspects of WAT were (re)conceptualized to emphasize
detecting and identifying features of student writing, rather than evaluating or scoring such features.
Using such information, teachers are free to communicate their own guidance or evaluation. For
example (Figure 1), WAT can assess the level of text concreteness or abstraction. This pattern can be
shown to teachers and students, and teachers can elaborate in a comment box (e.g., how to modify
concreteness depending on instructional goals). Teachers can also provide evaluative framing by
categorizing the current feature as positive, in need of improvement, or simply general information.

Figure 1: Feedback interface
3.2

Need 2: Supporting students’ writing agency

A discussion about “writing as a process” revealed that teachers wanted AWE tools to also reinforce
students’ own agency in writing and revising. TAB members argued that automated feedback should not
govern students’ writing nor limit their independence. Resulting design solutions focused on helping
students understand the meaning of selected metrics along with strategies for modifying such features
of their writing. We thus added a “Library” that explains each metric and how it contributes to
communicating with readers (Figure 2). Each metric is accompanied by considerations for revising (not
shown in Figure 2). This functionality enables students to adopt a more informed and intentional
approach.

Figure 2: Metric library interface
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3.3

Need 3: Supporting teacher-student communication

TAB members agreed that an important element of their instruction was the ability to engage students
in dialog about writing. In these interactions, teachers use their wealth of information about students to
provide personalized feedback. Thus, teachers wanted AWEs to help them further understand students’
writing perceptions, struggles, or intentions, which are not always visible or explicit. We thus developed
a “tag and flag” function that enables students to communicate about their writing by annotating
segments of their essays. “Tags” allow students to label specific writing elements (e.g., arguments and
topic sentences) and “flags” allow students to metacognitively indicate their status (e.g., “I am still
working on this”), intent (e.g., “I’m trying to be funny here”), or ask for help (e.g., “Does this sound
right?”).

Figure 3: Teacher-student communication interface

4

CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

Participatory and collaborative design with teachers revealed that teachers crave AWE systems that will
(a) support and not replace their central roles as writing instructors and mentors, (b) provide them with
actionable information about students’ writing, and (c) facilitate students’ writing agency. Our next
steps are to complete and test prototypes for emerging solutions, including seeking TAB expertise on
whether proposed solutions actually satisfy their needs and expectations. Upcoming focus group
sessions with the TAB (Phase 2) are expected to uncover further needs and functionalities for WAT
design. In essence, participatory design is a continuous improvement process that never ends.
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ABSTRACT: Analysis of learning data can provide insights into the learning process, ideas for
improving learning environments, and approaches for feedback. In virtual reality, a wide
variety of data can be collected. Matching this data with learning objectives and finding
indicators and the interdisciplinary path between didactics, the scientific domain of the
application and the developers to establish a learning analytics strategy is a challenge. This
paper presents two field-tested approaches to implement the cyclical process of learning
analytics with interdisciplinary stakeholders with a focus on scalable data collection. The
wide range of possible applications, the possible interconnection to other technologies and
the large breadth of teaching approaches, require sustainable structures and
interdisciplinary user-friendly processes, both for the analysis of the data, but also for the
development of the technical infrastructures. These requirements are especially true when
Open Science practices and "FAIR Data" principles are followed.
Keywords: Human-centered Learning Analytics, HCLA, xAPI, Learning Analytics, Co-Design

1

INTRODUCTION

Teaching and learning are not limited to the realm of the traditional learning management system (LMS); large
multi-touch tablets, distributed learning in remote labs and virtual and augmented reality (VR and AR) bring
new opportunities and challenges. Learning analytics (LA) is one approach to improving learning technologies
in many ways. In addition, other developments can be observed: Open Educational Resources and Open
Science, which stand for active exchange in teaching and research. This raises the overarching question of how
these processes can be supported and how the exchange in science can be optimized and promoted. In
addition to these goals, research for education in VR/AR builds on a variety of learning models, teaching and
learning methods and approaches. Educational technology brings together different disciplines and is a highly
interdisciplinary field of research.
This paper describes different approaches and fundamentals to integrate learning analytics in VR/AR and
shows different requirements for an implementation process. It highlights the co-design of the data collection
step and the creation of sustainable infrastructures with interdisciplinary stakeholders. Based on the results of
the analysis, tried and tested approaches and experiences in interdisciplinary projects are described and needs
for sustainable and open developments are explained.

2

STATE OF THE ART AND REQUIREMENTS

Among others, (Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018) report on the co-design of learning analytics tools. They show a
process model that helps to involve the different stakeholders, especially learners. The overview about current
approaches to connect design thinking, human-centered learning analytics and learning analytics mentions,
that it is also interesting to involve the stakeholders for research in privacy and learning analytics.
Complementary to the involvement of learners and teachers, the interoperability of systems and privacy by
design are important points when talking about privacy and the development of learning analytics (Hoel et al.,
2017).
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In the described/underlying project, we are building an infrastructure for learning analytics, which should be
scalable, transferable, sustainable and expandable. (Kraker et al., 2011) and (Murray-Rust, 2008) laid
important foundations for the topics of "Open Science and FAIR data", which we incorporate in our
developments. They argue that being able to share data and aggregate different data sets can eliminate
measurement effects, help to get larger samples, and thus make more valid statements about learning. After
research on data formats, we have chosen Experience API (xAPI) as the data standard for our projects, as we
also want to merge multimodal data sources, technologies and projects (Ehlenz et al., 2020). In VR for
example, we are able to collect gaze data, gestures and logging of interactions, which we connect to Moodle
data and data from real experiences in a learning laboratory (Pfeiffer et al., 2020). (Mu et al., 2020) show a
wide range of data sources, which are in complex relationships with learning indicators, which are interesting
for research projects, for giving feedback to learners and teachers. The uniform semantics in a standardized
data format saves resources and facilitate the analyses. The possibility of recording multi-agent statements is
an important point for scalability.
In order to find the interesting indicators for laboratory-based learning in engineering education and to map or
prepare the analysis with the xAPI statements, we have conducted various workshops. The workshops and the
lessons learned are described in the following chapter.

3
CASE STUDY CO-DESIGN WITH DEVELOPERS, EDUCATORS AND
RESEARCHERS
At first, getting familiar with the idea of xAPI statements was easy for the interdisciplinary team of educators,
researchers, and developers – and the computer science students who connected with the project through
research-based teaching. But it became difficult in the practical implementation because different specialized
didactics, perspectives on learning, technical vocabulary and ideas have collided and need to be formalized in
xAPI statements, which have to fit the technical infrastructure, the possibilities of the institutions, the research
questions and the research setting. The lack of databases of well-defined dictionaries and the lack of public
and well-documented community standards, see (Ehlenz et al., 2020), lead to our efforts to push forward the
process and development of data collection with co-design and with this push the exchange, comparison, and
reproducibility of research results. Many of the methods described in (Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018) have also
been applied in our project (personas, focus groups and prototyping). We additionally used storyboards to
visualize the interesting scenarios and applications of learning analytics and to familiarize some partners with
the human-centered design process before the described workshop. All participants knew the basic structure
of xAPI statements from previous meetings.
The workshop(s) described are based on shared project work and represent a practical view on co-design,
which followed an iterative design process. The workshops lasted 1.5 hours, with a group work phase of one
hour. In the beginning and the end were plenary phases, first to recall prior meetings, second to share the
results after the group working phase. Seventeen participants were divided into three groups for three
learning scenarios and worked on possible learning indicators and “we” tried to collect vocabulary for the
statements as well as connections to the indicators. Among the participants were the addressed stakeholders:
engineers, education specialists, teachers and developers.
The first workshop with the goal to create a well-defined database for the vocabulary was based on knowledge
mapping and mind/concept maps (Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018). The participants formed groups themselves learning scenario-specific, they wanted to work on their own use case. Fig. 1 shows an excerpt of the results of
one group. Later workshops proved helpful to vary these groups from time to time and to form groups
according to their perspective, e.g. all education experts in one group. In the first workshop, we distinguished
between scenario-driven and question-driven approaches (left or right branch in fig. 1). The participants could
choose whether it is easier for them to identify indicators when they start from the learning objectives or from
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the learning actions. Both pathways addressed different stakeholder groups and the work was partly done in
parallel. Especially the connection of the perspectives was interesting and lead to some discussions. One
lesson learned is that the creative way of working together was difficult for them at first. The participants
wished they had learned more about the methods of design thinking and co-creation beforehand. In a
subsequent workshop, with nearly the same group, we therefore adopted the visualization and prepared a
timeline of learning activities (fig. 2). Participants could assign learning objectives, research questions and
refined learning actions at each point, leading to measurement methods, data collection (xAPI vocabulary and
definitions) and indicators. The stronger order through the timeline helps to start and have discussions
between stakeholder groups. Overall, the second approach was more successful. In future iterations, we
would share the timeline with the participants in advance, because most wished time to prepare better.
According to the global restrictions, we look forward to test this concept in face to face workshops. Compared
to the previously used methods of 1:1 interviews and questionnaires, we can see a stronger involvement in
learning analytics in the project and a broader understanding of our own methods and research interests.

Figure 1: Excerpt of results of the first workshop - finding indicators analyzing activities (left) or connecting
to objectives and questions (right).

Figure 2: Timeline of the
learning activities. In the
upper part wishes, ideas and
goals for the learner as well
as research questions of the
project, connected to specific
activities. Below are possible
approaches
to
measure
learning and indicators with
color-coding.
The
colorcoding - showing how easy it
is to be implemented - was
done after the workshop by
the LA experts in order not to
restrict the creativity of the
participants.
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4

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In research on education, a multitude of methods, theories, technologies and tools collide. To further augment
these challenges, interdisciplinary research projects increase this heterogeneity by integrating styles and
methods of operation from these domains. Networked and cross-disciplinary work provides challenges for a
systemized approach to sense-making. The foundation for this is laid in the first connecting step: data
collection. Collecting sufficient data in this multi-modal context requires a common layer of scientific
communication, or to be precise: specification, standardization and meta-data, a challenge also described by
(Son & Cho, 2017). We need to consider at least two perspectives. First, from a technological standpoint, it
requires data formats and specifications. The second perspective we discuss in this report is interdisciplinary
acceptance, it is the collaborative interdisciplinary development of learning analytics, human-centered
learning analytics. A requirement for effective usage beyond the obvious is a common understanding of the
possibilities of LA in our fellow researchers from other domains. Human-centered learning analytics provides
principles to assist the process of building an appropriate toolbox for these challenges. We tried to integrate
all involved parties early in the process of learning analytics, even before the first data set is collected, by using
design-thinking methods. This paper shares our experiences in constructive workshops to integrate all
perspectives of an international, cross-domain research project, which remains a difficult task. In our case it
was more efficient to use temporal sequences to discuss with various stakeholders and to create a joint data
collection. In the future, we aim to reiterate this method, digital and face to face, and -virtually by itself- create
a meta-data repository for xAPI definitions with ever-increasing acceptance from a wide range of fields.
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ABSTRACT: As COVID-19 recovery efforts continue, universities are faced with thousands of
students whose on-campus experience was delayed by stay-at-home orders and other
pandemic-related precautions and obstacles. This presentation outlines research conducted
during the pandemic, which demonstrated early indications of equity gaps intensifying
among various student identities. Responding to students’ needs, and working to ensure
their paths to healthy, equitable, and ultimately academically successful college experiences
is a time-sensitive and often indistinctive undertaking. With a deluge of available data, even
sophisticated data analysis models struggle to cut through multitudinous variables and the
noise that might otherwise broadcast a clear signal of students’ needs. The first-person
voices of students, specifically those responding to prompts soliciting first year experience
descriptions, provides timely and actionable data, but are unwieldy to collect and timeconsuming to analyze. The study observed the viability of using open-ended student
responses to inform just-in-time interventions. Using various NLP analysis related to
amplifying students’ first-person voices during and after COVID-19 remote learning took
place, open-ended response results from students enrolled in a first-year university seminar
at an urban Hispanic Serving Institution prior to COVID and during COVID were compared for
usefulness in informing just-in-time interventions to decrease academic achievement gaps.
Keywords: student success, natural language processing, equity gaps, COVID-19, remote learning

1

BACKGROUND

Research indicates that understanding students’ experiences in school can be useful to inform
decisions that improve student success, and can also close equity gaps (Stephens et al., 2014). Often,
students share elucidating information when they meet with student affairs professionals and
faculty one-on-one (Moran, 2001). Qualitative data reveal insights into students’ thoughts and
feelings about their various in- and out-of-class experiences (Yazedjian et al., 2008). These data
provide a rich understanding about current students’ needs, and often those findings can also be
used as a blueprint to support future students.
Gathering students’ first-person voices has equipped institutional leaders with helpful information
about how policy and practice may enhance student success for all, while also informing changes
that can close equity gaps (Maunder et al., 2012). Of recent concern is understanding how the
pandemic has impacted students’ experiences, particularly as the pandemic has shown to
exacerbate equity gaps (Duckworth, et al., 2021; Levine & Van Pelt, 2021).
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1.1

Problem

While first-person student voices can be useful in understanding how to improve first time in college
(FTIC) experiences, they can take a significant amount of time to collect and analyze. Thus, the
institutional ability to apply what they learn from student narratives to inform decision-making in a
timely manner can be challenging. During the time it takes to responsibly collect, analyze, interpret,
and use those data, institutions may unknowingly be perpetuating equity gaps.
1.2

Significance

Identifying a way to collect, analyze, interpret, and apply first-person voice to expedited decisionmaking for first-year, first-time college (FTIC) students prior to the end of their first term could prove
beneficial to preventing equity gaps that often materialize in first-term institutional academic
achievement measures such as cumulative GPA and term-to-term persistence. This research team
posited that discovering efficiencies in data collection and analysis may reduce the time it takes to
make decisions and iterate on policy and practice in between semesters, thus addressing equity gaps
faster and with more personalized interventions.

2

IMPLEMENTATION

2.1

Data Collection

Data collection took place at a large, urban, public HSI research intensive institution, with the
administration of one open-ended question at the end of a FTIC university seminar, as part of a
course assignment measuring pre- and post-intrapersonal competency cultivation gains. The
question invited students (N=2,050) to “briefly describe your experiences this semester.” The firstterm, one-unit credit/no-credit course was designed to cultivate sense of belonging, positive future
self, metacognitive awareness, and other intrapersonal competencies known to significantly
influence student success (NAS, 2017; 2018; Zelazo Blair & Willoughby, 2016).
2.2

Analysis

To understand whether first-person student voice could easily be collected prior to the end of the
first semester and used to inform just-in-time decisions that could take place prior to the second
semester, the research team set out to analyze the end-of-term, open-ended survey question.
Comparing two Natural Language Processing (NLP) analytic methods – Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count (LIWC) and TextRank – using a set of pre-COVID (Fall 2019) and during-COVID (Fall 2020) FTIC
student data of those enrolled in a first-year university seminar. The team sought to understand preCOVID and during-COVID FTIC experiences in a manner that could improve the design of the FTIC
experience and support between-term contacts with students. The intent of this exploratory analysis
was to assess the feasibility of whether LIWC and TextRank could also be used by student success
practitioners on weekly journal collections to inform just-in-time intervention decisions during the
first term.
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3

METHODOLOGY

3.1

TextRank

Exploratory and qualitative analysis was performed using the TextRank algorithm, resulting in a list
of highly representative sentences (rather than words) from each set of item responses. TextRank
assigns a score to each sentence with a high score indicating a sentence that is “important,” i.e., it is
similar to a number of other “important” sentences. The resulting scores serve as proxies for
representativeness; sentences with the highest scores serve as summaries for the overall trends.
3.2

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)

Other aspects of the text were analyzed using the 2015 version of Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC) tool (Pennebaker, 2015). This research tool has been used in computational analysis of texts
across a variety of domains over the past 15 years. LIWC reports on a range of measures for each
text, primarily including high-level psychometric measures such as authenticity and clout, and
heavily researched linguistic features such as number of words per sentence, number of words
greater than six letters, number of pronouns, and number of sentences per paragraph.

4

FINDINGS

4.1

Overall Student Sentiment

Results demonstrated that students reported positive experiences during Fall 2019 semester,
including plans to take more courses during future semesters, they also expressed concerns about
achievement, work, and time. Contrarily, students reported overwhelmingly negative experiences
over the Fall 2020 semester. These experiences were most often complaints about the online
modality and the lack of interaction with peers as a result.
4.2

Pre-COVID Responses

In Fall 2019, students overwhelmingly reported positive experiences during the semester.
Specifically, TextRank analysis revealed a consistent set of themes among the top-ranked sentences.
Some students reported plans to take more courses in the future, citing the unexpected ease of the
previous semester. Students also demonstrated slightly higher concern about work and time than
would be expected in natural speech, and much higher emphasis on achievement than would be
expected in natural speech, compared to Pennebaker et al. (2015)’s published baselines.
Using a standard LIWC analysis, emotional tone is measured on a normalized 1-100 scale with the
strength of the sentiment indicated by scores further from the midpoint. Approximately 10 percent
of responses demonstrated extremely negative emotions on this scale, and close to 60 percent
showed extremely positive emotion. The remainder of responses fell into moderate positive and
negative ranges. The distribution was validated by separate measures of the percentage of negative
and positive words used in responses compared to the LIWC baseline measures.
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4.3

During-COVID Responses

TextRank analysis of student responses during COVID revealed a consistent set of themes among the
top-ranked sentences. Themes included: students overwhelmingly reporting negative experiences
directly relating to online instruction modality, and about the difficulty of meeting other students.
Contrary to the LIWC sentiment findings pre-COVID, student emotional tone outcomes showed 40
percent of responses demonstrated a negative tone, with most scores falling below 25, while 30
percent showed a positive tone. Analysis did not show an increased level of concern in the health,
social, or friend categories, though it did reveal a heightened degree of concern about work, which
was mirrored in the percentage of words included in the achievement and time categories.

5

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Through this successful proof of concept, lessons learned using NLP methods to analyze student
data, range from providing greater writing prompt clarity, to the distribution of writing assignments
throughout the semester. Responses from the different methods of NLP analysis yielded data
informing in-between term interventions for the FTIC cohort. Limitations included the inability to
draw conclusions for specific identities because of the large sample size needed for NLP analysis. The
team noted the difficulty of extracting additional rich text from the learning management system,
and the inherent bias of those students whose responses were analyzed, as well as the implicit bias
of the research team. Future aspirations include the introduction of learning management system
data and predictive modeling to create a more robust dataset, and to potentially triangulate findings
with the rich quantitative data collected on intrapersonal competencies and other learning
management system engagement, before carefully considering intervention strategies.
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A Framework for Equitable Educational R&D
Author(s): Mark Rose Lewis
Learn-RD
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ABSTRACT: How do learning analytics (LA) and academic analytics (AA) lead to substantial
increases in student learning/success and reductions in the persistent equity gaps that
plague education? The short answer is that LA and AA can’t do it alone and that any
progress in this space requires both technical and social innovation. In this poster, we
present a framework for combining LA and AA with social research, evaluation, and design
practices as well as integrated learning engineering platforms into a broader practice of
Equitable Educational R&D. We highlight some of the shortcomings of LA, AA, and current
learning engineering platforms that inspire this work and provide a case study of how this
framework has been implemented along with key lessons learned.
Keywords: Learning Analytics, Equity, Developmental Evaluation

1

INTRODUCTION

The need for profound educational change is clear. Students continue to struggle to learn and thrive
in deeply inequitable institutions and systems. LA and AA are promising, but still new, fields that
have the potential to drive significant improvements in student learning and equity. That said, a
number of limitations have characterized their application to date: a focus on small-scale,
exploratory studies; the relatively infrequent inclusion of teachers/learners as co-designers; a
tendency towards reductionist “single number” outputs; a failure to be integrated with theory
building; serious concerns about equity in development and use; and uncertain paths to real-world
impact (Buckingham Shum et al., 2019; Campbell et al., 2007; Dawson et al., 2019; Ferguson, 2012;
Selwyn, 2019). In this paper, we propose a framework for Equitable Educational R&D (EER&D) that
integrates LA and AA with social practices from developmental evaluation, equitable evaluation, and
action research to build shared knowledge, effective tools, and user-centered analytics in order to
drive substantial improvements in student learning, success, and equity.
In this framework (see Figure 1), improvements in learning, success, and equity are driven by shared
research, evaluation, and design practices that result in co-designed, equity-focused LA and AA that
highlight potential paths to equity and student success; equitable and effective tools, interventions,
practices, and policies; and an actionable and accessible understanding of student learning. The
products of this shared R&D allow teachers, support staff, administrators, and policymakers to know
where students are at academically and socially-emotionally and what works and when for diverse
students. It also gives them access to tools, practices, programs, and policies that work. This work is
enabled by rich information that comes from integrated learning engineering platforms that capture
holistic, naturalistic learning data from diverse students from a wide range of sources. It is also
enabled by the voices of students, teachers, and community members gathered through qualitative
inquiry and co-design. At every step of the way, a focus is placed on equity – not only on producing
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more equitable outcomes, but ensuring that data is representative and fairly processed and ensuring
voice and genuine participation in the process.

Improved learning,
success, and equity

Teachers, administrators, policymakers, etc. know where students are at academically and
socially-emotionally + know what works + have access to effective practices, tools, programs,
and policies + use them

Co-designed,
equity-focused
learning and academic
analytics

Equitable, effective
practices, tools,
programs, and policies

Accessible, actionable
understanding of the
learning problem at
hand

Shared research, evaluation, and design that includes all stakeholders, including those most
impacted

Integrated research and assessment
platforms that capture naturalistic
academic, social emotional, and progression
data from diverse learners

Voice & qualitative inquiry

Figure 1: A theory of change for EER&D.

2

CASE STUDY – RETHINKING COLLEGE COURSE PLACEMENT

We used this framework to design and test a new course placement process at a large suburban
community college. Most community college students in the United States must take a series of
placement exams before registering for classes. The results of these exams determine if a student
can take standard college-level courses or must take developmental (historically call “remedial”)
classes that do not count toward degree completion and can add months, or even years, to a
student’s degree plan. This results in an impactful and highly inequitable process, with significantly
higher percentages of BIPOC students placing into developmental courses than do white students.
This work began by assembling a representative team of instructors, advisors, administrators,
admissions staff, IT personnel, and an educational psychologist/developmental evaluator. The next
step involved building a platform that integrated academic and SEL learning data from the college’s
learning management system, assessment systems, and survey platform as well as academic
progress data from the college’s student information system. These data were transformed into a
set of prototype user-centered views of student learning, progress, and equity that revealed large
inequities in course placement, course-level learning, course success, course completion, and degree
completion associated with the existing placement process. The collaborative research team next
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engaged in a wide range of stakeholder interviews to get qualitative information to drive
understanding and support the design of a new process – these interviews revealed large emotional
impacts on students and strong faculty cultural assumptions that needed to be accounted for during
design, implementation, and testing. We then used the platform to generate a set of what-if
analyses (through regression models and Monte Carlo simulation) that simulated the impact of
different policies on student success, learning, and equity gaps. Finally, we used the platform to
analyze and share the results of a randomized control trial (RCT) of a new policy – co-designing
custom views of the results and future scenarios for different stakeholder groups.
RCT results showed a significant reduction in course placement equity gaps (50% in reading) and
significant increases in college-level writing and math completion within one year (26% and 60%,
respectively). We presented these results dozens of times, resulting in a shared college decision to
implement this new policy. We continue to use this platform to track the impact of this new policy
and new programs that have been designed since on academic progress and student learning at the
institutional-, departmental-, and course-level – looking at everything from degree completion to
the quality of student argumentation.
Some of the key lessons learned from this work are outlined in Table 1.
Table 1: Key Lessons Learned
Integrated learning engineering platforms are critical to this work. An integrated learning
engineering platform gave the research team the ability to rapidly test hypotheses about academic
and social-emotional learning and student success and to easily track the effects of experimental
conditions in an RCT.
Culture is powerful, but can be changed. The largest barrier to change in this work was cultural
expectations among instructors, but these shifted as the work progressed and student voices and
quantitative results were analyzed by the team. Participation in research, not just the results of the
research, has had an impact on student success.
Research and evaluation expertise is critical to supporting this type of work. Change would not
have been possible without patient, embedded research support.
Equity must be centered at all stages. Equity must be highlighted through the inclusion of diverse
voices, representative data in learning models, a continuous focus on equitable outcomes, and codesign with those impacted by tools, practices, and policies.
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ABSTRACT: This poster describes a natural experiment in a team-based learning
environment, which involves a mixed-methods approach to understand how teams use a
learning analytics dashboard (LAD) and how it impacts their collaborative learning. The aim is
to understand team member interactions with the LAD by collecting their trace data and the
influence on their learning processes, such as team learning behaviours. The results from the
LAD trace data show that team members and leaders have regular and distinctive
engagement behaviours with the LAD’s features, such as the networking visualizations. The
study concludes by recommending the designs of collaborative LADs to personalize to team
members roles and exploring how the trace data can be used to analyze learning processes.
Keywords: collaboration, learning analytics, K-12, dashboard

1

INTRODUCTION

There are current literature gaps that explore how teams in collaborative learning interact with a
learning analytics dashboard (LADs). The importance of these interactions will allow a further
understanding of how K-12 students use them to regulate their learning and enable opportunities to
personalize their learning (Bodily & Verbert, 2017). Many studies show that LADs empower learners
by helping them monitor and reflect on their learning progress and outcome through feedback (Jivet
et al., 2021; Verbert et al., 2020). However, most of the research has mainly centered around
individual learning, as opposed to team-based learning. Studies that have collected log data based
on the student’s interaction with the dashboard drawing connections with their learning behaviours
is also limited. Nevertheless, literature utilizing LADs in teams is growing, but more research is
required to understand how teams and their roles engage with the dashboard and the impacts on
their collaborative learning. Therefore, the study offers two complementary goals: 1) develop a LAD
specifically for a team-based learning environment, which aims to inform teams about their
collaborative learning progress using various visualizations and; 2) collect the trace data from teams
to establish a relationship with their collaborative learning behaviours and academic performance
using quantitative approaches.

2

METHODOLOGY

The study involves eight teams working towards their Certificate III in a K-12 learning environment
using the Challenge-based learning platform (http://challenge.curtin.edu.au) for 20 weeks. The
challenge platform is designed to support students’ learning in individual and team-based contexts,
focusing on open-ended problem-based learning. As such, team members must upload documents
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and edit their work collaboratively to complete a task on the platform, which is cross-checked by the
instructor, who provides feedback and determines if the document meets the learning outcomes
required (i.e. problem-solving abilities). Teams must complete 91 artefacts categorized into 26 major
tasks for their main problem-solving project. As such, we built a student-facing LAD using the LATUX
workflow methodology by Martinez-Maldonado et al. (2015). The LAD was introduced to teams in
Week 6 and allowed teams to view their collaborative processes over time through visual depictions
(See Figure 1). Moreover, given many tasks, teams used the LAD to help monitor and regulate their
learning by observing team member engagement and collaborations with each artefact. The
dashboard allows teams to keep track of their tasks (i.e. including edits made), team member
interactions and their learning outcome progression related to problem-solving over time informed
by learning analytics visual illustrations. The main research aims are to understand how teams use
the LAD for collaboration and the impacts on their learning.

Figure 1: Example of LAD Team Collaboration Network
To analyze the data, we measured team members’ interactions with the dashboard’s features (i.e.
collaborative network, artefact interaction, feedback comments artefact progression, task
progression and learning outcomes) to understand the differences between team roles.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1: Total clicks (CL) and the proportion of clicks (%) with the dashboard features by each team
leader (TL) and team member (TM) per team
Team
Role
TM
TL

Collaborative
Artefact
Feedback
Artefact
Task
Learning
Network
Interaction Comments Progression Progression Outcomes
CL
%
CL
%
CL
%
CL
%
CL
%
CL
%
43
48
7
7
6
7
19
26
5
6
5
5
25
61
1
2
2
3
11
26
2
3
2
4

Table 1 shows a trend where on average, the team leader had fewer overall interactions than team
members with each feature of the LAD. However, team leaders had 13% more engagement with the
collaborative network feature than team members in terms of interaction proportion. The
preliminary findings indicate that team leaders tend to find the collaborative network more
engaging and useful than other features of the LAD. Overall, the surprising and unexpected finding is
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that team members are more engaged with the LAD than team leaders. Team roles may exhibit
particular collaborative learning strategies when monitoring their teams progress. However, further
research is required to understand why team roles display different behaviours with the LAD.

Figure 2: Average number of clicks spanning Week 6 and Week 20 for each team
Figure 2 shows that teams had more interactions with the LAD between Week 6 and Week 13.
However, from Week 13, the number of interactions falls over time. We postulate that the higher
interactions since the LAD’s introduction are due to teams familiarizing themselves with the tool. As
a result, they spend less time on the LAD, as they have learned to navigate in fewer interactions.

4

CONCLUSION

The study shows that the implemented LAD engages most teams in a K-12 team-based learning
environment. There is value in collecting trace data logs from dashboards the same way as trace
data logs are collected from learning management systems (LMS) that researchers and educators
use to quantitatively support students learning, design better systems and provide personalization.
The trace data gathered from LADs offers opportunities to analyze team learning processes, which
are currently a challenging issue to address in collaborative learning research.
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Using Gameplay Data to Investigate Students’ Problem-Solving
Behaviors in Zoombinis
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ABSTRACT: One of the most critical intellectual abilities in today’s K-12 education is problemsolving skills. In game-based learning environments, it is essential to analyze students’
problem-solving behaviors so that instructors and researchers can provide timely feedback
and relevant interventions. However, it is difficult to comprehend how students solve
problems in games because game-based learning is always implicit and complicated. This
study aims to investigate students’ problem-solving behaviors in a specific puzzle-based
game context. Specifically, we used the Continuous Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) to
identify students’ problem-solving stages, as well as sequence analysis to examine their
problem-solving strategies. According to the findings, CHMM performed well to determine
students’ problem-solving stages, and sequence analysis efficiently identified five problemsolving strategies. By applying the integrated techniques, we automatically categorized
students’ real-time problem-solving behaviors and examined frequent strategies they
applied, which can be used to better understand students’ problem-solving processes and
provide real-time interventions for future studies.
Keywords: Hidden Markov Model, Sequence analysis, Problem-solving behaviors

1

INTRODUCTION

Problem-solving is related to many cognitive abilities, such as reasoning and analysis (İncebacak &
Ersoy, 2016). It requires individuals to adapt prior knowledge and experience to new problems and
design correct solutions (Lishinski et al., 2016). Given the ever- changing education and career
landscape, problem-solving ability is a crucial competency for students in the twenty-first century
(Khoiriyah & Husamah, 2018). Game-based learning environments have been shown to increase
students’ engagement and achievement (Plass et al., 2015), in which the tasks are constructed with
complex problems. It enables students to engage in a variety of problem-solving scenarios. Since the
epidemic of COVID-19, game-based learning has been viewed as an efficient setting that allows most
students to acquire multiple skills by solving ill-structured problems (Wati, 2020). However,
analyzing students’ problem-solving behaviors in game-based learning environments remains
difficult. Students’ problem-solving in games is dynamic (Csapó & Molnár, 2017) and implicit
(Anderson, 2012), making it challenging to uncover their problem-solving stages and strategies.
Surveys and interviews lack abilities to determine real-time stages in students’ problem-solving
processes, and therefore the feedback is lagged. Furthermore, manually labeling students’ problemsolving behaviors would be extremely time-consuming, especially on a large scale. This study applied
data mining approaches to investigate students’ problem-solving behaviors in a game-based learning
environment. Specifically, we used CHMM to identify students’ problem-solving stages, followed by
sequence mining to gain further insights into problem-solving strategies they employed.
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2

METHODOLOGY

In this study, the learning setting is a puzzle game situated in problem-solving scenarios called
Zoombinis (Asbell-Clarke et al., 2021). It includes 12 puzzles in which students bring characters to
safety by applying efficient strategies (Rowe et al., 2017). Data was collected from 158 students in
grades 3-8 (88 males, 70 females) who played with a specific puzzle called Pizza Pass. In this puzzle,
students must find the combination of pizza (and at higher level ice cream) toppings to unlock the
characters’ path. There were 11014 attempts generated from students’ gameplay data in total.
CHMM modeled students’ each attempt as one specific problem-solving stages, while sequence
mining identified frequent patterns among these attempts. All the data were processed with Python
codes.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows several examples illustrating how to identify students’ problem-solving stages by
CHMM. Each attempt was classified as the corresponding stage i where its log-likelihood was the
largest (λT : Trial and Error; λS : Systematic Testing; λI : Implement Solution; λG : Generalize Solution).
To validate the accuracy of the developed model, 10-fold cross-validation was applied. CHMM had
93.53% agreement with human labels, performed an ROC/AUC score of 0.76.
Table 1: Examples of the identification results.
Human labels

CHMM

Trial and Error
Systematic Testing

Log-likelihood
λT

λS

λI

λG

Trial and Error

-3.34

-6.75

-5.34

-14.74

Implement solution

-3.57

-2.09

-2.05

-3.31

Implement solution Implement solution

-3.40

-1.78

-1.74

-2.84

Generalize Solution

-4.72

-2.28

-2.77

-1.90

Generalize Solution

According to CHMM, students’ gameplay attempts can be categorized as different problem-solving
stages, which helps us better understand students’ problem-solving processes and locate the
struggling moments when students were stuck in a certain stage. Besides, CHMM suggests that the
transition between two stages is likely to occur when the log-likelihoods are close. In summary,
CHMM not only efficiently labels students’ problem-solving stages but also indicates the
probabilities of transitions happening.
Table 2: Patterns of problem-solving strategies.
Strategy

Patterns

Number of students
*

Testing one Select 1→Deliver→Select 3 →Deliver

158
**

Additive

Select 1→Deliver→Select 1→Select 2→Deliver

Replacing

Select 1→Select 5→Deliver→Select 1→Select 4→Deliver

127
93

Winnowing Select 1→ Select 2→Select 3→Deliver→Select 1→Select 2→Deliver

65

Subtracting Select 1→ Select 3→Select 5→Deliver→Select 2→Select 4→Deliver

52

*
**

Select pizza topping 3.
Deliver pizza toppings 1 and 2.
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Sequence mining techniques discovered five problem-solving strategies: test pizza toppings one by
one (Testing one); combine one untested and all other correctly tested pizza toppings (Additive);
replace one pizza topping while keep others remained (Replacing); remove selected pizza toppings
one by one (Winnowing); select the complement of previous pizza toppings (Subtracting). Table 2
shows the patterns and the number of occurrences of each strategy. Based on the findings, Testing
one is the most commonly used strategy, which may efficiently help students get out of loops and
facilitate their systematic problem-solving processes.

4

CONCLUSION

By applying CHMM and sequence analysis, we obtained a thorough depiction of students’ problemsolving behaviors in Zoombinis. This integrated method can be utilized to analyze students’ implicit
problem-solving stages and discover effective problem-solving strategies in game-based learning
environments. Revealing students’ hidden problem-solving processes through their gameplay data
can help with the development of exemplary learning protocol and the implementation of timely
scaffolds, which is critical to game-based learning assessment and enhancement.
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ABSTRACT: The emergence of digital textbook reading systems and their ability of recording
reader interactions has opened the possibility of modeling students reading characteristics.
Based on the modeling approaches of previous works, this poster integrated an unsupervised
learning model and a low academic performance predictive model. Our results suggest that
this new model is able to encode the students' reading characteristics and better understand
the relationship between them and low academic performance, achieving better predictions.
Keywords: Digital textbook, educational data encoding, academic performance prediction

1

INTRODUCTION

The Bookroll application is an e-book reading system that provides students with different types of
online interactions. Moreover, all of these interactions are recorded in a database, leaving open the
possibility to analyze these data (Flanagan & Ogata, 2017). As a result, different works have carried
out compelling analyses identifying students' clusters and tendencies (Akçapinar et al., 2020; Yang et
al., 2019) by processing these data with unsupervised machine learning (UML) models, while other
works have attempted to use the Bookroll data to predict the students' low academic performance
(Cheng et al., 2021; Okubo et al., 2018) with the use of supervised machine learning (SML) models.
In this context, the present work aims to explore whether or not a low academic performance
predictive model can benefit from both UML and SML models. The intuitive idea is that non-labeled
data used by UML models preserve the general reading characteristics while labeled data used by
SML models record the relationship between these characteristics and academic performance.

2

METHOD

In the first stage, we trained a UML model to learn how to encode the reading characteristics. We
then defined two SML models, one as a baseline and another to be integrated with the UML model.
Finally, we trained these SML models and compared their validation results. We used two different
datasets to take advantage of the larger amount of data of unlabeled datasets.
2.1

First Stage: Unsupervised model

We created a dataset containing 9,885,286 logs of unlabeled data collected from 3124 university
students enrolled in 41 different courses from the period of April 2019 to April 2021. These data
were converted into 3679 samples, each one containing all the actions performed in the system by a
student in a course. In contrast to previous works, we considered all the possible interactions that a
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student could perform in the reading system (Table 1). As a result, each sample was represented as a
37-dimensional vector. Finally, we split this dataset into train data (67%) and validation data (33%).
We carried out several exploratory experiments for finding the optimal unsupervised models that
could encode the information of our dataset with the support of the optimization framework
Optuna (Akiba et al., 2019). The considered models consisted of clusterization models, PCA, Deep
Autoencoders, Sparse Autoencoders, Variational Autoencoders (VAE), and β-VAE (Kingma & Welling,
2013; Higgins et al., 2017) while the evaluation measure was the reconstruction MSE. As a result,
the selected model was the β-VAE (β =0.8) with an 8-dimensional latent space shown in Figure 1a.
Table 1: Summary of the considered features.
Type of features

# Features Examples of the considered features

Device stamps

3

DESKTOP, TABLET, MOBILE

Frequent interactions

8

OPEN, NEXT, PAGE_JUMP, CLOSE_TIMEOUT, READ_TIME

Unfrequent interactions 26

2.2

ADD_MARKER, ADD_MEMO, SEARCH, GET_IT, LINK_CLICK

Second stage: Supervised models comparison

The dataset was obtained from the train data of the LAK19 Data Challenge workshop. This dataset
contains 1,914,680 logs corresponding to 1347 labeled samples collected from the period of April
2018 to August 2018. We split this dataset into train data (67%) and validation data (33%).
Finally, we defined the two SML models, each consisting of a Deep Neural Network with 3 layers and
one-dimensional output. The first (Figure 1b) represents our baseline since its architecture is similar
to previous works. The second, as shown in Figure 1c, was connected with the encoder part of the
UML model of section 2.1 and should learn to map the encodings to a low score probability.

Figure 1: a. Unsupervised β-VAE model. b. First supervised model. c. Second supervised model.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As shown in Figure 2, the baseline model exhibited an unstable and declining validation performance
indicating a tendency in overfitting to the training dataset. On the other hand, the proposed model
not only exhibited a more stable validation performance but also outperformed the baseline model.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that due to the probabilistic nature of the β-VAE used to encode
the data, our model had the chance of assigning low score and non-low score predictions to
different points of the same probabilistic distribution of a single student. In summary, while the
observed performance improvement should not ve overestimated, we point out the capability of our
model to generalize the prediction results to the validation dataset and its stability, qualities that
suggest that the unsupervised model part could encode the students' reading characteristics
allowing the supervised model part to better interpret the relations present in the labeled data.
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a.

b.

Figure 2: a. Comparison of F-score validation results. b. Comparison of AUC validation results.
Finally, the proposed model opens the possibility to conduct different studies. For example, with a
similar approach to previous works that used UML models, researchers could identify the existent
shades of the spectrum between two different study approaches instead of only clusters. Also, they
could study the relationships between these shades and students' low score probability by exploring
the meaning of the latent space axes from the proposed model UML part and then the importance
that its SML part attaches to each of these axes when making a prediction.
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ABSTRACT: Situational Judgment Tests (SJTs) are widely used as high-stakes assessments to
measure decision-making capabilities and professionalism in various contexts. In recent
years, constructed-response SJTs have gained attention for allowing the examinee to provide
nuanced responses that draw on their own experiences, opening new avenues for measuring
professionalism. Understanding the examinee’s competency in different aspects of
professionalism is of high priority for educators and professional organizations. However,
there is currently no way to systematically characterize responses into specific aspects of
professionalism such as collaboration or empathy. In this study, we present the development
of an unsupervised topic modeling framework for interpreting examinees’ responses to a
high-stakes SJT administered nationally to health professions schools in Canada and the
United States. The approach involves mapping specific professionalism aspects to
unsupervised topics derived from constructed responses. Preliminary results show that
aspect definitions and responses can be mapped to the same topics and used to facilitate
deeper understanding of examinees’ professionalism.
Keywords: Assessment, Situational Judgment Test, Topic modeling, Constructed-response

1

INTRODUCTION

Situational Judgment Tests (SJTs) are increasingly adopted in high-stakes assessments and
evaluations. In SJTs, examinees are shown hypothetical real-life scenarios and assessed on their
interpretation of the scenarios and their suggested courses of action (Corstjens et al., 2017). SJTs are
particularly useful for assessing professionalism and interpersonal skills encompassing
multi-dimensional and overlapping aspects including collaboration, motivation, and ethics (Mahon et
al., 2013). These aspects are frequently identified as priorities in Health Professions Education and
numerous professional governing bodies emphasize the importance of multifaceted roles for
healthcare professionals (Yaszay et al., 2009; Frank & Langer, 2003).
While SJTs traditionally use a closed-response format (e.g., multiple choice), constructed-response
SJTs have gained popularity in recent years. SJTs with constructed-response items allow examinees to
draw from their experiences and explain in their own words what type of action they would take for
each hypothetical scenario. Constructed-response SJTs also allow multiple aspects of professionalism
to be measured simultaneously while placing minimal restrictions on how examinees can respond
(i.e., examinees are not constrained to speak to any specific aspect of professionalism). This freedom
poses a challenge for evaluating examinees’ responses, hence, we need a way to reliably and
systematically characterize specific aspects of interest (e.g., collaboration). The need for a systematic
approach to characterize responses becomes even more critical with the exponential growth of data
and information gathered from constructed-response SJTs. In this study, we present a natural
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language processing (NLP) framework using topic modeling approaches that disambiguates the
underlying structure of examinees’ responses in SJTs. We use this framework to map specific
professionalism aspects to unsupervised topics derived from responses to a nationally administered
SJT, Casper (Dore et al., 2017). Casper contains 12 sections — four written prompts and eight
video-based dilemmas — where each examinee has five minutes to respond to three questions
related to the prompt or dilemma. Casper is typically required by medical schools in Canada and the
United States as a measure of non-cognitive skills. Approximately 160,000 examinees completed
Casper in the 2021-2022 admissions cycle.

2

ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

We analyzed 1,876 written responses to a single Casper scenario where examinees were presented
with a real-life scenario that involved an aggressive player on a school volleyball team. Examinees
filled the role of a teammate. We investigated the examinees’ responses to the prompt: “When
building a team, what is the most important quality that every team member should have? Explain
your reasoning.” The questions were designed to measure certain facets of interpersonal skills, such
as collaboration and problem-solving aspects of professionalism.
We first conducted standard text preprocessing (expanding contractions, removing stopwords and
punctuation, and lemmatization) to remove variational word forms from responses and increase the
accuracy and performance of our topic models. Next, we used a TF-IDF vectorization with
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) on examinees’ responses to disambiguate the underlying
topics. The resulting topic model was then applied to the definitions of ten aspects of
professionalism developed alongside Casper content. This procedure allowed us to characterize the
alignment between predefined professionalism aspects and the examinees’ responses. Figure 1
provides a conceptual representation of our modeling framework.

Figure 1: Summary of modeling framework used to analyze Casper responses and CANMEDS
aspects.

3

RESULTS

Figure 2 provides an example alignment between predefined professionalism aspects and two of the
topics generated from the examinees’ responses. Each topic was represented by a set of
representative keywords based on their topic-word distributions. For Topic 1, ‘respect’ weighted the
highest, followed by other tokens, such as ‘teammate’ and ‘mutual’. Another topic (Topic 2) had
contributing tokens like ‘goal’, ‘common’, ‘achieve’, and ‘reach’. Among the ten predefined aspects of
professionalism, ‘Empathy’, ‘Equity’, ‘Professionalism’, and ‘Ethics’ corresponded to the content of
Topic 1. Similarly, the ‘Collaboration’ aspect was most strongly mapped to Topic 2.
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Figure 2: Example of alignment between professionalism aspects and two topics. Topic 1
encompasses multiple professionalism aspects, while Topic 2 largely captures a single aspect.
Arrows between aspects and topics are proportional to the model coefficients (aspects with small
coefficients have been dropped for clarity). The x-axis measures the token weights for each topic.

4

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our analysis introduced a novel element to the topic modeling process wherein aspects of
professionalism, such as empathy and collaboration, were mapped to topics derived from
constructed responses to an SJT. Future work will examine whether the methods used here can also
motivate other constructs to characterize responses beyond the fixed set of professionalism aspects
considered in this study. We also plan to expand on the professionalism aspect definitions used here
and develop a corpus that represents multiple health professions' education priorities (e.g.,
Medicine, Physician Assistants, Nursing). The next stage of this project will also include further
validation studies to evaluate the quality of generated topics as they relate to human-labelled data
and examinees’ scores on Casper. This work will ultimately inform inclusive evaluation practices to
better understand how learners interact with constructed-response professionalism SJTs like Casper.
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ABSTRACT: Higher education plays an essential role in achieving United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). However, there are only scattered studies on monitoring how
universities holistically promote SDGs through their curriculum. The main purpose of this
study is to investigate the connection of existing general education courses in a university to
SDG education. In particular, we want to know how general education courses can be
classified according to SDGs. In this poster paper, we use machine learning approaches to tag
the 167 general education courses in a university with SDGs, then analyze the results based
on visualizations. Our training dataset comes from the OSDG public community dataset
which the community had verified. Meanwhile, the learning outcomes and descriptions of
general education courses had been used for the classification. We use the multinomial
logistic regression algorithm as the algorithm and for the classification. Examples of
calculated SDG probability of courses and the overall curriculum were used to illustrate the
proposed approach's functions.
Keywords: Sustainable Development Goals, Classification, Curriculum Analysis

1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Background

In 2015, United Nations established 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) on sustainable
economic growth and social development. Higher education plays an essential role in achieving
SDGs. Several studies (Goodall, 2019) have been conducted for monitoring how universities achieve
SDGs via campus infrastructure development (Omazic, 2021) and research (Bautista-Puig, 2021).
However, there are only scattered studies on monitoring how universities holistically promote SDGs
through their curriculum. It could be challenging to match SDGs with courses in practice. Course
teachers may have difficulties understanding all 17 SDGs. Meanwhile, it is time-consuming for SDG
consultants to analyze every piece of course content in hundreds of courses.
1.2

Objectives and Research Questions

The main purpose of this study is to investigate the connection of general education (GE) courses in
a university to SDG education. By categorizing the extent of coverage of various SDGs in the courses,
it would then be possible to adjust courses to ensure a well-rounded curriculum is provided to
students. Through the investigation, teachers can be more informed to develop GE courses with
consideration to SDGs. Students can also be benefited by selecting relevant GE courses for studying
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based on their SDG interests. The research question is: How can GE courses be classified through
machine learning algorithms according to SDGs?

2

RESEARCH METHOD

This study tags SDGs for 167 GE courses offered at the University of Hong Kong between 2020-2021.
We use the crawler method to extract the course learning outcomes and course descriptions from
the GE course portal as our research dataset. Meanwhile, our training dataset comes from the OSDG
Community dataset (OSDG, 2021). The dataset is based on publicly available documents, including
reports, policy documents and publication abstracts. These documents are mainly from United
Nations and often already have SDG labels associated with them. The OSDG community extracted
records from these documents. Currently, there are around 32000 records of text comprised of 3 to
6 sentences. More than 1000 community volunteers then validated the records on the relevance to
SDGs. The dataset only includes SDGs between 1- 15 because SDGs 16 and 17 are overarching goals
that might pop up in almost all kinds of texts.
In the machine learning process, we first need to pre-process data, convert words of each document
to numeric feature vectors, and use feature vectors and labels, for the predictive model. After preprocessing, we use frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) to do the feature extraction and
the KBest algorithm to select features. The third step is classification. We use the multinomial
logistic regression algorithm and use the Scikit-learn package for the classification.

Figure 1: Calculated probability of CCST9016

3
3.1

Figure 2: Calculated probability of CCCH9025

RESULTS
Overall

Figures 1 and 2 show the tagging results of two GE courses. For CCST9016 (Energy: Its Evolution and
Environmental Impacts) in Figure 1, the calculated probability of this course being tagged to SDG 7
(affordable and clean energy) is about 0.8. So, this course should be tagged to SDG 7. On the other
hand, For CCCH9025 (Humanity and Nature in Chinese Thought) in Figure 2, the probability of this
course is relatively average for each SDG. Therefore, we believe it is not relevant to any SDGs (SDGs
1-15). Figure 3 shows the distribution of the average SDG calculated probability of courses through
the raw classification, which approximately indicates what SDG content do students learn through a
GE course. Among courses, SDG 3 (Good Health and Well-being), SDG 8 (Decent Work and Economic
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Growth), SDG 9 (Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure), and SDG 11 (Sustainable Cities and
communities) are the most mentioned SDGs in courses.

Figure 3: Average SDG calculated probability of courses through the raw classification
3.2

Course Selection

Students should study at least one general course in each area cluster (Area of Inquiry, AoI). The
analysis of SDGs can help them determine which courses in each AoI to choose if they want to study
in-depth on an SDG. For example, if they are interested in SDG 3 (Good Health and Well Being), the
recommended course selection can be CCHU9022 Journey into Madness (0.63), CCST9078 Health
Literacy: Things to Know Before Consulting Dr. Google (0.36), CCGL9053 Suicide: Risks, Research, and
Realities (0.24) and CCCH9039 Curing the Chinese: Medicine and Society in Modern China (0.20).

4

CONCLUSION

The study has demonstrated how SDG can be tagged via machine learning based on the public data
verified by the community. Currently, we are i) exploring how courses can be clustered, such that we
can identify mini-SDG-curriculum or concentration for students, ii) defining a more relevant test set
for more accurate classification, and iii) comparing the difference between teacher classification,
expert classification and algorithm classification.
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ABSTRACT: Poster. Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) has been increasingly viewed in terms of
events that learners execute rather than traits that learners possess. These events reflect a
process that unfolds over time in an ordered event sequence, as described in SRL models.
We used process mining techniques to analyze undergraduates’ verbalizations of their
learning events when completing a lesson drawn from an introductory biology class.
Sequences of events within successful learners' processes aligned closely to theorized
models of SRL processes. Successful and less successful learners differed in how they
approached their reading, planned their learning, and engaged in assessment strategies.
Successful learners engaged in more complex cyclical patterns of SRL events than less
successful learners. These findings provide a basis for the design of scaffolds to support
students’ adoption of productive SRL processes in college STEM course contexts.
Keywords: Self-Regulated Learning, Process Mining, Think-aloud

1

SELF-REGULATED LEARNING AND PROCESS MINING

Self-Regulated learning (SRL) theories (e.g. Winne & Hadwin, 1998) describe a loosely sequenced,
cyclical process comprising the cognitive, metacognitive, motivational, affective, and contextual
factors that occur during learning as students pursue valued goals (Schunk & Greene, 2018).
Increasingly, SRL has been viewed in terms of actions rather than dispositions, thus It is critical to
examine the sequence of these events and the cognitive and metacognitive processes they reflect.
Process mining (PM) is an analytical method that can be applied to sequential SRL event data and
involves process discovery, conformance checking, and model enhancement (Van Der Aalast, 2012).
Educational researchers have been using it to study SRL, given one assumption of PM is that there is
a latent model in the event data (Bannert et al., 2014), and this latent model can be aligned with SRL
theory. Our aim in this study was to understand the SRL processes undertaken by more and less
successful students, so that we might determine whether the theorized sequence of processes in
SRL frameworks (e.g., Winne & Hadwin, 1998) was present in the data and more commonly
undertaken by those who performed well in a complex task compared to those who did not.

2

CURRENT STUDY

2.1

Participants and Method

Undergraduate students (N=49) from a large public university in the Southeastern U.S. were
recruited from their introductory biology course and completed one lesson from the course in the
laboratory. All course assignments involved preparatory reading while answering ungraded guided
reading questions and then the completion of a graded pre-lecture homework. We selected 10
Successful learners who scored 5 out 5 in their homework and 10 Less Successful learners who
scored 3 or less out of 5. During the study, students were asked to think aloud, and then trained
researchers coded their verbalizations using micro codes from a codebook (Table 1). These micro
codes were nested in macro codes. Then, coded events were analyzed using Fuzzy Miner algorithm
(Günther & Van Der Aalst, 2007) in ProM 6.10. Node cutoff was set to 0 and Edge cutoff set to .2.
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Table 1: Selected TAP Macro and Micro codes (Greene & Azevedo, 2009)
Macro:

Task Codes

Monitoring

Domain-General
Strategies

Assessment
Strategies

Micro:

Recycling

Content Evaluation

Taking notes

Ruling out answers

Self-testing

Matching

Task definition Judgment of Correctness
2.2

Results and Discussion

Descriptively, Less Successful students engaged in more codable TAP strategies overall, and
Successful students completed the task in less time overall (Table 2). Successful students also
allocated less time on Task Codes and Monitoring, and more time on Reading. In summary, the
frequency and duration of SRL events differed by group, but these events alone did not explain
achievement difference.

Table 2: Occurrences and Durations of TAP Macros and Reading of Two Groups
TAP Macro

Successful students (n=10)

Less Successful students (n=10)

Occurrences

Duration (unit: sec)

Occurrences

Duration (unit: sec)

Task Codes

89 (15.98%)

619.08 (9.34%)

143 (17.90%)

1,138.59 (15.20%)

Monitoring

156 (28.01%)

451.97 (6.82%)

245 (30.66%)

763.38 (10.19%)

Domain-General

143 (25.67%)

1,614.46 (24.34%)

211 (26.41%)

1,931.96 (25.79%)

Assessment

41 (7.36%)

645.24 (9.73%)

65 (8.14%)

688.46 (9.19%)

Reading

128 (22.98%)

3,301.05 (49.78%)

135 (16.90%)

2,968.38 (39.63%)

Total

557

6,631.81

799

7,490.77

2.2.1 Process Mining Results
Process models for each group in Figure 1 illustrate some similarities across groups: reading showed
the highest significance and Assessment strategies showed the lowest (i.e., number inside nodes
range from 1.0 [high] to 0.0 [low], Günther & Van Der Aalst, 2007). A bidirectional relationship
between reading and monitoring indicated both groups monitored while reading, but only
Successful learners showed connections to the domain-general strategies that reflect active reading
(i.e., re-reading, taking notes, forming new conclusions during reading) and have been shown to
promote learning. In contrast, Less Successful Learners engaged in more instrumental reading,
reflected by the successive process from Assessment strategies to Reading. This was likely induced
by the need to complete guided reading questions, or to answer graded homework questions.
A second notable difference between groups was that Task Codes – reflecting learners’ initial and
ongoing consideration of the goal of the task and resources provided to pursue it – were less
significant to the process model of Successful Learners but were bidirectionally connected with their
monitoring events. This may reflect Winne and Hadwin’s assertion that students frequently
metacognitively monitor their task engagement in light of the conditions imposed by the task and
standards for task engagement the learner sets, and choose their strategies accordingly. Thereafter,
students may evaluate the influence of that strategy on progress towards the task goal and adapt
accordingly. No such connections were observed for less successful learners. A third difference
involved Assessment strategies, which were unconnected and less significant in the Successful
Learner model compared to the Less Successful Learner model. Reading and assessment (i.e.,
homework completion) were distinct activities, whereas Less Successful learners iteratively returned
to reading during homework, potentially to seek, confirm, or revise answers. Finally, the overall
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model for Successful learners more fully reflects the complexity proposed by SRL theorists, whereas
the Less Successful student process model lacks connections between events that reflect essential
assumptions of SRL frameworks (e.g., monitoring and control events; Winne & Hadwin, 1998).

Figure 1: Successful (L) and Less Successful (R) learners’ SRL sequences and trace conformances
We conducted conformance checking to gauge the models’ fitness – the percentage of actual event
sequences observed in logs that could be captured successfully by the model – similar to the notion
of explained variance. The trace conformance (silver in Figure 2, dark panels) of Successful learners
was much higher (M=70.22%, SD=18.94%) than Less Successful Learners (M=32.26%, SD=15.74%),
suggesting Successful learners followed similar SRL models, whereas Less Successful learners had
more idiosyncratic learning processes among their SRL event sets.
2.3

Conclusion, Limitation, and Future Directions

Even with a small sample and a coarse macro-level SRL taxonomy, process mining produced
evidence that corroborated theoretical assumptions in ways that contributed beyond analyses of the
frequency and duration of SRL events. The process models have potential implications for college
STEM instructors to support less successful students. SRL processes can be mined and included in
dashboards for instructors and students, and can inform prediction models that identify students
whose learning process misaligns to SRL models, and who might benefit from additional support.
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ABSTRACT: Collaboration in virtual teams is considered crucial in the 21st century. Student
characteristics impact learning as well as collaboration. To facilitate grouping considering
students’ characteristics algorithmic approaches might be supportive. This proposal reports
research findings from a qualitative study investigating students’ perceptions of algorithmic
group formation for a project assignment. Findings indicate that students perceive the
approach resulted in fair grouping, a good fit of skills among members, and was beneficial as
groups were more diverse.
Keywords: collaboration, group formation, algorithm, higher education

1

INTRODUCTION

A crucial skill in the 21st century is collaboration in virtual teams. During the pandemic situation
virtual facilitation of collaboration for learning and teaching in higher education is increasingly
relevant. Students’ characteristics impact learning processes and outcomes (Nakayama et al., 2014)
as well as their collaboration (e.g., dealing with learning tasks, peer interaction and task
contribution) (Hadwin et al., 2017). Hence, group formation considering students’ characteristics
might be beneficial for collaborative learning and outcomes. For example, heterogeneity of
extraversion and conscientiousness was found to have a positive impact on group processes and
outcomes (Bellhäuser et al., 2018). Grouping students heterogeneously based on subject knowledge,
motivation and demographics had a positive effect on emotions but not significantly on
performance (Sun & Chiarandini, 2021). Technical solutions using algorithms are beneficial when
considering multiple characteristics in larger cohorts to reduce teacher workload for grouping and
finding optimal solutions.
Besides the impact that group formation might have on collaborative processes and outcomes it
needs to be investigated how students perceive being grouped based on algorithms. Thus, this study
used an algorithmic approach for forming groups based on self-reported characteristics and
investigated students’ perceptions using qualitative semi-structured guided group interviews to
answer the following research questions: How do students perceive being grouped by an algorithm?
How do students evaluate the fit of their group members compared to the task requirements?

2

METHODS

2.1

Participants and design

The study was conducted in a computer science master’s course on social media and collaborative
systems at a European university. Of the N = 44 students enrolled in the course, n1 = 23 students
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participated voluntarily. The groups worked virtually on a programming task in which they could
choose from a set of user stories to develop microservices targeting the coordination needs of NGO
members. The project assignment lasted for two months in January and February 2021 including
weekly online course sessions for presenting project progress, asking questions, and receiving
feedback. Before the project assignment started participating students answered a questionnaire
assessing their personality traits, learning and achievement goals, learning styles, preferences for
group work, course-related self-efficacy beliefs, prior knowledge, interest in the course topic, and
demographic data. The applied algorithm assigned the students into five groups (with 3-6 students
per group) based on the self-reported data. The remaining students (n2 = 21) in the course were
randomly assigned to another five groups. After the project was finished students grouped by the
algorithm participated in a qualitative interview study.
2.2

Grouping algorithm

The initially developed approach of Kardan and Sadeghi (2016) has been adapted. The algorithm
processes students’ self-reported data and combines them with teacher defined requirements on
heterogeneity and homogeneity of the groups to be formed (Figure 1). First, the algorithm computes
the so-called compatibility measure, which combines multiple attributes in one characteristic
ranging from 0 to 1. The compatibility is calculated for each student pair. The resulting compatibility
matrix, containing all student pairs’ compatibilities, is used as the input to the binary integer
programming optimization solver, which produces students’ optimal grouping.

Figure 1: Algorithm workflow and student self-reported attributes for automatic grouping
2.3

Instruments

To investigate participants’ perceptions of the grouping and the group work, qualitative semi
structured guided group interviews were conducted after the project assignment. The interviews
were conducted online and took between 30 and 45 minutes. Questions asked participants about
the grouping process, the fairness of this approach compared to traditional approaches, work
allocation among group members, available skills of the group members and how they met the task
requirements plus if they perceived a learning gain regarding subject-related or collaborative skills.
Interviews were transcribed and analyzed using qualitative contents analysis.

3

RESULTS

Regarding students’ perceptions of being grouped by an algorithm (RQ1), results indicate that
students liked to be grouped in more diverse teams with unknown peers that have different
knowledge increasing their opportunities to learn new things. Some also mentioned that they would
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have preferred working with friends. Fairness was similar or better than random grouping given that
questionnaires were answered honestly. It was further mentioned that they perceived that
“someone took care to obtain a good match” (group 5). However, students asked for more insights
into the algorithm’s assumptions. In addition, participants stated that particularly in the online
semester and when not knowing their peers the algorithmic grouping was efficient but would also
be beneficial for large on-site courses and first year students.
Investigating the fit of the group members’ skills to perform the task, four groups stated that their
prior knowledge was sufficiently diverse to complement each other for achieving the task goal. Only
one group had the impression of having less prior knowledge compared to others (group 4). Smaller
groups of three stated to have less coordination tasks (group 1) but also perceived limitations of
what they could achieve (group 2). In contrast, larger groups of five had difficulties to allocate
responsibilities and faced higher coordination needs (group 3 and group 4). The size of four
members seemed to be the optimum of coordination effort and sufficient capacities for
implementing the programming task (group 5).

4

DISCUSSION

Using a qualitative approach enabled us to gain insights into students’ perceptions of algorithmic
grouping and their group work. Results indicated that a good fit was experienced when members
had diverse task-related prior knowledge and experiences. In addition, a group size of four seemed
to be suitable for the project assignment especially in virtual collaboration. Upcoming analyses will
investigate students’ digital collaboration process as indicated by their trace data and relate this to
their reported self-regulation and the group performance in the project assignment. However, this
study has limitations as the sample is rather small and from one institution only. Furthermore, as a
larger cohort would facilitate the group formation this is currently investigated in a larger project. It
should also be examined how to include students’ preferences of working together with friends to
the group formation. This approach might be a support for facilitators of larger courses, digital
formats and first-year students for finding a suitable group and to avoid negative group experiences
as reported by our participants.
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ABSTRACT: In learning analytics research, methods for data collection and the produced data
are manyfold. To ensure the research data's findability, accessibility, interoperability, and
reusability structured information along the research data life cycle is required. This paper
outlines the development of LAMM – Learning Analytics Metadata Model – a metadata
model designed to describe the generation of learning analytics research data. We develop
this model in close collaboration with learning analytics researchers in the field of evaluation
of collaborative programming scenarios. The main challenge is to provide all relevant
information and important search criteria for reuse of data within a collaborative working
space as well as for third-party scientists. Therefore, metadata capture information about
observed learner, software environments, where learning takes place, as well as methods
and measurement instruments used for data collection. Such metadata make the research
data FAIR and enable a sustainable research data management for learning analytics.
Keywords: Research Data Management, Metadata, Open Science

1

INTRODUCTION

Learning analytics is a data-driven science and once data are generated a sustainable research data
management is required that handles data creation and processing transparently and enables
traceability and replication. Until now, there is no professional, established culture in learning
analytics for storing and reusing accumulated data. Data management of learning analytics data
comes with several challenges that hinder the development of a learning analytics open science
culture and prevent researchers from sharing their data so far (Biernacka & Pinkwart, 2021).
Nevertheless, data sharing is useful to give third parties the opportunity to use secondary analyses
to make thematic and methodological comparisons with existing data while working on new
research questions and contexts without generating data in the same context due to the complex
and time-consuming data gathering processes (Pasquetto et al., 2017). One component of a
sustainable research data management is structured data about the data, called metadata. They
describe the structure of objects, and provide important administrative information on rights and
property rights. Therefore, we look from a library and information science perspective on generated
data in a learning analytics context to enhance data reusability for researchers within a collaborative
working space and for third-party scientists.

2

COMPONENTS OF A LEARNING ANALYTICS METADATA MODEL

In (Wolff et al., 2021), we present a literature review on research methods and techniques used in
learning analytics science of collaborative programming scenarios to deduce requirements for a
learning analytics metadata model. From gathered data, we derive a model of objects of all research
components involved in the learning analytics, cf. Figure 1. Furthermore, we develop and enhance
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LAMM – Learning Analytics Metadata Model – on collaborative base in our project with fellow
learning analytics researchers from a collaborative programming scenario context from three
Universities within the DiP-iT 1 project. We consider existing standards, like Dublin Core, DataCite,
and RADAR, but extend these by domain-specific metadata, to improve data reusability by providing
information about data provenance.

Figure 1: Model of objects with domain-specific characteristics for learning analytics
Our primary goal is to capture all relevant criteria along the learning analytics research data lifecycle
(Wissik &
to make data comprehensible and reusable for third-party scientists.
Therefore, we take the FAIR principles for “Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and
Reusability” into consideration, which act as a guideline to enhance reusability of data holdings by
using adequate metadata (Wolff et al., 2021). In the following, we categorize the metadata from our
model of objects in Figure 1 according to their specific characteristics that make the corresponding
research data FAIR and meeting researchers needs on research data management (Baca, 2008).
The first type is the descriptive metadata, which accomplishes researchers needs by increasing their
data findability and identify and describe the dataset by giving related information about the
resource. These are elementary entities like title, keywords, description, and related persons as well
as the subject area of the data set. Furthermore, important for repository usage is a mapping of the
data with an established classification, like the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) (Dewey, 1989),
and with related publications with their bibliographic references.
Researchers also require easy access to their data, what we ensure with administrative metadata. It
is of importance for learning analytics data, according to privacy and ethical issues (Pardo &
Siemens, 2014). We use this type for managing and administering a dataset and ensure accessibility,
mostly represented by the entity license, which manages to what extent the research data can be
reused and accessed.
A data set can also consist of multiple files with file attributes like name, type, and size and can be
enriched with a checksum or persistent identifier, which also ensures findability. We categorize such
entities as technical metadata.
The last type is the domain-specific metadata, which is not a classic metadata type, but important
for reusability and interoperability of a data set. It defines learning analytics characteristics along the

1

https://www.dip-it.ovgu.de/
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research data lifecycle. Here, the learner and the environment used for the analysis of the activity
measurement and the measurement instrument are defined, as well as the calculations or
computation used for analysis of the learning process. These entities allow third-party learning
analytics researchers to understand the data provenance in detail, to reuse the data, e.g., for a new
study.

3

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Research data management and data reusability is an emerging topic for all sciences. Currently, we
are developing LAMM – Learning Analytics Metadata Model – (Wolff et al., 2022) for research data
management. This basis builds already established metadata models, enriched with disciplinespecific metadata to include data provenance and learning process measurement in detail.
Therefore, the FAIR principles are adapted to meet the community standards and researchers needs.
The metadata model will then be implemented in a research data repository and tested with
different kinds of data from the universities in our project, and furthermore discussed with peers
and continuously enhanced.
Acknowledgements
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ABSTRACT: Natural language processing (NLP) models have previously been used to classify
and summarize student collaborative actions in various online and computerized learning
environments. However, due to limitations related to insufficient or inappropriate training
data, these models are limited in their applications and impact. In this study, we explore how
a new model, GPT 3, summarizes student chat in a computer supported collaborative
learning environment. With only a sentence explaining the context of the learning
environment and two training examples, GPT 3 was able to effectively extract and
summarize student conversations (properly attributing states such as frustration and
confusion), reliably synthesize statements not present in the source text, and effectively
ignore extraneous noise in the student chat. We discuss how this summarization could be
used to support teachers understanding of student collaboration in computer supported
collaborative learning environments.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Collaborative Learning, Discourse

1

INTRODUCTION

To support collaboration, instructors need to understand information about social interaction
among students as they engage in computer supported collaborative learning, game based learning,
and other forms of instruction that focus on supporting group work. Researchers have used natural
language processing (NLP) to analyze collaborative actions which are captured as speech or text
(Blikstein & Worsley, 2016). However, most of these models require extensive training, and are
mainly applied post hoc, meaning they cannot be easily used for real time orchestration. Even when
sufficient previous data exists, these types of models tend to “fail non gracefully” (Roschelle et al.,
2020) when the context of the data changes slightly. Some researchers have used pre trained NLP
models to accomplish this task. However, the success of pre models has been limited because these
models are often trained in a specific context, such as Wikipedia or Twitter data that doesn’t
generalize well to student generated text (Phillips et al., 2021). A new model, GPT 3, has the
potential to change this. GPT 3 was trained on a corpus of 410 billion tokens drawn from a common,
largely indiscriminate crawl of the internet and is ten times large than any previous NLP model
(Brown et al., 2020). This paper explores the potential of GPT 3 as a tool to summarize student chat
in a computer supported collaborative learning environment using only two training examples.
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2

METHODS

The data analyzed in this study was collected from four 12 to 14 year old students participating in a
collaborative game based learning environment designed to teach ecosystems concepts. In the
learning environment, students are on a field trip to a fictional island in the Philippines and conduct
investigations on why tilapia in the local fisheries are sick. They gather evidence, and then work
together to determine the cause of the sickness. One of the major features of the game is a virtual
whiteboard where students can drag and drop their collected evidence, organizing it by topic and
potential explanations. Student discussion is supported by an in game chat feature where students
generate explanations, discuss evidence, and engage in group inquiry.
GPT 3 has been shown to be successful at NLP classification, summarization, and completion tasks
with no or few training examples (Brown et al., 2020). To understand how it might be utilized in our
game based learning environment, GPT 3 was presented with the follow prompt:
Summarize the following conversations between four students, (Eagle520, Jeepney520,
Sun520 and Turtle520) and their tutor (wizard520) who are playing an educational video
game.
We then primed GPT 3 by manually summarizing the first 10 lines of code in two chunks. This
method could theoretically be implemented in practice, with teachers summarizing the first several
lines of chat at the beginning of the class and allowing GPT 3 to continue during the implementation.
After being presented with these two training examples, the text of student chat from our data was
split into groups of approximately 500 tokens to conform with the length limitations of GPT 3, or
approximately 300 400 words. GPT 3 was asked to summarize these chunks. A total of 18 summaries
were created over the 702 lines of chat.

3

RESULTS

Overall, GPT 3 was effective at summarizing chat conversations and was robust against previously
unseen and unusual language. Additionally, GPT 3 could correctly attribute abstract concepts (e.g.,
spamming the chat, confusion, frustration) to specific students, even when the exact words of the
summary did not appear in the chat. Because GPT 3 is text bound, it does not have a robust
understanding of context, and can make inaccurate inferences (see examples). This limited
understanding of context means GPT 3 cannot always discern between content that is considered
important in the specific context of a collaborative educational game and everyday conversation.
Example 1: “Summary: Eagle520 is spamming the chat. Sun520 and Jeepney520 are upset with
Eagle's behavior. Wizard520 asks the students to talk more respectfully as a team.” In this example,
over half of the chat lines were the student’s avatar of Eagle typing “REEEEE” into the chat. Both
Jeepney and Sun express frustration with this, though Sun expresses this abstractly, saying: “can we
kick this kid.” The word “spam” appears within the text (“he kind of spam tho”), however, the phrase
“spamming the chat” was generated by GPT 3.
Example 2: “Summary: Wizard520 welcomes the students to the board. Wizard520 says they can get
started by dragging and dropping notes from their notebook into the different columns. Sun and
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Jeepney are confused about how to do this.” Despite not having been explicitly told about the format
of the whiteboard, GPT 3 properly abstracts the concepts of notes dragged into columns on a board.
Additionally, it correctly attributed an abstract state to Jeepney and Sun using a word not present in
the text (confusion). Jeepney states: “We need help,” while Sun states “I DONT SEE ANY COLLUMS.”
Example 3: “Summary: Wizard520 tells the students that they can't vote for their own notes. Eagle is
having a mental breakdown. Sun thinks Turtle is a secret agent who is secretly not a turtle.” In this
example, we see again how GPT 3’s limited understanding of context means it is not capable of
discerning between content focused and social conversations. It nearly directly quotes eagle (“I WILL
HAVE A MENTAL BREAKDOWN”) and does not understand this is a hyperbolic expression of
frustration. Additionally, it does not recognize the social nature of Sun and Turtle’s conversation.

4

DISCUSSION

This paper explores the potential of GPT 3 as an aid in formative assessment of students in
technology enhanced learning environments. With only two training examples, GPT 3 was able to
accurately summarize student chat in a collaborative game based learning environment. It was able
to accurately attribute abstract states to students, such as frustration and confusion, and behaviors
such as “spamming the chat.” Because of its limited understanding of the context of the student
chat, GPT 3 does not discriminate between certain topics and does not always recognize hyperbolic
statements. However, in the case of Example 3, this limitation could potentially prove invaluable in
understanding the nature of collaboration. This is because it is possible that conversations that
appear unproductive are instrumental in helping students regulate negative emotions (Author,
2011). Rather than labeling student actions along a spectrum of productive and unproductive
behaviors, the model provides a simplistic description of the social situation. In doing so, the model
allows the teacher to make inferences about the nature of student collaboration. The limitations of
GPT 3 in summarizing the text in this study were relatively obvious and easily understood. If these
limitations were properly expressed to teachers, this model could represent a substantial asset to
teachers. Being able to view summaries of student conversation in real time would allow teachers to
better allocate their attention to frustrated and confused students and gain a insight into students’
progress in technology enhanced learning activities. By placing the teacher as an intermediary
between the model inference and pedagogical interventions, we could protect against the model
failing non gracefully (Roschelle et al., 2020). Overall, GPT 3 has the potential to markedly increase
the accuracy and utility of NLP models in real time analysis of educational data.
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ABSTRACT: Commonly, time limits are a necessary part of every exam, and they may
introduce an unintended influence such as speededness on the item and ability parameter
estimates as they have not been accounted for while modeling the latent ability. The changepoint analysis (CPA) method can be used to obtain more accurate parameters by detecting
speeded examinees, the location of change-point, removing speeded responses, and
reestimating parameters. In the current study, several examinees were detected as speeded
across five sections of a 250-item exam, and two main patterns were observed. In addition,
speededness was further investigated using response times (RTs) per item and two patterns
were observed for examinees with a decrease in performance after the estimated changepoint. Recommendations for practitioners, limitations, and future research were discussed in
the conclusion section.
Keywords: Speededness, Change-point Analysis, False Discovery Rate

1

INTRODUCTION

Lu and Sireci (2007) defined test speededness as “the situation where the time limits on tests do not
allow substantial numbers of examinees to fully consider all test items” (p. 29), so, the validity and
reliability of results are in question. Shao et al. (2016) proposed a model based on change-point
analysis (CPA) to separate speeded and non-speeded examinees. Compared to previous models, this
model has the advantage of locating the change-point, which is so informative to determine test
length. For example, if many examinees are speeded toward the end of the exam, this shows that
the time limits are not compatible with the time required for each question. Therefore, regarding
tests with strict time limits, we may change the number of items or test length. In cases that test
duration is more flexible, we can recalculate the time allocated to each item. The second important
advantage of this method is improving the ability and item estimates by removing the speeded
responses and recalculating the parameters. In other words, we obtain a more accurate estimate of
examinees’ abilities which is very critical for deciding the mastery of examinees in a criterionreferenced test. This study aims at using CPA to elaborate more on its pros and cons. So, the
objective of this study was to apply CPA to real data to evaluate change points pattern, test
duration, and ability estimates precision. Following Shao et al.'s (2016) method to detect
speededness, the research question is: Given examinees’ response vectors, how does CPA detect
speededness among examinees across all five sections of the Physician Assistant National Certifying
Examination (PANCE)?
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2

METHOD

Responses for 10,266 examinees who took PANCE in 2020 were collected and 38 responses were
removed from the population due to different timing for examinees with disability. Among five
parallel forms of the exam, form three with a sample size of 2,471 was selected for the current
study. Examinees typically take PANCE upon graduation from PA programs at the National
Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants (NCCPA) to be able to practice medicine. PANCE
is administered at one session of five hours and 45 minutes, that is, five blocks of 60 questions with
60 minutes in addition to 45 minutes of break time. It consists of five parallel forms and each exam
form contains 300 multiple-choice items across five sections. Out of 60 items per section, 10 items
are experimental and are not scored. Regarding reliability-internal consistency of items, NCCPA
reported a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.85 for form three in PANCE 2020. In our sample, the calculated
Cronbach’s Alpha was 0.83 which aligned with the NCCPA report. PANCE items are multiple-choice
questions, but for the current study, items were dichotomously coded as correct and incorrect, and
the Rasch version (Rasch, 1993) of Shao et al.'s (2016) formula was used to model the change-points.
Rasch model was selected as the PANCE items, by design, mostly vary in difficulty, and
discrimination parameter estimates are so small. R statistical software was used to do the analysis.

3

RESULT

To ensure a linear test, each section of the test with 50 operational items was considered as a
separate test and the degree of speededness was compared among five sections of form three.
Examinees could see any random order of section sequences; therefore, to make sure comparability
of results across all sections, we checked the average difficulty of items per section to examine how
items were distributed. The average difficulty across all five sections in form three was about 0.06.
Out of 2,471 examinees in form three, 109, 86, 119, 105, and 134 were detected as speeded across
five sections. CPA method detects significant changes in examinees’ ability estimates before and
after the estimated change-point. For that reason, across all speeded responses, we observed two
main patterns: the first showed examinees performed well until the estimated change-point, and
after that their performance significantly decreased. This pattern was compatible with what we
expected about examinees answering items toward the end of the exam more quickly because of
the imposed time limits. The second pattern was exactly the opposite. Examinees scored lower on
the first part and then scored significantly higher on the second part after the estimated changepoint. Across all sections, the proportions of first and second patterns were 56.4% and 43.6%,
respectively. As shown in Figure 1, in section one, examinee 3352’s performance dropped
significantly after item 37 (estimated change-point), and examinee 266, scored higher after item 30.

Figure 2: lower performance (left) vs. higher performance (right) after the estimated change-point.
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We had access to examinees’ response times (RTs) per item, and among several examinees with a
decrease in performance after the change-point, two main patterns were observed. It seems that as
examinees spent either much longer time or much shorter time than average on an item, the
probability of getting an item incorrect, increased.

4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSSION

By utilizing CPA, several examinees per section were detected as speeded. In their empirical
research, Shao et al. (2016) did not report any low-to-high trends; this study is the first to show
multiple observed patterns. This may be due to applying CPA to a different test within a different
test setting. Consequently, this study helps to generalize CPA applications to multiple tests, and it
extends the method, as well. The result of this study certainly shows that there is a need to improve
CPA to detect multiple change-points across items. Possibly, a few change-points are needed to
cover the warmup effect at the beginning (low-to-high pattern) of the test or other incidents during
the exam. Other change-points may be needed to address speededness, exhaustion, or carelessness
compatible with the decrease in person abilities after the change-point.
Researchers and practitioners can apply this method to detect the proportion of speeded examinees
(high-to-low pattern) and remove the speeded items and recalculate the person abilities. However,
if the proportion is large, they can use correction methods such as multidimensional IRT models to
model speededness as another factor. In addition, if the number of examinees who show speeded
behavior is not overly large, from an operational perspective, it is helpful to know when responses
from those examinees deviate from typical test-taking behavior, because those aberrant responses
may adversely affect estimates of item difficulty and person ability. With strong evidence that
responses change after a given point and likely capture something other than evidence of person
ability, one might elect to exclude those responses before calibration.
Limitation and future research. We did not investigate change points locations greatly, so further
research on this would inform other underlying reasons (e.g., warm-up effects) of different patterns.
We may also consider the Expected a Posteriori (EAP) estimator with prior known ability estimates
instead of MLE. Kern and Choe (2021), used joint EAP in a computerized adaptive test along with
response times and item responses to control differential speededness. They showed that by using
joint EAP, ability estimates and speededness were less biased.
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ABSTRACT (Poster): Comparison with peers is a widely used reference frame in dashboards.
Indicators like students’ class rank or students’ performance in comparison with the class
average are supposed to increase learners’ engagement. However, learner who have a
mastery goal orientation or are classified as low performers, might perceive such comparison
features as frustrating or pressure. A decrease in motivation and learning could be the result.
The consideration of such undesired effects is still at an early stage in learning analytics
research. Our research wants to contribute to close this research gap. We examined the
moderating effects of prior knowledge and goal orientations on the effects of providing
comparison feedback versus content-oriented feedback on learning outcomes and
motivation. Our findings indicate that prior knowledge indeed is a moderator and therefore
has to be considered for tailored dashboard feedback. However, this is a preliminary result,
as data from only one of two student cohorts is analyzed yet.
Keywords: learner characteristics, motivation, comparison feedback, dashboard

1

INTRODUCTION

The design of dashboard feedback is relevant for effects on learner. The reference frame of the
feedback might yield undesired motivational or affective responses (Howell, Roberts, & Mancini
(2018). Feedback with comparison features, which is very common in dashboards, might be
suboptimal for those learners who are especially in need of instructional feedback and guidance –
learners with low prior knowledge or low learning performance in comparison with the average.
Comparison with peers, especially with competitive features like leaderboards, might be perceived
as pressure and trigger stress or discouragement (Roberts, Howell, & Seaman, 2017). Results of
studies provide mixed results on the effects of comparison features in dashboards so far – negative
(e.g., Hanus & Fox, 2015) as well as positive (e.g., Aljohani et al., 2019) or no effects (e.g., Howell,
Roberts, & Mancini, 2018). Studies indicate that effects are moderated and mediated by learners’
cognitive (Teasley, 2017) and motivational characteristics (Schumacher & Ifenthaler, 2018).
Comparison feedback in dashboards is typically outcome feedback which gives information about
learners’ performance but not on strategies to perform better (Aljohani et al., 2019; Lim et al.,
2019). Students who have low prior knowledge and therefore perform lower on (initial) tasks might
need content-related feedback. For them, competitive features might result in extraneous cognitive
load and thus hinder performance (Kalyuga, 2017) or lower motivation. Furthermore, competitive
features might only motivate students with a focus on performance goals. For students with a focus
Creative Commons License, Attribution - NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
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on mastery goals the comparison with peers might reduce motivation and performance
(Schumacher & Ifenthaler, 2018).
The aim of the current study is to provide answers to the following question: Are there moderating
effects of motivational predispositions and cognitive characteristics of learners on the impact of
dashboard feedback on learners’ motivation and learning performance?

2

STUDY

We carried out a one-factor experimental design in a course on learning programming in C. 27
students were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions – competitive or content-oriented
dashboard feedback (see Table 1). Students got dashboard feedback only once, at the start of the
semester, on their prior knowledge. Therefore, they had to solve C programming tasks. We
measured their achievement goal orientation with approach items from the AGQ-R (Elliot &
Murayama, 2008) in the first exercise. At the end of the semester they had to indicate their intrinsic
motivation (Isen & Reeve, 2005) and solve a test with C programming tasks.

condition Description

Table 1: Description of the two conditions
students get …

1 (N = content
14)
feedback

… their points in tasks, indication of difficulties in the tasks and hints
about knowledge gaps that need to be filled = instructional guidance

2 (N = competitive
13)
feedback

… their points in tasks and the average, ranking in anonymized
leaderboard = no instructional guidance concerning knowledge gaps
and potential difficulties in tasks

3

RESULTS

Results of regressions indicate that prior knowledge moderates the effect of the two kinds of
dashboard feedback on learning outcome in the way expected (see Table 2).
Table 2: Results of regressions of prior knowledge on learning outcome; note: *p ≤ .05; **p ≤ .00
beta T
p
learning outcome

Condition

(adjusted R² = .63; R² change = .09*) prior knowledge**

.45

1.82

.08

.82

6.6

.00

condition x prior knowledge* -.58

-2.39 .02

We did not find any significant difference concerning intrinsic motivation or moderating effects of
achievement goal orientation.
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4

DISCUSSION

Our findings indicate that prior knowledge moderate the effects of the two types of dashboard
feedback. For students with low prior knowledge, a competitive comparison feedback was
counterproductive. However, students with higher prior knowledge achieved better learning
outcomes in the competitive condition. A possible explanation for the result is that their good
results in the comparison provided an incentive to elaborate further. Students with lower prior
knowledge on the other hand benefit from content feedback, whereas students with higher prior
knowledge did not. This result can be explained with reference to expertise-reversal effect (Kalyuga,
2007). However, limitations arise from our small N. For getting final results, we still have to integrate
data from a second course where we implemented the same research design into our analysis.
From our results, we conclude that comparison features have to be considered carefully with regard
to learner characteristics. More research considering moderating effects of cognitive and
motivational learner characteristics is necessary to tailor dashboards to learners’ needs.
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ABSTRACT: Technology aided learning is becoming increasingly popular. In some of the
countries, online learning has taken over for traditional classroom-based learning. With this,
educational data is being generated in vast amounts. Knowing the potential of this data, many
education stakeholders have turned to evidence-based decision making to improve the
learning outcomes of the students. EdOptimize platform provides extensive actionable
insights for a range of stakeholders through a suite of 3 data dashboards, each one intended
for a certain type of stakeholder. We have designed a conceptual model and data architecture
that can generalize across many different edtech implementation scenarios. Our source code
is available at https://github.com/PlaypowerLabs/EdOptimize
Keywords: learning analytics, digital learning, dashboards, assessment data, curriculumanalytics, platform-analytics, implementation-analytics

Interactive Demo Link - https://youtu.be/NYvO3iOg3Kg
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ABSTRACT: Students typically have great difficulty monitoring their comprehension of
textual materials. Completing diagrams about causal relations in expository texts has been a
successful intervention to enhance the accuracy of students’ reading comprehension
judgments (i.e., monitoring accuracy), although there is still room for improvement. Such
judgments play a role in crucial self-regulated learning decisions that students make such as
allocating time and effort, selecting content for restudy, and/or consulting additional
sources. The automated scoring of students’ diagram content can provide a basis for
strengthening the diagramming intervention with individual and simultaneous feedback to a
high number of students. Leveraging an existing human-coded (correct and incorrect)
dataset of 6000+ diagram answers (completed in Dutch by 700+ secondary students), we
compared different automatic scoring solutions in terms of classification accuracy. Four
computational linguistic models for Dutch were identified and tested in combination with
four popular machine learning classification algorithms. The best solution reached 81%
accuracy (i.e., four out of five answers matched the human coding). Depending on the
accuracy required for different applications, these results could be used for fully- or semiautomated scorings of students’ answers to generative activities used in reading
comprehension interventions.
Keywords: computational linguistics,
diagramming, monitoring judgments
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1

INTRODUCTION

As students progress through the educational system, they switch from an early goal of learning to
read, to increasingly reading to learn. In the process of reading to acquire knowledge, students
monitor their comprehension, which is an important determinant of their study decisions (Thiede et
al., 2009). For example, they spend more time restudying those texts that they think they
understand less well. Study decisions, in turn, are likely to influence their exam scores.
The accuracy of students’ monitoring of their reading comprehension is determined by relating how
students think they will score on a test about a certain text, to their actual test scores.
Unfortunately, meta-analytic results show an average accuracy below 0.30 (Goodman and Kruskal's
gamma) (Prinz et al., 2020). Consequently, educational researchers have developed interventions
(e.g., generating keywords, summaries, or diagrams) to enhance students’ monitoring accuracy. In
particular, completing pre-structured diagrams about causal relations in expository texts have
proved effective in raising monitoring accuracy over 0.55 (van de Pol et al., 2019). Nonetheless, the
numbers indicate that, despite the progress, there is room for improvement.
Concurrently, advances in computational linguistics offer promising opportunities for the automatic
scoring of the diagrams produced by the students in those interventions. The interest in automation
is motivated by the real-time, individual feedback possibilities it affords towards increasing
monitoring accuracy. Leveraging an existing dataset of 6000+ diagram answers in Dutch, including
human scores of whether answers are correct or not, we evaluated the accuracy of automatic
scoring as compared to human scoring. The dataset answers were produced by 700+ Dutch-speaking
secondary education students in a series of diagram completion interventions to enhance
monitoring accuracy (van de Pol et al., 2019; van Loon et al., 2014). The automatic scoring capitalizes
on computational linguistics models for text representation (Mikolov et al., 2013) in combination
with machine learning classification algorithms. Our aims are therefore to identify available
computational linguistics models for representing Dutch text and to compare their performance in
terms of classification accuracy. Four such models and four classifiers are tested in this study.

2

METHODOLOGY

First, a literature review was conducted to identify the latest developments in computational
linguistic models for text representation in Dutch. Then, four popular classification algorithms in
machine learning, namely 1) logistic regression, 2) support vector machines (SVM), 3) random
forests, and 4) neural networks; were used in combination with the linguistic models.
The content of each diagram answer in the existing dataset was human coded as correct or incorrect
with satisfactory interrater reliability. For the automatic scoring, since mathematical computer
algorithms operate with numbers instead of texts, the first step was to represent the text of each
diagram answer as a multidimensional numerical vector (300 dimensions) using the identified
computational linguistic models. Then, the classification algorithms were trained with 90% of the
data, leaving the remaining 10% for evaluation of the classification performance.
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3

RESULTS

Four available state-of-the-art computational linguistics models were identified, namely 1) “spaCy
medium”, 2) “spaCy large”, 3) “FastText”, and 4) “ConceptNet Numberbatch” (ConNum). Table 1
shows the classification accuracies of the automatic scoring of the texts obtained for all the
combinations of the four Dutch models and the four classification algorithms. The size of the model
is also included as an indication of their complexity. The best accuracy (81%) was obtained for the
“spaCy medium” model in combination with a neural network classifier. Thus, the best performing
combination for automatic scoring gave, in slightly over 4 out of 5 cases, the same score as a human
did. Remarkably, it also means that the simplest model in terms of size (i.e., “spaCy medium”)
offered the best automatic scoring accuracy.
Table 1. Automatic scoring accuracy by classification algorithm and Dutch language model.
Dutch Model

Size

Classification Algorithm

Logistic Regression
FastText
7GB
79%
spaCy medium 44MB 80%
spaCy large
545MB 77%
ConNum
223MB 76%

4

SVM
77%
79%
79%
80%

Random Forests
70%
70%
70%
71%

Neural Networks
81%
80%
70%
70%

EDUCATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

The educational significance of this work is threefold. First, our automated scoring solution enables
the development and testing of automated individualized feedback interventions to further improve
students’ monitoring accuracy. Second, it can alleviate teachers’ workload in scoring students’ text
comprehension diagrams. Third, it can be integrated into educational technology applications such
as intelligent tutoring systems, especially those focusing on assisting reading comprehension.
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ABSTRACT: Content analysis (CA) is a widely used method in the learning sciences, and so
has become a well-accepted practice in the domain of learning analytics (LA). Increasingly,
we see datasets coded with CA used as labelled datasets to drive machine learning.
However, the scarcity of widely shareable datasets means that research groups around the
world work independently to code text using CA, with few attempts made to compare results
across groups. A risk is emerging that different groups using the same constructs are coding
them in different ways, leading to results that will not prove replicable. In this poster, we
report on the development of an openly accessible database containing the discussion
associated with an international online course on learning analytics, which ran for four
weeks on the Slack platform. Participants were aware that their postings would form part of
the database, and that any personally identifiable information would be pseudonymised. The
database will be shared via GitHub and the SoLAR website to support the development of
replicable work on content analysis of learning and teaching dialogue.
Keywords: content analysis, dataset, open access, replication

1

CHALLENGES TO REPLICATION IN LEARNING ANALYTICS

How do we know that the approaches emerging in learning analytics (LA) are valid? Replication is key
to validating the theories and models developed using quantitative approaches. Many fields have long
established procedures that support reproducibility. For example, data science research communities
organize competitions to provide the best solution for core challenges. Specified baseline datasets are
analysed using different approaches with the results compared. The released datasets help ensure
reproducible research results, and a better understanding of state-of-the-art solutions. These
datasets also support new entrants to the field, who can access data, examine how it has been
labelled and then work to develop their own sophisticated analytical methods.
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Although LA has attempted to develop similar approaches, shareable datasets are uncommon. Some
exceptions include a Journal of Learning Analytics special section (Dietze et al, 2016) with information
about four open datasets; the LAK data challenge (Drachsler et al, 2014); the Pittsburgh datashop1;
and the release of MOOC data from Stanford2. Yet, beyond this, the public release of data is
uncommon in LA, and what does get released fails to cover the broad range of learning activities that
LA strives to model. Nonetheless, groups continue collecting, cleaning, and exploring learning data,
making implicit decisions about how to process and analyse it (Buckingham Shum & Luckin, 2019).
Since many such decisions that influence the results are not well documented, different research
groups may plausibly make different decisions when cleaning and labelling similar datasets. This lack
of openness is a problem, as theoretical constructs adopted in quantitative analysis in LA, particularly
those developed in educational research, were derived from rigorous qualitative approaches. They
are highly contextual and grounded by rich descriptions of the situation in which they were
developed. Our ongoing inability to document the contextual data, in addition to the lack of open and
shareable datasets, creates further ambiguity around details relevant to supervised and unsupervised
approaches applied towards content analysis to capture particular theoretical lenses.
Reasons as to why shareable datasets are rare and limited in scope are important. Sets of clickstream,
discourse, and engagement-pattern data are difficult for research groups to access and cannot be
shared without breaching the privacy of individual learners. Yet, the question of replication persists the ontological and epistemological differences between research methods are frequently
overlooked.

2

CREATING AN OPENLY ACCESSIBLE LA DATASET

This poster reports on an effort to create a shareable open dataset that can be used as a baseline in
our research community. We seek to generate a discussion about how this initial effort might be
scaled. To generate our dataset, we created a short online course about the past, present, and future
of learning analytics. We sought ethics approval from the University of South Australia to collect data
that will become publicly available, generated through the interactions of the learners. According to
the course objectives, its participants were 1) to identify ways in which learning analytics has
developed over the past decade; 2) to identify significant challenges for learning analytics in the next
five years; and 3) to discuss how work at their institution aligns with the challenges for learning
analytics. The curriculum included short open-ended tasks released weekly, that required the
participants to engage with short videos by experts in Learning Analytics and provide reflective
responses. Each week built on the content from the previous week. The course was developed by
four researchers, two – taking on explicit instructional roles in the course, and another two – taking
on roles of participants to support emerging discussions.
The invitation to the course with explicit consent information was distributed to the participants of
the Learning Analytics Summer Institute 2021. Participants were informed that if they register, they
would be able to engage with the themes around learning analytics for four weeks on a closed,
specially dedicated Slack channel. They were also informed that any text they share with each other

1

https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/

2

https://datastage.stanford.edu/StanfordMoocPosts/
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will form the public dataset, and only their personal names will be replaced by pseudonyms. Fifty-four
participants signed up for the course and were added to the private Slack channel. The Slack channel
was changed to the public discussion within the LASI’21 community five days into the course, for
technical reasons. Once the course was completed, the team manually collected discussion data from
the private channel (Figure 1) and downloaded Slack channel data from the public discussion (19 json
files of participant activity representative of 19 individual days). We have also recorded screenshots of
the discussions to capture the interface of the course.
Such a pilot activity demonstrates how LA researchers can join forces to facilitate data collection to
build a dataset that can facilitate replication efforts, particularly though not limited to, automated
content analysis. We report statistics to describe the scope of the collected data.

Figure 1. A Screenshot of the dataset constructed from the first five days of the course
The slack channel generated discussion data from 13 participants and 4 course designers. The dataset
contains a total of 99 text messages, which comprised a total of 32 individual threads. The mean
number of messages per participant was 5.8, with a median of 3. The highest number of messages
was 18 – produced by one of the participants, closely followed by one of the instructors with 16
messages. The minimum message length was 52 characters, a median of 997 characters. The longest
participant response was 4466 (for illustration purposes, the text on page two of this proposal is
about 3000 characters).
Although our dataset is small for large-scale text analysis, this pilot demonstrates that the LA
community can focus on generating ethical and shareable data – generating a resource that can grow
over time and support replication efforts in automation of text, particularly around theoretical
constructs. We hope to engage LA researchers in a conversation around which of the fields and what
format will be most appropriate, to provide sufficient meta-data and document the dataset for
release and public use by the LA community, via the website of the Society for Learning Analytics and
Research. We also hope to spur discussions around future data collection efforts and a public store.
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ABSTRACT: The project aims to predict students' learning success as early as possible during
a course using supervised machine learning algorithms. Therefore, cross-sectional data
collected during a statistics lecture at the University of Goettingen in the spring semester
2020 is used. The data shows students' learning progress on the course's online learning
platform at different points during the semester and is linked with the grade of the final
exam at the end of the semester. The findings will be used to provide feedback to students
on their predicted learning success based on their previous learning behavior. Preliminary
findings using KNN and Classification Tree Algorithms show that the time to predict learning
success most accurately, according to the performance of the algorithms, is located at the
end of the semester. However, to provide feedback, an earlier point in time is necessary. So,
according to first well-performing algorithms, the preferred point in time to give first
feedback is around week six of twelve. Further research must show whether this really is the
optimal time to provide feedback.
Keywords: supervised machine learning, learning success, feedback, learning behavior,
predicting learning success.

THEORY AND BACKGROUND
Various studies examined the success of students learning behavior by using machine learning
methods based on data collected during the learning process. Some of those studies use the
ASSISTments data frame (Liu & Tan, 2020; Makhlouf & Mine, 2020; Almeda & Baker, 2020).
ASSISTments is an online learning platform used for mathematics education (Liu & Tan, 2020, p. 19).
This learning data is linked with a variable measuring learning success. Learning success is defined as
pursuing a STEM career after graduating from college, and the aim of the studies is to predict these
students pursuing STEM careers (Liu; Tan 2020, p. 19). Another way of using machine learning
methods in the context of students learning behavior is the detection of students at risk by
predicting their exam result. Several studies were conducted in the past few years using data from
online learning tools to predict students' performance at university exams. One example is a recent
study from Halit Karalar et al. who were able to predict students at risk of failing a course at a
Turkish university using an ensemble learning model approach (Karalar et al., 2021).
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The planned project pursues a similar goal. The research aims to predict learning success at different
points in the semester. The data frame described in the following chapter contains learning data and
relates to the learning success measured as the grade in the final exam of the statistics course. The
data was collected in the context of a statistics course in the spring semester of 2020 at where an
online learning tool was used to support all aspects of learning. In this learning tool, each week of
the course, students are provided videos accompanied by questions relating to the lecture. Thus,
overall, almost all the students´ learning behavior is represented in this tool. The benefit of the
project shall be that students in the following statistics courses should get automatic feedback via
the online learning platform on their predicted learning success based on previous learning
behavior. This can be seen as a form of formative feedback, defined by Valerie Shute: "[…] as
information communicated to the learner that is intended to modify his or her thinking or behavior
for the purpose of improving learning " (Shute, 2008, p. 154). Also, empirical studies show the
influence of feedback on learning. For example, John Hattie conducted a meta-study on student
achievement in higher education. One of the main findings is that feedback is among the strongest
influences on students learning (Hattie, 2015).
This analysis aims to evaluate the best point in time to predict success. By this point in time, one
should be able to predict with adequate accuracy while students still have time to adjust their
learning behavior according to the given feedback to pass the exam successfully.

DATA
Anonymized data was collected within the online learning platform of the course. This data contains
many aspects of students' learning behavior while participating in the statistics course. Thus, for
each of the 12 weeks of the course, and additionally for the exam preparation phase of 10 days,
cross-sectional data is available and can provide information on learning behavior. The data set
contains the measures of how many questions the student answered (in total and distinct), how
many of these questions the student answered correctly (in total and distinct), how many minutes
the student spent working on questions in total, how many videos the student watched (in total and
distinct), and how many days the student has been active on the learning platform. For each case,
the learning behavior is connected with the achievement in the final exam of the course. This
outcome variable was measured as a percentage of the total score to be achieved. For the analyses,
it was recoded into a binary variable. All cases that reached a share of at least 50 percent were
defined as passed, all cases with a lower score were defined as failed. The number of cases in the
weekly data sets increases from 219 in the second to 247 in the twelfth week, because some
students started to use the online tool at a later point of the course.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
For the study different algorithms like KNN, Classification Trees, Neural Networks and SupportVector Machines shall be used. The preliminary findings are based on the performed (K-nearest
neighbors) KNN and Classification Trees Algorithms within an implemented threefold crossvalidation. Based on these preliminary findings, the predictive power increases in time with a few
exceptions. These differ between KNN and Classification Trees. Since other accuracy measures
cannot be interpreted very meaningfully due to the skewed distribution of the data, the F-score was
mainly used here to evaluate the performance of the respective algorithm.
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As a preliminary finding, already halfway through the course, a good prediction can be made. Quite
good F-scores (55.3) are reached at week six by both algorithms. The best performance according to
the highest F-score in KNN as well as in Classification Trees Algorithm is reached at week 11 of the
lecture (Table 1). Because the course lasts for 12 weeks in total (plus the days for exam preparation),
this would be too late to inform the students valuably. Therefore, an earlier forecast is preferred.
Furthermore, more research must be done on both algorithms and the employment of different
algorithms to detect the valuable points in time for predicting the learning success. The preferred
point in time would be as early as possible.
Table 1: Preliminary Findings
Week

KNN F-Score

Classification Tree F-Score

Number of Cases

Week 2.5

48.6

54.1

219

Week 3

47.1

61.5

220

Week 4

43.9

60

228

Week 5

48.8

65.6

231

Week 6

55.3

55.3

232

Week 7

56.5

50

233

Week 8

59

47.8

234

Week 9

51.1

63.3

237

Week 10

56.6

66.7

241

Week 11

68

67.7

243

Week 12

56.6

61.8

247
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Networks: The Case of Colombia and Singapore
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ABSTRACT: Large scale assessment data has many affordances but relying on test scores
alone may not provide a full picture of complex thinking and reasoning. Emerging research
has used process data to examine group problem solving. Process data captures individual,
team, or country data, as well as important relationships and sequence patterns. We used
process data to explore individual problem solving using extreme case analysis. Comparing
processes data from a high (Singapore) versus low (Colombia) performing country allowed us
to better understand problem solving proficiency. Findings revealed that high-performing
learners took more steps to solve a knowledge acquisition task compared to low performing
learners based on the geodesic distance of the networks. Furthermore, we found that low
performing learners revisited more steps than high performing. These findings suggest that
more steps taken (i.e., more clicks) and varying actions instead of revisiting during problem
exploration could be related to superior knowledge acquisition scores. Although using
process data to understand problem solving is an emerging and underdeveloped area of
research, it demonstrates the potential to be a valuable method to use in large scale analysis
to better understand problem solving and more reliably interpret scores. This is a poster
submission.
Keywords: Process data, problem solving, network analysis, ERGM, large scale assessment.

1

INTRODUCTION

Computer-based testing has been used in large-scale assessments for youth (e.g., PISA). Process
data, contained in log files, provides information about response processes, enhancing our
understanding of complex cognitive processes essential to assessing problem-solving (He et al.,
2019). In the PISA problem-solving large-scale assessment, OECD (2014) reported that some
countries’ performance (e.g., Korea, Singapore) was stronger than expected on knowledge
acquisition tasks but weaker in knowledge application. Conversely, some other countries (e.g., Brazil,
Colombia) are particularly stronger in knowledge application but weaker on knowledge acquisition
tasks. The OECD (2014) also reported that this phenomenon seems to overlap with related historical
and geographical groupings (i.e., Asian and Latin America). Although we know that certain countries
are consistent higher performers, we do not know what behaviors make them successful. Examining
such behaviors would allow us to make practical recommendations to other countries that want to
improve their problem-solving proficiency. To date, only Zhu et al. (2016) investigated individual
problem-solving through sequence patterns of computer-based assessment items using transitional
networks. They used students’ actions to represent nodes and directed links to sequentially connect
actions (Zhu et al., 2016). The purpose of this research is to investigate the problem-solving patterns
of high performing (HP) learners in contrast to the problem-solving patterns of low performing (LP)
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learners in knowledge acquisition tasks, specifically, to what extent do specific behavior patterns
account for the overall problem-solving process?

2

METHOD

2.1

Context and Data Preparation

We used extreme case analysis to compare the problem-solving proficiency in knowledge
application tasks of high (i.e., Singapore, n = 469) versus low (n = 752) performing countries. We
used the PISA’s Climate Control item which asks students to manipulate a new air conditioner that
has no instructions. We use transitional networks obtained from learners’ interaction within the
assessment platform. Learners’ actions within the learning platform (e.g., click option A) are
represented by nodes and learners’ decisions to interact with other elements of the platform are
represented by ties (e.g., option A, then option B). Weights were assigned to each edge by counting
the frequency in which each action occurred.
2.2

Analytical Approach

We used Exponential Random Graph Models (ERGM) as an analytic strategy to analyze problemsolving transitional networks. ERGM allows researchers to examine different forms of substructures
in a network (Robins, 2015), in the case of problem-solving, ERGM are useful for pattern recognition
of students’ interactions. Two models were built to explore problem-solving in Singapore and
Colombia respectively. Table 1 summarizes the effects used to model the behaviors and the results
per country.
Table 1: ERGM Effects Definition and Results.
Effect Name Contextual Definition

Singapore

Edges

The likelihood of observing an action (clicking from
A to B) in the transition network of a problem
acquisition item (A -> B).

Reciprocity
(mutual)

The likelihood of observing the action of clicking on
option A, then clicking in option B, and revisiting
2.089
option A in the transition network of a problem
(.103***)
acquisition item (A -> B -> A).

Node
Covariate
(nodecov)

The likelihood of observing more actions (cicks from .003
A to B) based on clicks on the same option.
(.000***)

Out degree The likelihood of observing actions starting from
two
clicks that have outdegree of two (i.e., that two
(odegree(2)) actions started from clicking the same option).

3

-7.481
(.016***)

-1.004
(065***)

Colombia
-7.587
(.016***)
3.040
(.009***)

.001
(.000***)
-1.176
(.068***)

RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS

The ERGM estimates serve as predictors of the presence of actions in the transition network. All
estimates in both models are statistically significant. This is likely due to network size. The parameter
edges is negative in both models indicating that both networks are sparse which means that the
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transition network has fewer actions within the platform than possible. Low density was expected
given that the possibilities of unique actions is exponential. The likelihood of observing actions
starting from clicks that have outdegree of two (i.e., that two actions started from clicking the same
option) is very low suggesting the need to simplify the transition network by removing actions that
occurred few times. Both reciprocity and node covariate were positive estimates however node
covariate was close to zero. An estimate close to zero suggests that the frequency of actions as
node’s covariate may not be a good predictor of problem-solving behavior. The parameter
reciprocity was positive for both HP and LP networks. However, the estimate was larger for the LP
network suggesting that learners in this group revisited clicks more than the HP learners. This
suggests that low estimates of the mutual parameter could be a good predictor of problem-solving
performance and better represents exploratory behavior than scores alone. These findings agreed
with Greiff et al. (2015) who used log files to analyze climate control from the same data set (e.g.,
PISA 2012). They analyzed optimal problem exploration (e.g., vary-one-thing-at-a-time, VOTAT) and
found VOTAT strategy was strongly related to performance on the climate control item as well as on
overall problem-solving score. Process data demonstrates the potential to describe underlying
problem-solving behaviors and predict scores. This is especially important when using large-scale
assessment data as a common limitation is an overreliance on test scores (e.g., learner products)
may not fully describe learners’ thinking processes (Bergner & von Davier, 2019).

Figure 2: Problem solving transition network visualization
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ABSTRACT: In prior learning analytics research, the implementation of early prediction
algorithms has been primarily evaluated in settings with extensive data sets from learning
management systems. This study is the first to test whether a gamified learning app can be
used as an early predictor of student performance. In addition, this work addresses two
underexplored areas of learning analytics: portability and data privacy. The data in this study
come from four semesters of a generally identical course. However, due to the outbreak of
COVID-19, the face-to-face course was converted into an online lecture after two semesters.
This circumstance allows to investigate whether a predictive model from one semester can
be transferred to another semester without accuracy loss, especially considering a changed
teaching method. Due to compliance with strict data protection regulations, the scope of the
data collected is comparatively small. Therefore, the results will also provide information on
whether it is possible to implement an accurate early warning system with limited data sets.
This poster introduces the research setting and preliminary results to discuss further steps,
including the implementation of the early warning system in practice.
Keywords: predictive analytics, gamification, early warning system, portability, data privacy

1

INTRODUCTION

Predictive analytics is one of the main subdomains of learning analytics (Chen et al., 2020). In the
majority of studies in this field, extensive data sets from learning management systems (LMS) used
in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) are examined to predict either the exact score of a student
or whether the student will pass or fail (Conijn et al., 2016; Gašević et al., 2016). Mainly due to the
limited availability of relevant data, corresponding studies on face-to-face events are scarce (Van
Goidsenhoven et al., 2020). To contribute to this research gap, I use data from a gamified learning
app that was developed for an undergraduate accounting course at a large European university. This
study aims to test whether the usage data of this app can be used to predict the students' final exam
outcomes. As the data set covers four consecutive semesters, the study also contributes to the
question of portability of a once-determined predictive model to future semesters. By dividing the
semesters into subsections, I can also test whether the app can be used as an early warning system
(EWS) to detect students who are likely to fail the course. The general content and structure of the
lecture did not change over the course of the four semesters. However, due to the outbreak of
COVID-19, the face-to-face lecture was changed to an online lecture after two semesters. This
characteristic of the research setting allows to investigate whether such a change has an impact on
portability. This study also sheds light on the topic of data privacy in the context of predictive
learning analytics. On the one hand, the sample size of four semesters with about 600 students per
semester is large. On the other hand, however, the scope of the collected data is limited due to strict
data protection regulations. Due to those regulations, I was obliged to ask the students for their
student ID in the app on a voluntary basis and I need this ID to connect the data points from the two
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data sources (app and exam). As not every student provided their ID, I was only able to connect the
data of the two data sources for a limited number of students (see Table 1). Therefore, the present
study can also shed light on the question of whether a functioning EWS can be implemented even
with such a limited amount of data.
Table 1: Data Sources and Sample Sizes.
Data Source

SS19

WS19

SS20

WS20

App

559

595

447

546

Exam

575

648

616

644

App+Exam

230

243

190

190

Teaching

2

face-to-face

online

RESEARCH STRATEGY

Since most prior studies refer to data from an LMS or similar sources, there is not yet a set of
established performance measures for the use of gamified learning apps. This study contributes to
this research gap by developing and testing novel performance measures tailored to the app used in
this research setting. In total, nine performance measures were developed that address different
aspects of app usage, covering quantitative (number of total questions answered) and qualitative
(share of correct answers) dimensions as well as temporal aspects (number of active days). Various
algorithms have been used in past studies to predict exam performance and different algorithms
have led to the best result in the individual settings (López-Zambrano et al., 2021). Therefore, the
first research question of this project answered in this poster is: Which classification algorithm
achieves the best prediction results in the current setting? In the first step, I split the usage data per
semester into four equal parts. The first part contains the usage data for the first quarter of the
semester, the second part contains the data for the first half, and so forth. In comparable studies the
data was split into weeks (Van Goidsenhoven et al., 2020). This procedure would not be reasonable
in this setting as every semester has a different number of weeks and the results would not be
comparable. With the split into four equal subparts, the development of the predictive power of the
algorithms can be examined over time. In the second step, I conducted a receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve analysis for every algorithm/timeslot combination and calculated the
corresponding area under the ROC curve (AUC) as a measure of discrimination. We report the AUC
as this measure is considered as an informative measure, especially for cases with class imbalances
(Ling et al., 2003). This applies to this setting since the average failure rate in the exam over all four
semesters taken into account is 30.45%. I used the academic status (pass/fail) as the binary
dependent variable and the performance measures discussed before as independent variables. I
used the data to test three different classification models: Logistic Regression, K-Nearest-Neighbors
(KNN), and Random Forest. All three belong to the most used algorithms in predictive learning
analytics and are therefore in line with prior research (López-Zambrano et al., 2021). To obtain
preliminary results, I test the algorithms with the same dataset they were trained with, e.g., the
prediction for the outcome of summer semester 2019 is trained and tested with the usage data from
(a part of) this semesters' students.
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3

PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND NEXT STEPS

Table 2 shows that the Random Forest algorithm achieves the best results in this research setting.
The predictive power tends to increase with more data in every semester for every algorithm. Still,
only the Random Forest algorithm achieves “outstanding” discrimination scores (according to
Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000, p. 162). The results of this analysis show that the algorithm can explain
the students' learning outcome ex-post with high accuracy. However, as discussed before, the AUCs
in Table 2 result from models that were trained with the same data they were tested on. This
approach is in line with the majority of prior research (Conijn et al., 2016; Gašević et al., 2016).
However, this does not simulate a real EWS as its purpose is to predict the students' outcome exante. Therefore, future work in this project will evaluate how the optimal algorithm will perform in a
practical test and whether the performance differs across semesters to examine the portability of
the early warning system. If the test is successful, the early warning system could be implemented in
the app, providing students and instructors with additional feedback during the semester.
Table 2: Preliminary Results (AUC).
Logistic Regression

Random Forest

KNN

SS19

WS19

SS20 WS20 SS19 WS19 SS20 WS20 SS19 WS19 SS20 WS20

25%

0.60

0.67

0.63

0.63

0.92

0.96

0.86

0.92

0.72

0.72

0.71

0.71

50%

0.69

0.59

0.65

0.65

0.95

0.97

0.88

0.92

0.74

0.68

0.74

0.64

75%

0.69

0.63

0.67

0.66

0.97

0.99

0.91

0.97

0.79

0.76

0.76

0.69

100%

0.75

0.71

0.75

0.66

0.99

0.99

0.94

0.98

0.81

0.80

0.81

0.81
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ABSTRACT: One of the main concerns of learning analytics studies that involve teachers is the
concept of data literacy. Pedagogical data literacy includes collecting and analyzing student
data and deriving educational interventions, the success of which is again assessed using data.
In this paper, we examine this construct to understand pedagogical data literacy levels within
a representative survey of N = 1059 teachers in upper secondary schools in Switzerland.
Preliminary results reveal that more than half of the secondary school teachers indicate having
access to digital student data but only one-third is making use of this data to inform their
teaching. Only one-fourth of the teachers indicate that they consider themselves proficient in
using digital student data to improve their teaching. In-depth analyses will explore different
conditions and characteristics that are associated with different teacher profiles of
pedagogical data literacy.
Keywords: pedagogical data literacy, school teachers, digital student data, learning analytics

1

PEDAGOGICAL DATA LITERACY AND LEARNING ANALYTICS FOR
SCHOOL TEACHERS

There are increasing demands for data-driven decision making (DDDM) in education to improve
teaching and learning. During the last decades, several research studies and policy recommendations
have proposed data use by teachers and school leaders with the aim to monitor student progress, to
adapt teaching to student needs, facilitate data-driven decision making in education and generate
school improvement plans (Poortman & Schildkamp, 2016).
While learning analytics has been widely used in Higher Education, the use in K12 contexts has
emerged only recently due to the increasing use of digital learning environments in schools. In 2017,
learning analytics was ranked among the top technology trends in K-12 education (Freeman et al.,
2017). Since then, research has moved from the introduction of learning analytics platforms to
teachers’ decision making processes and uses (Kovanovic et al., 2021). According to van Leeuwen et
al. (2021) this includes general teacher characteristics like technological skills, age and gender and
complex characteristics like pedagogical knowledge, professional routines and data literacy. Further
research is needed on how these aspects interact and how they influence the pedagogical use and
impact of learning analytics.
In educational research, the concept of teachers’ data literacy has evolved from a focus on the skills
required for teachers to engage, collect, analyze and interpret educational data to the ability for taking
pedagogical actions based on data (e.g., changing instructional strategies or providing feedback to
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students) (Henderson & Corry, 2020). The most common and relevant definition in the literature
regarding this issue is the concept “data literacy for teaching” (Mandinach & Gummer, 2016) also
referred as “pedagogical data literacy” (Mandinach, 2012). According to Mandinach and Gummer
(2016), “data literacy for teaching is the ability to transform information into actionable instructional
knowledge and practices by collecting, analyzing, and interpreting all types of data (assessment,
school climate, behavioral, snapshot, etc.) to help determing instructional steps. It combines an
understanding of data with standards, disciplinary, knowledge and practices, curricular knowledge,
pedagogical content knowledge, and an understanding of how children learn” (p. 367). There are
several arguments that school teachers’ data literacy is lacking and that an improvement in this regard
would be beneficial. In particular, it is expected that their engagement with student data can assist
teachers in moving from intuitive and undocumented student assessment processes to a systematic
way of monitoring student progress (Reeves & Honig, 2015). Nevertheless, in the context of school
teachers, few studies examine pedagogical data literacy with regard to digital student data at a larger
scale. Therefore, the main goal of this paper is to present a snapshot of descriptive survey results on
the state of pedagogical data literacy levels of school teachers in upper secondary schools.

2

METHODOLOGY AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A large-scale survey study was designed and is currently being conducted in Switzerland. While the
national study is still underway, we are able to present representative data from one of the largest
cantons in Switzerland (data collection period: August – October 2021). For the purposes of this study,
we adopted an instrument by Wayman et al (2016) to construct a short scale to measure pedagogical
data literacy of school teachers. The scale included three items regarding a) available technologies for
the analysis of digital student data, b) pedagogical actions based on analysis of digital student data,
and c) pedagogical competency regarding the use of digital student data. In addition, the overall
survey included several questions regarding demographic information, the profile of the school
teachers and the use of digital learning platforms.
N = 1059 school teachers participated in this large-scale study. In particular, teachers’ responses show
that more than half of the teachers (see Figure 1) agree on having access to adequate technologies
for the examination of digital student data (M=3.52, SD=1.21). At the same time, only one third of the
teachers agrees on using this digital student data to plan and adjust their teaching (M=2.80, SD=1.39).
Teachers are even more critical when judging their abilities to improve teaching and student learning
based on digital student data (M=2.69, SD=1.21).
Do you agree with the following statements regarding the use of digital student
data (e.g., performance, learning progress data, personal data)?
(N = 1059)
Fully disagree

2

a) Technologies: I have the adequate technology to examine
digital student data.

3
6.9

4
14.8

b) Actions: I use digital student data to plan and adjust my
teaching.

22.3

c) Competence: I know how to improve my teaching and
student learning by analyzing digital student data.

20.3

Fully agree
22.7
24.4
24.3

30.5
20.9
29.4

25.1
15.3

17.1
17.8

Figure 1: School teachers’ pedagogical data literacy levels (weighted percentages)
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While each of the three items provides interesting insights on its own, all three items can also be
condensed to an overarching scale showing good reliability and a consistent factor structure
(Cronbach's alpha = .78; weighted M=3.01, SD=1.05). The scale will be used to examine additional
factors explaining teachers’ characteristics and determinants of pedagogical data literacy levels.

3

CONCLUSIONS

Based on a representative sample of Swiss upper secondary school teachers, our results indicate that
although more than half of the teachers have access to learning analytics technologies, only a minority
is using these technologies to adjust their teaching. In addition, the vast majority of teachers do not
feel competent in using learning analytics to improve their educational practice. Based on these
findings, research needs to explore the conditions under which higher levels of pedagogical data
literacy can develop. We are planning to analyse and present whether different teachers’
characteristics (e.g., subject, school type) and the use of different digital platforms (e.g., online
communication, LMS) are associated with different levels of pedagogical data literacy. Finally, future
work will also explore teachers’ dispositions such as the ethical use of digital student data for teaching
(Mandinach & Gummer, 2016) within teacher training programs.
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Design of Open-Source Video Viewing Behavior Analysis System
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ABSTRACT: This interactive demo presents ViLOG (Video viewing LOG analytics system), an
open-source video viewing behavior analysis system developed as the first step of an ongoing
research project on engagement analytics for video-based learning. This system was
developed as a Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI)-compliant tool so that it would be easy to
implement in any environment and to extend features to validate the new framework. This
system consists of two main features regarding video viewing log: dashboard page and log
collecting module. The dashboard page is focused on confirming the overview of students'
progress in real time. In addition, the module saves video viewing log data such as play, pause,
fast-forward, rewind, and playback speed changes every 10 seconds, in accordance with the
log format defined by National Institute of Informatics. However, video viewing log data is not
enough to accurately understand students' learning progress. Further consideration is needed
to support students more accurately, such as adopting a multimodal learning analytics
approach. We have already started considering an estimation model using multimodal data.
We will expand the features to collect multimodal data and explore integrating an engagement
estimation model into this system in future work.
Keywords: data visualization, video analytics, dashboard, e-learning, learning analytics
Demo video link: https://youtu.be/W9O-E8EyDnQ
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Can Learning Logs Be Useful Evidence in Cheating Analysis in
Essay-type Questions?
Tsubasa Minematsu* and Atsushi Shimada
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ABSTRACT: As cheating has become more sophisticated in online examinations, ensuring
academic integrity is a challenging task. Previous research has been conducted to detect
cheating based on learners' behavior, but not to analyze their learning activities before the
examination. We propose a cheating detection score using e-book reading time as the learning
activity and essay-type questions as the examination data. Our case study showed that our
scoring method could detect students suspected of cheating. In addition, we presented some
examples that combining learning activities with the examination data could provide insights
that cannot be obtained from the examination data only.
Keywords: learning log analysis, e-learning system, cheating, natural language processing

1

INTRODUCTION

The pandemic of COVID-19 has forced educational institutions worldwide to adopt online teaching
and learning via e-learning platforms. The difficulty of ensuring academic integrity has become more
apparent than ever. Students can participate in lectures and examinations from various locations in
online learning, making it easier to cheat. As a countermeasure, various researchers have proposed
to detect cheating, such as response speed analysis during examination time and plagiarism checkers
(Rogerson, 2017). The limitation of the previous research is that they did not focus on the learner's
learning activities before examinations. Recently, e-book systems can record detailed learners'
activities, such as reading time on each page. However, no cheating analysis focuses on such learning
logs before examinations to the best of our knowledge. Therefore, our research question of this study
is "How can detailed learning logs such as reading time of e-books provide useful insights for cheating
analysis?". For investigating our research question, we proposed a cheating detection score based on
the reading time of e-books as learning logs and essay similarity. We analyzed the learning logs and
the examination data from actual lectures through the detection scores.

2

DATA COLLECTION

In an information science course at our university, we collected e-book clickstream data from April to
July 2021. The course was mainly offered for first-year students in a design department. A total of 114
students took an information science course online. The teacher explained the digital textbook
provided by an e-book system and streamed the voice-only via Microsoft Teams to encourage the
students to read the e-book provided by BookRoll (Ogata et al. 2015). The e-book clickstream data
contain the timestamps and the page numbers. In the last lecture, the students took an online
examination with 20 multiple choice questions and five essay-type questions on Moodle. The
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examination started simultaneously, and the time was 40 minutes. The students must not access any
teaching materials or discuss with the other students.

3

DETECTION SCORE FOR STUDENTS SUSPECTED OF CHEATING

We propose a detection score based on essay analysis based on natural language processing and the
reading time of e-books. Note that we can compute the reading time on each page from the
clickstream data. The detection score 𝐷𝐷 represents a suspicious level for students suspected of
cheating. We compute 𝐷𝐷 by adding an essay similarity score 𝐸𝐸 and a reading time score 𝑅𝑅. Therefore,
in the student 𝑖𝑖’s detection score, 𝐷𝐷(𝑖𝑖) = 𝛼𝛼𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖) + (1 − 𝛼𝛼)𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖). In this study, 𝛼𝛼 = 0.5 for evaluating
the scores using the same weight. The essay similarity score represents a similarity level between
students’ essays. To compute 𝐸𝐸, we apply a pre-trained BERT model (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova,
2019) to the written essays for extracting the essay features. The BERT is a deep neural network called
a transformer and can extract a feature vector from sentences. If the feature vector of student A's
essay is similar to the features of another student's essay, then student A may have shared the answer
with the student. This behavior would be considered cheating. We compute 𝐸𝐸 based on the essay
2

feature similarity as follows: 𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖) = exp (−

�𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 −𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖∗ �
2.5 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒

), where 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 is an essay feature vector from the

final hidden vector of [CLS] of BERT, 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖∗ is the nearest neighborhood of 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 , and 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒 is the standard
deviation of distances |𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖∗ |2 for all students. The score can be evidence. However, the answers
may happen to be similar. To consider cheating from another perspective, we focused on e-book
reading time as a learning behavior before the examination. If students are not learning or even
accessing enough e-books, they cannot write an essay, and therefore the essays written cannot be
similar. In other words, the student is more suspect when a student has not accessed the e-book
system, and the essay is similar. We compute 𝑅𝑅 based on the reading time as follows: 𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) =
exp (−

𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖
), where 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖
2.5 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟

is the reading time of student 𝑖𝑖, and 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 is the standard deviation of the reading

time for all students. We can detect students suspected of cheating using the detection score. In this
study, the detection rule is 𝐷𝐷(𝑖𝑖) ≥ 𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑 + 𝜆𝜆𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑 , where 𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑 and 𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑 are the mean and the standard
deviation of 𝐷𝐷(𝑖𝑖). We set 0.8 to the hyperparameter 𝜆𝜆 to control the detection sensitivity.

4

CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION

We analyzed one essay-type question written by the 81 students in the information science course.
When grading the essays, the teacher suspected that cheating had occurred. We applied our scoring
method to essays written by students and e-book clickstream data from one week before the
examination because most of the students reviewed in the term. Reading time was computed for the
most relevant page to answer the question. Figure 1 shows detection scores on the essay feature
space visualized by t-SNE, a visualization method. In this figure, each marker point corresponds to a
student's essay. t-SNE places similar essays close together. The star points mean detected students,
and the circle points are non-detected students. Black lines connect students writing the most similar
essay. In addition, we show the essay examples written by two students and the result of the essay
similarity score only for comparison. The proposed method could detect very similar essays. In Figure
1, the essay of the detected student A was almost identical to the essay of student B. The spelling
errors shown in red letters were the same. Note that the spelling error was found by us manually after
the detection.
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Q. Explain three reasons why the
performance of AI has dramatically
improved in recent years, in terms
of machine learning methods, data,
and computational resources.
Student A: 深層ニュートラルネットワークを

Detection score

Essay similarity
Score
1

利用することで計算資源が増え、大量のデータ
を用いた機能学習手法の効率が上がったから。

Student B: 深層ニュートラルネットワークの
利用により、計算資源が増え、大量のデータを用
いた機能学習手法の効率が上がったから。

Translation: Deep neural networks
have increased computational
resources and improved the
efficiency of functional learning
methods using large amounts of
data.

B

A

0

Figure 1: Scoring results in the essay-type question.
As shown in Figure 1, we could detect student A based on the essay similarity score only. However,
the proposed method can highlight more suspicious students by combining the reading time. For
example, many of the students detected by the proposed method did not review the most relevant
page of the e-book. Some of the students had not browsed the relevant pages of the e-book since
about 40 days before the exam. Although there was no evidence that these students had learned the
contents sufficiently, they wrote similar essays. Our method could provide another insight. We
observed that some students, like Student B reading the page, wrote essays similar to the essays of
the detected students. Such students might be the original authors of the essays. For investigating the
potential of the other learning logs, we focused on the learning logs of student A with the highest
detection score. Moodle's auto attendance module recorded this student's attendance, but the
student did not access the e-book system for most of the second half of the lecture. This behavior was
different from the behavior of the other students. In addition, the examination grade point was lower
than the average point. Therefore, we could conclude that student A had not learned the contents
enough. This analysis indicates that teachers can use further evidence as reference information by
combining the other learning logs, such as Moodle logs. As the limitations of this study, we did not
have ground-truth data of cheating students because of the learning log and the examination data
obtained from actual lectures. In addition, we did not investigate students’ prior content knowledge
and other learning activities, such as discussions and notes written by students. Our method might
detect students having short reading time and a lot of prior knowledge. However, we showed that our
scoring method could provide insights that only the essay analysis could not find. Therefore, as our
answer to the research question, combining the learning logs and the examination results could
provide more variable insights.
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Analyzing Readability of Scientific Abstracts for ESL Learners
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ABSTRACT: Education in Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) is
considered important as it often ensures successful careers for learners. However, the
advanced content in these fields is available only in a limited number of languages, such as
English. Therefore, English-as-a-second-language (ESL) learners of STEM are often
additionally required to learn English. Most scientific publications come with abstracts, which
are essential in determining how necessary its contents are for the learners of STEM in
English. This study investigates this under-investigated but important issue. Ideally, this
would be investigated by having ESL learners actually read scientific articles. However, doing
so requires prohibitively high costs in terms of both time and money because scientific
papers are highly sophisticated and are difficult to evaluate. Instead, in this study, we
employed two types of highly accurate automatic readability assessment methods for
evaluating text readability of scientific texts for ESL learners. Experiment results show that
the percentage of difficult-to-read texts varies with scientific fields, although intermediate
ESL learners generally find scientific texts to be readable.
Keywords: Readability, Scientific Texts, English-as-a-Second-Language Learners

1

INTRODUCTION

Scientific publications are predominantly written in English, which is a second language for
numerous scientists and students. Hence, the readability of scientific publications for English as a
second language (ESL) learners is essential for determining and developing the support they need to
learn STEM (Zhou and Bhat, 2021). A language gap between native and ESL learners may result in
misinterpretation of scientific papers, which would significantly hinder the development of science.
However, few studies have investigated this issue. In this study, we assessed the readability of
scientific publications for ESL learners. Specifically, we followed an existing study on readability for
ESL learners (Martinc et al, 2021). Readability evaluation of the main body of science papers written
in English would be too technical to be appropriate. Therefore, we studied the readability of the title
and abstract, which are typically used to determine the importance of the main body. To avoid
biasing our analysis to one particular field, we obtained abstracts from the databases of two
different fields: 55,410 abstracts in medical and life sciences field from PubMed, and 27,686
abstracts in natural language processing field from the ACL Anthology. A large-scale manual
readability assessment is impractical because of financial and time constraints, we constructed two
contrastive automatic readability assessors.

2

AUTOMATIC READABILITY ASSESSMENTS

Considering the assesment of 𝑁 texts: we express their set as {T𝑖|𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁 }}. Let Y be the set of
readability labels that are ordered by their difficulty. For example, in the OneStopEnglish dataset
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(Vajjala and Lučić, 2018), we can set Y={0, 1, 2}, where 0 is elementary, 1 is intermediate, and 2 is
advanced. The number of levels depends on the evaluation corpus. Using Y, we labeled T𝑖 as 𝑦𝑖 ∈Y.
An assessor evaluates each text T𝑖 and outputs its readability score 𝑠𝑖. In a supervised setting, the
assessor knows the number of levels in the evaluation corpus from its training examples. Therefore,
𝑠𝑖 values range within Y: 𝑠𝑖 ∈Y. However, in an unsupervised setting, it is noteworthy that the
assessor knows neither Y nor the number of levels in the evaluation corpus, because no label is
provided. Hence, even if only integers are allowed for 𝑦𝑖, 𝑠𝑖 values can be real numbers.
Arrays are generally expressed in the form [1, . . . , n]. Given 𝑁 texts [T𝑖|𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁 }], our goal is
to make an assessor output an array of readability scores [𝑠𝑖|𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁 }] that correlates well
with the array of labels [𝑦𝑖|𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁 }]. Multiple types of correlation coefficients exist between
the arrays of scores and labels. Ap peer the conventions, we used rank coefficients such as
Spearman’s 𝜌, defined as the Pearson’s 𝜌 between rankings, when 𝑠𝑖 is real-valued. Our first type of
assessors, which is based on the bidirectional encoder representations from transformers (BERT)
(Devlin et al, 2019), was trained using the OneStopEnglish dataset. Each text was annotated by a
language teacher. BERT is the current standard for building highly accurate text classifiers and
considers textual contexts for its assessment. However, it does not use the information directly
taken from ESL learners.
To solve this problem, we built a vocabulary-based assessor, which was trained solely on a dataset of
vocabulary test results of ESL learners without using any text readability labels. It perfroms
assesment by calculating the bag-of-words probability that the average ability test-taker knows all
the words in a given text and regards its negative logarithm as the readability of the text. To obtain
the bag-of-words probability that a learner knows a word from a vocabulary test result, we followed
the method proposed by Ehara (2018), which is based on the item response theory (IRT) and logistic
regression. To train and evaluate our classifiers, we used the publicly-available vocabulary test result
dataset provided by Ehara (2018), in which 100 second-language learners took a test and their
responses were collected. Their data were published and made publicly available. This dataset uses
questions from the vocabulary size test, which is a widely used vocabulary test in applied linguistics
(Beglar and Nation, 2007). It consists of 100 questions each of which asks about a word in a multiplechoice format. To better estimate the word difficulty, we considered the frequency values provided
by the British National Corpus and the Corpus of Contemporary American English as word features.

3

EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We used the OneStopEnglish dataset as the source of readability for ESL learners owing to its
recency, public availability, and reliability. It has three levels: elementary, intermediate, and
advanced, all of which have 189 texts each. This amounts to 567 texts in total. We randomly split
these texts into training, validation,and a test sets consisting of 339, 114, and 114 texts, respectively.
The training and validation sets were used only to train the supervised methods for comparison.
Whereas, the unsupervised methods used only the test set.
We applied the standard BERT-based sequence classification approach involving pre-training and
fine-tuning because this approach is known to provide excellent results. Specifically, we used BERTCreative Commons License, Attribution - NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
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large-cased-whole-word-masking in the Huggingface models (https://huggingface.co/models) for the
pretrained model, which was then fine-tuned using the 339 training texts. This fine-tuned model was
named spvBERT, where “spv” implies “supervised”. The Adam optimizer with a setting of 10 epochs
and a 0.00001 training rate was used for fine-tuning. For the implementation of conventional
readability formulae, we used the readability PyPI package (https://pypi.org/project/readability/).
The performance results are provided in Table 1, where TCN RSRS-simple is the previous
unsupervised state-of-the-art (Martinc et al, 2021). We can see that vocabulary-based and spvBERT
methods achieved the highest scores, implying that the our assessors are highly accurate considering
the current state-of-the-art. Despite these differences, our experimental results, whicih are provided
in Table 2, showed that the assessments of these two assessor types were similar. First, for both
databases, the former assessor judged that the majority of the abstracts were readable to
intermediate English learners, as defined by Martinc et al. (2021).
Second, both assessors judged that the abstracts retrieved from the ACL Anthology were easier than
those retrieved from PubMed. For the former assessor, this is obvious from the aforementioned
classification results into the three levels. While for the latter, the average readability scores for the
ACL Anthology and PubMed were 18.45 and 31.25, respectively, where a larger score indicates lesser
readablility. Both these results, which indicated that the ACL Anthology abstracts were easier than
the PubMed abstracts, were statistically significant (the Mann-Whitney tests, p < 0 .01). This is
presumably because medical terminology, which is primarily of Greek origin and frequently used in
PubMed, was particularly difficult for ESL learners. The qualitative results of the vocabulary-based
assessor confirmed this tendency. For example, the particularly difficult word for ESL learners in
PubMed were found to be: hemihydrate and engraftment. In contrast, similarly difficult words in the
ACL Anthology were lexicosemantic and colingual. In conclusion, we showed that, 10%-30% of the
scientific texts are not readable to intermediate ESL learners, implying that they need assistance to
read them. Notably for ESL STEM learning, these percentages varied with academic fields.
Table 1: Performance of Proposed Methods

Table 2: Readability of Scientific Publications
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ABSTRACT: In this poster, we present the study results that examined the relationship
between students' learning motivation when using mobile learning applications as part of a
blended learning environment and their academic performances in class. Learning motivation
is a behavior that indicates students' desire to achieve learning goals. The ability to manage
learning goals is a sign of Self-Regulated Learning. Our result revealed some types of behavior
identified as learning motivation: regularity of studies (RS), early learning, and repetition.
These results extend our understanding of the relationship between learning motivation and
students' academic performance in second language learning.
Keywords: self-regulated learning, learning behaviors, blended learning, learning analytics

1

INTRODUCTION

Motivation has been widely believed to be one of the critical parameters influencing success in the
second language (L2) learning (Gardner, 2019). This study aims to identify students' behavior traits as
learning motivation and correlate with academic performances. We use the time engagement concept
from (Nguyen et al., 2018), which uses learning time spent per week as a parameter linked to learning
design and academic performances. We also adopt parameter “anti-procrastination” from (Li et al.,
2018) for measuring self-regulated learning (SRL). We use time spent per week to examine how
students' regularity of studies (RS) compared to the teacher's recommendation learning time. As a
parameter similar to anti-procrastination, early learning is a score of how early completed learning
material compares with total learning activities. Last, we add an observable parameter (repetition) to
examine time spent on repetition mode on weekly learning.

2

METHODS

The data comes from Spring-Fall semester 2019 of mobile language learning applications (Ohkawa et
al., 2019), that support Chinese language classes, as elective foreign language courses in a university
in Japan, for first-year students, from seven classes with different backgrounds. Four Chinese language
skills are trained in the apps: pronunciation, speaking, listening, and grammar. The apps focus on
helping students review the materials also practice the language. The teacher will check the apps
whether the students learned assigned material based on the deadline or not. Our study only
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considers students who completed Spring – Fall semester and used the apps. Overall, from 239
students, remained 221 students fulfilled these criteria. First, we collect the data from log systems
that record students' activities and timestamps. Then, to differentiate one learning session from
another, we assume that if there is no activity within 20 minutes, they stop the session. After that, we
calculate the total time spent per week. To identify learning motivation traits and their relationship to
academic performance, we use three significant parameters, that are:
1) Regularity of studies (RS): total time spent per week compared to teacher's recommendation
learning time, 15 minutes per week.
2) Early learning: degree how early students completed learning material compared to total
activities.
3) Repetition: total time spent per week based on repeat material that has been learned on the
assigned week.
On the RS parameter, we conducted clustering using mini-batch k-means and decided four as the
number of clusters. Every cluster has learning time spent across weeks showing different patterns.
Compared to the teacher's recommendation learning time (15 minutes), if time spent more than the
teacher's recommendation, it indicates regularity of studies. We conclude clusters showed regular
and less regular studies patterns.

Figure 1: a) study patterns weekly (left), b) cluster of early learning score compared to activities (right)

The second parameter is "early learning." It is calculated by comparing the total available days and
the lead days when each learning activity was completed, then sum up. Every student will have a
unique early learning score clustered into six clusters, obtained with the Elbow method, then using kmeans with the Hartigan-Wong algorithm. Total activities calculated based on unique quiz-taken,
watching the video, and listening to audio. The third parameter is repetition; it is computed time spent
per week based on repetition mode. We conducted linear regression to compare average grades of
Spring and Fall exams with a group of performances students:
1) High-performances: students with average score of more than 80,
2) Medium-performances: students with average score between 60 to 80,
3) Low-performance: students with average score less than 60; and using medium-performances
group as the baseline,
overtime with the time spent.
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From Figure 1 (a), there are two regular studies patterns (cluster a-3 and cluster a-4) and two less
regular studies patterns (cluster a-1 and cluster a-2). This result compares learning time spent per
week with the teacher's recommendation. In Figure 1 (a), regular studies patterns have many above
teacher's recommendations over weeks, while less regular studies patterns only have a few. As a
result, 19% of high-performance students use regular studies patterns, while only 3% of mediumperformances and 4% of low-performances students use these clusters.
The second parameter is early learning. In Figure 1 (b), we labeled some clusters as:
1) Cluster b-1 and b-6: highly motivated (130 students); characterized by a high early learning
score and many activities.
2) Cluster b-2 and b-5: unmotivated (22 students); characterized by low early learning score and
relatively low activities.
3) Cluster b-3: inconsistent (42 students); relatively early learner but moderate tasks completer.
4) Cluster b-4: procrastinator (27 students); task completer but triggered by the deadline.
Third parameter is repetition. Using linear regression we found that high performance student has
positive effect (B = 0.0072, SE = 0.0153, p < 0.05) to repetition. While low performance student has no
effect (B = -0.0021, SE = 0.6533, n.s.) to repetition.
We consider these parameters because we only use students' log activities as a dataset. We neglect
other possible learning motivations, such as the need to master the Chinese language to find a job,
maintain the Chinese language skills they already have, etc. It is difficult to measure this kind of
motivation as it is intangible. We consider elaborating our study with surveys or interviews for future
work to find more learning motivations in second language learning.
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ABSTRACT: With the increase in online education arises the challenge of replicating physical
laboratories and teamwork online. This poster presents a brief overview of a scoping review
of the current research within the area of learning analytics and collaboration in online
laboratory environments, including results on the used learning analytics method. A gap of
knowledge in the current research where there is a lack of research addressing this topic has
been identified. This calls for the need of further research within this area.
Keywords: Collaboration, Learning Analytics, Online Laboratories, Online Learning

1

INTRODUCTION

The importance of technology in education is increasingly growing. The momentum has been
evident after the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic when typical in-person classroom teaching
was suspended worldwide and the educational systems were forced to move into virtual
environments. In biosciences, where laboratory sections are at the core of undergraduate education,
finding a feasible way of conducting laboratory work in a virtual space is challenging, yet crucial. The
challenge is represented by replicating hands-on exercises and teamwork online to meet the
pedagogical standards of university discourses and the desired outcome of such exercises. The
progress within technology and communication networks has made it possible to develop virtual
and remote laboratories that allow students to conduct experiments online and find a way around
the limitations of physical laboratories (Alkhaldi et al., 2016). Collaboration and teamwork are at the
heart of the common practice in physical laboratories (Teng et al., 2016). With the increase in
teaching and learning online, the challenge of facilitating cooperative learning emerges in these
online environments. The work of which learning analytics acts to better understand learning
performances during collaboration. Learning Analytics may offer students and teachers insight into
the interactions within a group. Such information benefits teachers to facilitate their teaching to
each group, and students to self-reflect during collaboration. As a part of a master thesis work on
this area, and to investigate current research regarding the use of learning analytics in online
laboratories and collaboration, a systematic scoping review has been conducted, providing an
overview of the volume and nature of existing literature on the given topic. Methods within learning
analytics are identified and gaps of knowledge are discussed. Online laboratories will be used as the
common term for virtual and remote labs.

2

STATE OF THE ART

The established query string for our search is (learning analytics) AND (virtual lab* OR online lab* OR
digital lab* OR remote lab*), which resulted in 419 articles using ELSEVIER Web of Science digital
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database. We followed PRISMA guidelines by scanning abstracts of the results and then full-text
scanning for those fulfilling the criteria. The inclusion criteria were expanded to online learning
environments, as few studies address all the factors of the given topic: collaboration, learning
analytics and online laboratories. Only 11 articles were selected for the review. Because of the
limited space of the poster, we uploaded the included studies via this link https://bit.ly/3E0qx7k
The results from the review revealed few studies addressing all the factors of the given topic:
collaboration, learning analytics and virtual/remote/online laboratories. Romero et al. (2015)
provides an example of the use of learning analytics in the Weblab-Deusto remote laboratory
platform. A software layer over the platform registers data regarding the students’ interactions with
the experiment, recording clicks and traces within the system and storing it in a database. The
analyzed data are presented to both teacher and student through a software showing differences
and similarities between the exercises performed by the student compared to the teacher’s
execution. It is stated that such data can be processed for both individual students and groups of
students, however this study focuses primarily on the performance of the individual student. Qvist
et al. (2015) present a similar example of learning analytics use in the LabLife3D virtual laboratory
environment where they store data of student mouse clicks and time spent on tasks. The analyzed
data are presented through timelines of data trails from the executed experiments, enabling
teachers to identify occurring errors and students to reflect on their learning process. These
laboratory experiments also do not yet provide collaboration amongst students as they focus
primarily on the individual learner. The collaboration of students has been further investigated by
Orduña et al. (2014) in the same Weblab-Deusto remote laboratory platform as in Romero et al.
(2015). Social network analysis was applied to analyze data on uploaded files to the system, as the
platform does not store interaction data between students. By checking files shared among
students, one can identify who is sharing with who, and who is receiving. This information allows
teachers to establish those in need of help, as students who often receive files might be struggling.
There are few remote laboratory environments that allow collaboration within the system, however,
Teng et al. (2016) developed one that does. The NetLab remote lab allows students to use the
system at the same time as other students and provide them with a built-in chat window for
communication. All actions made by students online are broadcasted in their own window. The
planned future work of their study is to employ learning analytics methods to analyze those data.
Several research papers regarding discussion forums have been identified. In a more recent study,
Doleck et al. (2021) measure the performance of social learning networks in discussion forums
through an algorithm which offers to optimize these networks by connecting users with similar
tendencies. Pillutla et al. (2020) demonstrate a different example of learning analytics in discussion
forums through text classification. A central part of learning analytics is the visualization of learner
data. An example of this is presented in Tarmazdi et al. (2015), where the authors have developed a
learning analytics dashboard for teamwork in an online computer science course. By combining
Natural Language Processing (NLP), information retrieval techniques, and sentiment analysis, the
dashboard provides monitoring and analysis of the roles within each group. This allowed the teacher
to identify struggling students and teams by looking at how the teams engage in the work.
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3

DISCUSSION

There is an apparent knowledge gap within the research of learning analytics in online laboratories
and collaboration in labs. Many of the identified studies have not sufficiently developed learning
analytics approaches, collaboration, or both. The lack of research in this area could result from the
lack of collaborative online laboratory environments. Five years ago Teng et al. (2016) stated that
few such environments allow collaboration within the system. This lack seems to persist, given that
the results of this scoping review support this claim. Looking at the current work of learning analytics
and collaboration in other online learning environments is therefore essential as they provide
examples of how it might be implemented in an online lab environment. The most common topics
identified in the studies include social network analysis and natural language processing, suggesting
these methods are valuable in the analysis of collaboration and are potentially applied in
understanding collaboration in online labs. The knowledge gap in this scoping review identifies
collaboration in online labs as an area for further investigation.
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ABSTRACT: For the student performance prediction task, the analysis of input features is as
important as improving accuracy. Such an analysis helps us to pinpoint the features that
contribute to the prediction result, which can be used to provide feedback to students and
teachers. However, there is a gap between the input features of the early prediction model
and the real course setting: the final grade of the course is the result of the learning activities
throughout the course, although the early prediction model estimates the final grade from
the learning activities during the early stages of the course. This study thus attempted to fill
in the gap by using an early prediction model called the RNN-FitNets. In the experiment, it
was analyzed whether the RNN-FitNets could consider the input features not only for early
stages, but also for the entire course. The experimental results showed that the RNN-FitNets
treated the input features in the early stages as if they were the features of the entire
course; therefore, the RNN-FitNets can fill the gap in the early feedback, and the
stakeholders can understand the input features to be more focused on at the time from the
perspective of the entire course.

1

INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of learning analytics, many studies on student performance prediction using
machine learning models have been conducted. In the student performance prediction task, it is
important to analyze the contribution of input features (learning activities inputted to the prediction
model), as well as to improve prediction accuracy. Understanding what input features are important
for prediction results helps us to recognize the behavior of black-boxed prediction models, and this
can be used to provide feedback to students and teachers. The students and teachers are more
likely to accept the prediction result because they can understand why such a prediction result was
made. However, there is a concern regarding the feedback on ongoing courses. When providing
feedback in the early stages of a course, the prediction model using early input features does not
know the future effect of the input features; however, prediction target such as final grade is the
result of learning activities during the entire course. The gap may cause an early prediction model to
provide wrong feedback, focusing on different input features from the perspective of the entire
course. This study thus investigated whether the view of input features throughout a course can be
obtained from the input features in the early stages of the course by using an early prediction model
termed RNN-FitNets (Murata et al., 2021). RNN-FitNets aims to learn whole time series information
in the early time steps. For more detail about the RNN-FitNets, please refer our previous work
(Murata et al., 2021). The contribution of this paper is providing a new perspective on input feature
analysis for feedback, considering the entire course.
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2

VERIFICATION OF THE ABILITY TO CONSIDER THE ENTIRE COURSE

To investigate whether the RNN-FitNets can consider the effect of input features for the entire
course from early stages, we compared the RNN-FitNets with a recurrent neural network (RNN)
model, which has been recently used and is the foundation of the RNN-FitNets. If the RNN-FitNets
can consider the entire course, the contribution of input features during the early stages should
become similar to the RNN model for the final lecture week. The procedure of comparison is as
follows: (1) train the RNN model for an early stage and for the final week, (2) train the RNN-FitNets
for an early stage, (3) apply the prediction models to the test dataset (4) calculate the contribution
of input features by SHAP values (Lundberg & Lee, 2017), and (5) compare the results. We selected
the fourth week as the early stage because there were two course registration/modification periods
by the fourth week in Kyushu University where log data were collected, that is, most students who
remained after the fourth week took the course, and the first feedback at the time should be useful.
We used the data collected from the Digital Signal Processing courses during the first semester of
2020 and 2021, held for third-year undergraduate students as elective courses in the Department of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. We used the 2020 data to train the prediction models
and the 2021 data to test the models. The course involved 13 weeks of lectures; however, the first
week was excluded from the dataset because it was a syllabus day. For both 2020 and 2021, a total
of 89 students took the course. We defined the students who took grade points "A" or "B" as "norisk" students (2020: 78.7%, 2021: 73.1%), and the students who took grade points "C,” "D,” or "F"
as "at-risk" (2020: 21.3%, 2021: 26.9%). Hence, the prediction task became the binary classification
for detecting at-risk students. In the courses, a learning management system Moodle and a digital
textbook system BookRoll collected learning logs. To input the log data into the prediction models,
we aggregated the logs in each lecture week and converted them into active learner points (ALPs)
(Okubo et al., 2017), which was made to analyze courses using Moodle and BookRoll. ALPs consist of
nine learning activities; however, due to the difference of course design from (Okubo et al., 2017),
we used seven leaning activities: three types of activities in Moodle (attendance, report submission,
and number of course accesses) and four types of activities in BookRoll (reading time, number of
highlights, number of notes, and total number of actions). ALPs evaluate the activities in a range
from 0 to 5. Please refer (Okubo et al., 2017) for the detail about ALPs.
Figure 1 shows the contribution of input features for an at-risk student. There were many at-risk
students, but the contribution patterns were similar. For this reason, we selected this at-risk student
as a representative pattern. In Figure 1, the colors of the stacked bar, y-axis, and x-axis represent the
ALP values inputted into the prediction models, the input features’ name, and SHAP value for input
features, respectively. The positive/negative SHAP value means a degree of contribution to predict
at-risk/no-risk. Seeing Figure 1, although RNN model in the fourth week (left graph) did not so focus
on the late of report submission (yellow bar), the feature exhibited a risk to become “not submitted”
(blue bar) in the future and RNN model in the final week (center graph) took it as a high probability
of at-risk. In contrast, the RNN-FitNets in the fourth week (right graph) increased the SHAP value for
the late of report submission and could consider the future risk. This result shows that the feedback
by the RNN-FitNets can encourage attention to the feature to be more focused on from the
perspective of the entire course. Moreover, the f-measure value for detecting at-risk students in the
fourth week was increased by the RNN-FitNets (0.800) from the value of the RNN model (0.667).
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Figure 1: Contribution of input features for a prediction result

3

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study proposed a new perspective on the input feature analysis in the early stages of a course
to consider the entire course using the RNN-FitNets. The experimental results showed that the RNNFitNets could emphasize important learning activities that should be paid more attention during the
early stages, which the conventional RNN model cannot consider. Consequentially, we can expect
that the RNN-FitNets will show a great potential to provide stakeholders with new insights. For
example, in the case of the course in our experiment, the teacher can understand future risk of the
late of report submission more seriously and can take early measures to encourage the submission,
such as sending a reminder and making time to work on the report assignment during the rest of
lecture time following the explanation of lecture content from the teacher. Further work will be
required; we need to investigate other case studies, discuss the feedback method, and conduct user
evaluations of the effect of the feedback such as a questionnaire survey.
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ABSTRACT: Understanding student activities in programming exercise is vital for teachers to
support students. Because teachers cannot always pay attention to every student’s source
code, they have difficulties in identifying students who are having trouble with errors and
understanding how students write source code. The representative approach of using
dashboard systems, however, has limitation on the depth of understanding of students’
situations due to the lack of intuitive presentation of the processes in which source code
contents evolve. This study aims to provide beneficial information to teachers about the
temporal changes of student coding situations. Based on a dataset of source code snapshots
taken frequently, we propose a feedback tool for teachers, called Coding Trajectory Map. We
conducted an experiment for human evaluation of the tool, whose result shows that teachers
can better understand the learning situations of students with the tool.
Keywords: Learning process, Learning situation, Programming, Visualization, Teacher support

1

INTRODUCTION

In novice programming education, many students struggle to write and debug programs (Robins et al.,
2003). The difficulties in programming often lower learner motivation which is an important factor of
success. Thus, supporting students in difficult situations is crucial. However, identifying such students
is hard because help-seeking is known as a difficult metacognitive skill and, in addition, teachers
cannot always pay attention to every student’s learning situation. Learning analytics dashboards arises
to overcome this challenge also in this field (Diana et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2017), which present to
teachers an overview of their students’ situations through statistics, performance indicators, and
visualization, and so on. However, the depth of understanding via prior dashboards is limited because
the temporal changes of source code content are less likely to be considered. For example, students’
trial and error and coding strategies could be observed only from how source code changes over time,
and it is hard to realize from statistical numbers or a single snapshot of source code. The research
question in this study is “How can we help teachers obtain insights into student situations when we
have a class-wide dataset of student source code snapshots?” Based on the research question, we aim
to make student learning situations visually and intuitively locatable making use of a mass of snapshots
that were taken frequently. Here, we mean by “locatable” that a learning situation is linked to a
specific position on a visual map, where the distance between two positions intuitively reflects the
difference in corresponding situations at source code level. In this poster paper, we present a method
to create such a visual map, called Coding Trajectory Map, and report the result of a preliminary
evaluation experiment on the usefulness of maps for teachers.
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Table 1: This is the caption to go above the table.
ID Question

Mean SD

1 The tool is useful for understanding the process of each student’s exercise in 4.43
detail by checking the content and status of the source code at any given time,
including the presence or absence of runtime errors.

0.53

2 The tool is useful for understanding what kind of code was struggles for 4.29
students.

0.76

3 The tool is useful for identifying typical examples of code written by students. 3.57

0.79

4 The tool is useful for understanding each major and minor programming 4.14
activity in the class.

0.69

5 The tool can help you identify students to whom you should pay attention.

3.86

1.07

6 The tool helps the teacher to reflect on the lesson.

4.00

0.82

Figure 1: Coding Trajectory Map showing the distribution of source code on the right-hand side
and the information of a selected source code snapshot on left-hand side.

2

METHODS

Dataset: We collect a set of source code snapshots in an introductory Python programming course
offered in 2020 for first-year students at our university. We used our own online programming
environment, called WEVL, to collect snapshots. With WEVL, a snapshot is taken three seconds after
a student stops typing or when a student runs a program. In our dataset, about 84% of snapshots were
taken by stopping typing.
Visualization: The proposed Coding Trajectory Map shows on a 2D plane a set of source code
snapshots. The positions of snapshots are determined with t-SNE algorithm together with edit
distance. First, edit distance is measured for every pair of snapshots in a dataset and a distance matrix
is formed. An edit distance between a pair of source code is the minimum total number of adding,
deleting, or substituting character-wise operations required to transform one into another. Intuitively,
this is roughly the same as how much keyboard typing is necessary for the transformation. Second,
the t-SNE algorithm is applied to the distance matrix, and we obtain 2-dimensional coordinates for
each snapshot. The algorithm computes those coordinates trying to maintain the original distances,
i.e., edit distance, as much as possible in the output space. Therefore, it is expected on the map that
similar source code snapshots are placed nearby and the distance tell us approximately how much
typing effort is required to reach a certain source code starting from one. Furthermore, because our
snapshots were taken frequently, it is also expected that a series of snapshots from a student would
be like a string of beads when visualized. Figure 1 shows an example of Coding Trajectory Map. On the
right, each snapshot is shown as points, snapshots from the same student are connected by a line. On
the left, the information of a snapshot that a user selected on the map is provided.
Evaluation: We asked 7 university teachers to evaluate the Coding Trajectory Map tool in the context
of reflecting past classes in the same course as described above. Those teachers had experiences of
teaching programming before. We provided instructions on how to use the tool in both text and video
formats. Teachers were asked to learn the usage of the tools and then to use the tool themselves. We
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Table 1: The result of questionnaire for evaluating the proposed tool. (N=7)
ID

Question

Mean SD

Q1 The tool is useful for understanding the process of each student’s exercise in detail 4.43
by checking the content and status of the source code at any given time, including
the presence or absence of runtime errors.

0.53

Q2 The tool is useful for understanding what kind of code was struggles for students. 4.29

0.76

Q3 The tool is useful for understanding each major and minor programming activity 4.14
in the class.

0.69

Q4 The tool can help you identify students to whom you should pay attention.

3.86

1.07

Q5 The tool helps the teacher to reflect on the lesson.

4.00

0.82

also asked them to fill out a questionnaire with 5-point Likert scale to measure the degree of
agreement on each question, where 1 stands for strongly disagree and 5 stands for strongly agree.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the result of the evaluation questionnaire. The tool was given the high score of 4.43
regarding the question Q1, which suggests the tool successfully provided the details of the individual
coding activities. In terms of source code, we can say that the teachers thought the tool is helpful for
finding one that is problematic to students (Q2). Concerning coding activity patterns, it is suggested
that common patterns and abnormal activities could be easily identified by teachers (Q3). As for
students, we can expect the tool may help us to notice students whom we should pay attention to
(Q4) although the score is not very high. Overall, it is shown that Coding Trajectory Map has functions
useful to find important code, students, and activities in programming exercise, and teachers agreed
that the tool is useful to reflect on classes (Q5). We conclude that we successfully presented the tool
which could be beneficial for gaining insights into problematic source code or major and minor coding
activities from frequent source code snapshots. While this study focused on teacher support, this kind
of feedback would be also useful for students because they will be able to relatively position their own
situations on the map. As a future study, we are planning to evaluate the proposed tool in the context
of student support.
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Analyzing Correlation between Word Difficulty Levels Assigned by
Language Teachers and those by Language Learners
Yo Ehara
Tokyo Gakugei Unviersity
ehara@u-gakugei.ac.jp
ABSTRACT: In second language acquisition, word difficulty is important for determining the
order in which learners learn words. However, in many cases, openly available word
difficulty scales are created by language teachers based on their own linguistic intuition and
not necessarily obtained by directly analyzing second language learners. In this study, we will
investigate the extent to which the two correlate. Specifically, we focused on a word
difficulty scale for English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL) learners whose native language is
Japanese created by applied linguists, namely CEFR-J. We compared this with word difficulty
levels calculated from vocabulary test result data on ESL learners whose native language is
mostly Japanese using item response theory. As a result of the experiment, we confirmed
that they show a statistically significant moderate correlation in Spearman's ρ. This result
suggests that language teachers’ intuitions roughly fit actual word difficulty for language
learners measured on testing. Interestingly, the scatter plot clearly showed that the words
that teachers find difficult are not necessarily difficult to learners while those teachers find
easy are also easy to learners.
Keywords: Teachers and Learners, Word Difficulty, Item Response Theory

1

INTRODUCTION

Second language learning differs from other types of learning in that it requires learning an
enormous number of words. Since it takes a huge amount of time, many previous studies have
suggested that these words should be learned at an initial stage (Nation, 2006). Although word
difficulty is roughly correlated with word frequency on balanced corpora such as the British National
Corpus (BNC), it is counter-intuitive to language teachers that words should be learned in the early
stages of learning. Therefore, word difficulty scales have been developed by adjusting the corpus for
word frequency, or by having language teachers directly replace the word frequency rankings
(Nation, 2006).
In situations where there are many word difficulty scales, which one is appropriate to use? In many
cases, we are more interested in what learners can actually do than in the word difficulty scale itself.
One widely used measure for assessing what language learners can actually do with a foreign
language is the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) 1.
The CEFR itself is merely a scale that defines what learners should be able to do at a given level. In
other words, it does not specify what words one should know at what level. This is because the

1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_European_Framework_of_Reference_for_Languages
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vocabulary that a language learner acquires is greatly influenced by his or her first language. For
example, among English as second language (ESL) learners whose first language is French, the words
they need to learn in the early stages of learning English may be different from those whose first
language is another language because French has many words with the same roots as English. For
English learners whose first language is Japanese, the CEFR-J Vocabulary Profile
(https://github.com/openlanguageprofiles/olp-en-cefrj) is the result of a survey of what words they
should know at each level of the CEFR.
With this concept, word difficulty scales that learners should master have been created based on
the linguistic intuition and analysis of language teachers. However, to what extent do these linguistic
intuitions and analyses actually correspond to the actual vocabulary knowledge of language
learners? Do the word difficulty levels of ESL learners with some experience in learning English
match the intuitions of language teachers? These questions are important for ESL learners in the
language acquisition process; however, few studies have examined this point. The objective of this
study was to investigate this aspect.

2

DATA AND METHODS

First, as mentioned above, ESL learners' vocabulary knowledge is greatly influenced by their native
language. The CEFR-J, which is the focus of this study, targets ESL learners whose first language is
Japanese. Therefore, for a fair comparison, it is necessary to obtain the results of vocabulary tests
for English learners whose first language is Japanese.
To achieve this goal, the dataset by Ehara (2018) was used. This is a publicly available dataset in
with the responses of 100 learners to a 100-word test. In this test, each question is on a single word.
In each question, a sentence containing the target word is presented within a sentence and testtakers are asked to choose the option that has the same meaning as the presented sentence.
Next, we describe the CEFR-J Vocabulary Profile. The CEFR profile lists the words at the A1, A2, B1,
and B2 levels. The CEFR-J first collects the published texts for each level and identifies the words to
be learned at each level from the words used in the texts. The total number of words in the dataset
is 7,800. When multiple levels are available, the easier level is selected: for exmaple, “time” is used
as a noun and verb. The usage as a verb (B2) is more difficult than the usage as a noun (A1).
We used the item response theory (IRT) to obtain word difficulty measures that fit the vocabulary
result dataset. Briefly, IRT (Baker, 2004) is a statistical method to automatically set the difficulty
level of questions and the ability level of learners from test result data. There are two internal
parameters to estimate: the learner's ability and question difficulty. The estimation of whether the
learner answered a word correctly (+) or incorrectly (-) is determined by subtracting the question
difficulty parameter from the sign of the learner's ability parameter.
To produce consistent results with a variety of data, IRT estimation is typically conducted using
publicly available, established libraries. In this case, pyirt (https://github.com/17zuoye/pyirt), the IRT
library in Python, was used because it is known to provide stable parameter estimation even when
there is a certain amount of missing data. The 2PL IRT model was used for fitting. Further details on
IRT models are provided in Baker (2004).
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3

EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1 displays the scatter plot of CEFR-J against the difficulty parameter by applying IRT to the
vocabulary test result dataset (Ehara, 2018) in which ESL learners whose first language is Japanese
responded to 100 word questions. Among the 100 words, 90 words were also present in CEFR-J.
Along the horizontal axis of Figure 1, 0.0 denotes A1, 1.0 denotes A2, 2.0 denotes B1, and 3.0
denotes B2. We observed that the difficulty based on IRT varies as the difficulty of the CEFR-J
increases. More significantly, Figure 1 clearly shows that words that language teachers find difficult
(CEFR-J, horizontal) are not necessarily difficult for learners (IRT, vertical); however, words that
language teachers find easy are also easy for learners. As CEFR-J levels are discrete, rank correlation
was used instead of typical Pearson correlation coefficients. A Spearman’s correlation coefficient ρ
of 0.52 (p < 0.05) was obtained indicating that there was a statistically significant moderate
correlation (https://geographyfieldwork.com/SpearmansRankCalculator.html).
We confirmed that the difficulty parameter estimated from the Ehara (2018) dataset shows a
moderate correlation with the CEFR-J scale based on Spearman's ρ. This result suggests that the
difficulty of words based on language teachers' linguistic intuition is roughly correlated with the
difficulty of words for actual language learners.

Figure 1: A scatter plot between the CEFR-J scale (horizontal) and the difficulty parameter
estimated from the dataset by Ehara, 2018 using the item response theory (Baker, 2004).
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Teamable Analytics: A Team Formation and Analytics Tool
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ABSTRACT: Forming effective teams for large classes is a challenge for educators due to the
complexity of project needs, the diversity of individual characteristics, and the criteria
different educators have for forming teams. In previous work, we proposed an artificial
intelligence algorithm that achieves competitive benchmarking results while scaling the
performance to handle large class sizes and a large number of constraints (Bulmer et al.,
2020). In this demo, we present a web application that uses this algorithm to support the
team formation process called Teamable Analytics. Teamable Analytics is compatible with
any learning management system (LMS) that uses the LTI protocol. Our tool provides a
dashboard for educators to elicit student characteristics and customize how those responses
are combined to form teams. We integrated Teamable Analytics with the Canvas LMS and
completed four pilot studies with classes that have between 40 to 200 students (Bulmer,
2021). Based on the feedback, we added visual analytics, team regeneration with peer
evaluation feedback, and default characteristics about student diversity commonly used in
the literature for forming teams. Currently, we are piloting Teamable Analytics in six
interdisciplinary classes across multiple university campuses as part of an evaluation for
enterprise adoption (Hui et al., 2021).
Keywords: Team formation, team analytics, large class sizes, multiple constraints, LTI
integration

1

DEMO VIDEO

The video is available at https://youtu.be/qAevPcDVhkY .
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Combining Learning Analytics in remote and virtual lab-based
learning with real lab experiences with xAPI video annotation
Authors: Birte Heinemann, Jens Doveren, Muhammad Usman, Ulrik Schroeder
RWTH Aachen University
Heinemann| Doveren|Schroeder@cs.rwth-aachen.de
ABSTRACT: Laboratories are interesting learning spaces where students acquire various
competencies. Investigating this competence acquisition with learning analytics is a
challenge. Virtualized and remote labs can provide us with data (more) easily, but can they
foster the same competencies? We want to investigate this very question and have
therefore developed a tool in which we could annotate recordings of real lab experiments
with xAPI statements. This allows us to compare it with data collected in the two digital
versions of the same laboratory, one remote and one in VR. During the development, we
made sure to involve the future users and to meet their needs. This demo shows the first
version of the annotating tool that we tested with different stakeholders to check if it is
understandable and easy to use. The first results show that teachers quickly wish to facilitate
annotation through technical possibilities. The result also shows that the tool helps bring
together educators, developers and learning analytics experts and enables active
participation of people without a technical background.
Keywords: Learning Analytics, Video Annotation, xAPI, experienceAPI
Video: https://youtu.be/M3ce9ktWX30
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Demo of UpGrade:
An A/B testing platform to support learning analytics at scale
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Zack Lee
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ABSTRACT: In this demo1, we provide a walkthrough of a working instance of UpGrade, an open-source
platform for running large-scale field experiments and A/B tests in educational software. UpGrade
integrates with a client EdTech application and operates as a web-based service, providing an interface
for researchers or product developers to set up and manage parameters such as condition assignment,
start and end logic, and simple metrics monitoring for randomized controlled trials within the integrated
application. We walk through experiment creation for a simple application called QuizApp, log in as
example students, and show how UpGrade randomly assigns students one of two possible experimental
conditions. We then review UpGrade’s dashboard and user interface, which displays condition
parameters as well as enrollment and metrics data, and review the steps required to use UpGrade with
an EdTech app. We conclude the demo by discussing how UpGrade has been used to conduct
randomized controlled trials in educational software serving tens of thousands of students, and close
with an open invitation for partners and collaborators to help make UpGrade a valuable resource for the
learning engineering community.
Keywords: A/B Testing, Educational Technology, Digital Experimentation

1

Demo URL: https://drive.google.com/file/d/18kmGW9GQQPs09Thydtq16W_uWwsK1g01/view?usp=sharing
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IntelliBoard Integrated Predictive Learning Analytics
Author: Elizabeth Dalton
IntelliBoard, Inc.
elizabeth@intelliboard.net
ABSTRACT: IntelliBoard Inc. has provided descriptive learning analytics based on Learning
Management System data since 2005. Now IntelliBoard adds integrations with SIS, web
conferencing systems, and other educational technology and offers integrated predictive
learning analytics. In this interactive demo, we show how to build a predictive learning
analytics model and train it using Neural Networks and Logistic Regression. A wide variety of
validation statistics are provided. Predictions can be incorporated into reports, charts, and
automatic notifications. Use of predictions and notifications can be tracked and correlated to
improved learning outcomes. Default models estimate student risk based on common
participation indicators, but both labels and features may be customized to any data
included in the IntelliBoard data set, including data imported from local systems. IntelliBoard
scales from thousands to tens of thousands of students, teachers, and courses.
Keywords: machine learning; learning management system; integration; implementation;
scale

1

INTRODUCTION

Link to Demo: https://intelliboard.net/research or https://vimeo.com/671892014/f8f450e33c
In this demonstration, we’ll show how to create, train, and generate predictions from a model based
on the goal that learners will achieve a passing grade in a course within 90 days of the enrollment
start date. This is one example of the many models that can be built with this system.
To connect to our system as a researcher, visit https://intelliboard.net/research. We offer special
discounts for limited-access research accounts, as well as affordable pricing for systems that
integrate with the tools your institution already uses to improve educational outcomes.
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Assessing the new educational model Tec 21 based on dropout
and student performance
Author: Juan Andrés Talamás
Tecnológico de Monterrey
juan.talamas@tec.mx
ABSTRACT: The introduction of a new educational model at Tecnológico de Monterrey has
posed the challenge of determining whether the new systems are better or at least as good as
the previous one. This new model is based in competencies and has a flexible design where
students choose a major after the three first semesters. This research proposes an analysis
using student data from the new and previous educational models of Tecnológico de
Monterrey to create a comparison system between different models. The project aims to use
Educational Data Mining, Learning Analytics and Process Mining techniques to identify
features that could predict student performance and dropout on earlier stages and determine
whether a model performs better than the other on those same points. A prediction model
with better precision and a longer prediction window would indicate that the corresponding
educational model has better identified and applied the core necessities for student learning.
This would also allow for earlier interventions for students that are underperforming.
Keywords: Educational Data Mining, Learning Analytics, Process Mining

1

BACKGROUND

Currently, Tecnologico de Monterrey is implementing the first generation of their new teaching model,
called “Tec21”, which is certified by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on
Colleges (SACSCOC), the Mexican Federation of Private Institutions of Higher Education (FIMPES), and
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, Inc. (ABET), among various others. This
model is challenge-based and combines aspects of competence, problem, and case-based
methodologies. The main objectives of this teaching model are for the student to acquire the area
fundamentals related to their chosen path, as well as developing the competencies and acquiring the
skills they will need in their future. In this model, challenges are the central learning unit, with
everything else focusing on delivering the needed tools for solving them.
This change has not come without its challenges: aside from the extremely long time that is needed
before results can even be seen, there is also the problem of determining if the change was beneficial
or not to the students. A large enough change usually makes direct comparison impossible.
Grouping the courses into disciplines might solve this issue. Any large enough University is certified
by external organizations to grant degrees on specific disciplines. This accreditation ensures that the
programs, even if modified due to a change in model or an update in information or techniques will
still cover the same overall themes, and the final objective remains the same. This can be seen on the
graduate profiles of the different majors offered by universities. Those same certifications ensure the
necessary disciplines are covered before granting a degree.
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One advantage that we have is that, by nature, universities record a very large amount if student data
each semester, leaving only grouping to be done if we want to work with the disciplines. While most
of these attributes are regularly used in data mining, the time aspect of them is often discarded. Since
these datapoints have a defined order, we could use an approach based on processes like process
mining to obtain additional information. Process mining “refers to the act of discovering, verifying,
and improving processes using real world data” (Van der Aalst, 2016). According to the author, process
mining assumes that it is possible to extract meaningful data from event logs that are present in almost
all databases. While similar in some regards to data mining (the use of large databases, the automatic
nature of discoveries, etc.), process mining differs from data mining in some important aspects: it
requires a specific type of data that is not always present: a case ID, a timestamp, and the name of the
activity. Educational databases have an abundance of these data points, as any respectable
organization will have detailed information about which students (case ID) took which classes (events),
and on what semester (timestamp).
Finally, it is important to understand the basis of the new model. A competence-based model has as
its objective the “mastery of knowledge, skills and abilities that demonstrate learning” (Simonds et al.,
2017). While competence-based models are relatively new to higher education, they have been in use
for close to 30 years in programs like secondary education (Sullivan & Downey, 2015) and in cases
where skills and knowledge should not be without each other, as is in medical care (HARDEN, 1999).
The educational model proposed by Tecnológico de Monterrey (TEC21) is a challenge-based model
with 3 distinct phases in its curriculum: discovery, focus, and specialization. New students have the
option of enrolling in an undergraduate degree directly or spending 3 o 4 semesters on a more general
path (engineering, social science, bio-sciences, etc.). The students that do not choose an undergrad
directly have to take a series of elective courses for them to familiarize themselves with their different
options and make an informed decision about their future. These electives are perfect data points for
process mining that could help better identify the “ideal path” through these electives, which in turn
could generate a model and help both students and staff with a series of decisions.

2

GOALS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We believe that machine learning based models for the prediction and classification of student
academic success can have applications that go deeper than just making predictions and providing
group data for institutional decisions. We believe they can provide a framework for a valuable
comparison between different educational models. By developing algorithms for the educational
models to be compared using similarly enough features, we can use the precision, recall, and
prediction window of the models to determine if one is better than the other in terms of student
academic success and/or dropout. A prediction model with better precision and a longer prediction
window would indicate that the corresponding educational model has better identified and applied
the core necessities for student learning, and as such, could be called “better” in this sense. This would
also allow for earlier interventions for students that are underperforming.
Objectives:
The goal of this project is the development of machine learning models for the overall academic
success of students (including dropout as a possibility) for the current and previous models to be
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compared. For the comparison to be valid, we will be using the disciplines of the different majors as
attributes in the models. Disciplines are the core themes of a course that do not change, even if the
overall teaching strategy does. As part of our research, we will be looking into which one of the various
classification or prediction approaches (Neural Networks, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, SVM, to
name a few) are best suited to our needs. We are also aiming to develop our models under an
explainable AI principle.
Research questions:
Do student’s that go through a challenge-based model perform better, worse, or the same as their
classic-model counterparts in terms of academic performance (grades) and dropout? What features
improved or worsened those results?
Do the specific electives that student take prior to choosing their specialization affect their
performance in terms of academic performance (grades) and dropout? Should some of these electives
be pre-requisites for other courses? (This only applies to TEC21)

3

PRESENT STATE AND CURRENT SOLUTIONS

To better understand the present state of data mining in education, a systematic review on the topics
of Educational Data Mining (EDM), Learning Analytics (LA), and Process mining (PM) was performed.
This review looked at a total of 104 unique papers from the SCOPUS database using a set of queries
combining the following keywords: “Learning Analytics”, “Educational Data Mining”, “Process
Mining”, and “Student performance”, “Student Success”, and “Dropout”. All papers found that
regarded education (i.e. teaching) were included, while duplicate files and articles not regarding
education were excluded.
We extracted relevant information regarding several important features of the papers like the overall
objective, input variables, the techniques used, deployment of the models used, etc. The results of
the review showed that the main objectives presently consist of grade prediction (either in ranges by
a classifier or points by a predictor) as the most popular one; student behaviours as a runner-up, which
we believe is due to the recent surge in both online course popularity and log-data availability; and
dropouts in a third place.
In terms of student grades, most studies attempt to predict if a student will fail, is at risk of failing, or
pass; a few more even go as far as to try and predict if a particular student will do exceptionally well
on a course (Riestra-González et al., 2021; Bravo-Agapito et al., 2021; Zeineddine et al., 2021;
Tomasevic et al., 2020; Helal et al., 2018). The most common techniques used were Decision trees,
Naïve Bayes, Logistic regression, Artificial Neural Networks, among others. Such techniques have
produced results along the 70% to 85% accuracy for identifying failing students (Riestra-González et
al., 2021; Zeineddine et al., 2021). Student behaviour articles instead focus on classifying sets of
students into either different levels of productive groups as seen in paper by Cerezo and Sunar, to
name a few (Cerezo et al., 2016; Sunar et al., 2020), or identify different types of self-regulated learners
(Li et al., 2020; Sun & Xie, 2020; Williams et al., 2018). Finally, regarding the third most common
objective, student dropout, researchers were attempting to identify what causes students to leave
their studies. However, there were fewer studies regarding classic education (i.e. university based
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courses) than online based ones. Articles by Gregori, Maldonado, and Olaya deal with MOOC dropout,
as for them this is a much more key problem (Gregori et al., 2018; Maldonado et al., 2021; Olaya et
al., 2020; Zhuhadar et al., 2019).

4

SUGGESTED SOLUTION

In order to tackle the problems of model change and the long waiting period before results can be
truly analyzed for universities, we are proposing the development of framework for a comparison
system between educational models that takes into account the models statistics as decision variables
(precision, recall, f1, prediction window). The inputs will include the large amount of log trace data
available from universities (historical records of the courses taken, grades in chronological order, trace
information from digitalized courses) along with more common inputs like socio-economic factors.
The data inputs to be used will be pre-processed to ensure they allow a meaningful comparison, both
by developing the same features for the models so that the models have the same starting point, and
to verify the student populations are similar enough.
Along with the overall comparison of systems using data models, the specific features that show an
increase or decrease on their effect on education can be identified and used to further improve the
current educational model. Ideal “paths” through courses could be identified here and used for
curriculum development, while discipline effect changes could then be attributed to the change in
model, allowing for a measurement of the impact of the methodology.

5

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In order to test our hypotheses, we will collect academic data like grade averages, core and optative
course grades, participation on extra-curricular activities, socio-demographic information (age, sex,
previous school, parent scholarity, etc.), and historical information of student’s trajectory through the
university. We will be collecting data from current students of the TEC21 model, as well as from
students who studied under the previous methodology. Tecnológico de Monterrey will be providing
this data from their servers via their Data Hub and Living Lab departments, specifically the IFE Data
Hub. A series of machine learning models including but not limited to classification, process mining,
clustering, and regression will be developed for use in the project. Statistical techniques will be applied
to ensure the comparisons and findings are valid.
Some ethical considerations in this project have to do with the data we would require. As the data
contains information that could be considered sensitive, we need to be careful while handling it in
order to keep both it and the student’s that it belongs to secure. In order to keep the anonymity of
the student’s, the data will be given to us without identifying characteristics, and only a randomized
identification tag for data managing purposes.

6

WORK SO FAR

At this point in time, I have finished a first draft of a systematic review regarding the present state of
data mining in Education (i.e. Educational Data Mining (EDM) and Learning Analytics (LA)) totaling 104
unique articles from the SCOPUS database, with a focus on the objective variable, input types, focus
(EDM, LA, or process mining), data mining technique used, and school of thought (Paradigm under
Creative Commons License, Attribution - NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
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which each article was written). This review spanned 11 years, from 2010 to the present year (2021).
The data from the university mentioned before has already been applied for, and we are expecting to
have full access to it at the latest in December 2021. The project presented here has already passed
satisfactorily the proposal defense and comments from both it and the LAK doctoral consortium are
being integrated for further improvement.
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Supplementary page for Doctorate Consortium:
I would really appreciate the consortium’s aid on the following issues:
•

Multi-department research: What are some recommendations for working with student
populations from different areas (i.e. Engineering vs Social Sciences, for example)

•

I’m aiming to use machine learning model statistics (precision, recall, f1, prediction window),
to compare the educational models, what previous steps would you recommend for the
comparison to be a completely valid one?

•

Any feedback regarding the use of mining techniques and best practices would be greatly
appreciated.

As for the researchers I would appreciate feedback from, here is a small list:
•

Professor Shirley Alexander

•

Professor Samuel Greiff

•

Professor Shane Dawson

•

Sebastien Lalle

•

Özge Nilay Yalçın

•

Cristina Conati
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Evaluating Young Children’s Creation Process for
Creative Coding Projects with Learning Analytics
Apittha Unahalekhaka
Tufts University
apittha.u@tufts.edu
ABSTRACT: Millions of animated stories and games have been created on coding

applications, such as the free ScratchJr app, by children ages 5-7 as open-ended projects.
How can we assess children’s learning process from these projects? Learning analytics
(LA) has the potential to evaluate children’s learning process when they engage in handson and unscripted coding activities. The first part of the proposed study focuses on
children’s patterns trajectories when creating open-ended coding projects with ScratchJr
(n = 120 students) in the Coding as Another Language curriculum. The second part focuses
on teacher lesson modifications, whether their actions moderate the relationship
between students’ creation patterns and learning outcomes (n = 28 teachers, 500
students). The result of the proposed study may lead to a better understanding of how
LA can assess children’s creative coding in classrooms with the integration of teacher
instructions.
Keywords: Early Childhood Education, Programming, Project-based Learning, Learning Analytics,
Assessment, Constructionism

1 Background
Computing skills are important in the 21st century and have been shown to help develop young children’s
ways of thinking, including their computational thinking, problem-solving, and critical thinking (Angeli &
Valanides, 2020). The creative creation of opened-end coding projects can further promote to acquire
computational skills in young children (Bers, 2020; Clements, 1998). Furthermore, the constructionist
approach believes that powerful learning can occur when children use technology to create meaningful
products that they can share with the people around them (Bers, 2020; Papert, 1980).
To better foster student learning and motivation, not limited to constructionist learning, it is valuable for
educators to prioritize understanding students’ learning process (Ryan & Deci, 2020, p. 6). While some
types of computational assessment, such as task-based, game-based, project-based, and unplugged
(Relkin et al., 2020), help to understand children’s end learning outcomes, none of these assessments can
clearly capture their learning process (Berland et al., 2014). Learning analytics (LA) can fill in this gap to
capture children’s real-time interactions with the programming platforms (Admiraal et al., 2020). Studies
have found that student’s learning analytics such as coding block usage patterns can reveal their coding
process, mastery levels, and styles (Emerson et al., 2020; Grover et al., 2017).
Usage of LA is growing fast in computer science education discipline. However, current studies on its
effectiveness used differing metrics to capture student learning, resulting in mixed outcomes on how LA
can effectively capture students’ computational competencies. There are even more gaps in the
understanding of how LA can assess learning in early grade levels due to insufficient research conducted
in this age range. In terms of variables, multiple studies did not find frequency of usage as a significant
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predictor of learning; rather, specific student learning strategies were suggested as more useful learning
indicators (Gašević et al., 2015). Aligning with Turkle and Papert’s (1990, p. 129) ideas, knowledge can be
seen as styles, and each style is “equally valid on its own terms”. Additionally, external factors such as the
instructional condition were shown to moderate student academic performances when interacting with
the learning system (Gašević et al., 2016). Consequently, there needs to be more investigation on what
usage variables from LA can evaluate young children’s constructive learning process, and whether these
processes relate to teacher instructions and student learning outcomes.
This study is part of the Coding As Another Language (CAL) project directed by Prof. Marina Bers at the
DevTech research group at Tufts University. CAL's overarching goal is to implement ScratchJr into K-2
classrooms across multiple school districts in the US, using a literacy-integrated programming curriculum.
ScratchJr is a free downloadable tablet app designed for children ages 5-7 to create animated stories and
game projects (Bers & Resnick, 2015) (Refer to Appendix A). The highlight of the work is the application
of LA to study young children's learning process when creating coding projects on ScratchJr. The learning
process in this study will be captured through trajectories of children's behavior when creating projects.
This study also examines how teacher instruction modification behaviors might influence children’s
learning trajectories. The following sections of this proposal will elaborate on two parts of the study, in
which a framework to summarize the entire research is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A diagram on different components according to the research questions

2 Goals and Research Questions
2.1 Part One: Children Creation Patterns (n = 120 students)
The first part of this study uses learning analytics to investigate how children’s learning processes
(trajectories of creation pattern) are related to their learning outcomes (ScratchJr project scores). Each
child will create one final project over the last three lessons of the curriculum, which is when I will identify
their creation patterns and assess their projects. This study defines creation patterns as the coding and
project customizing behaviors identified by observation and learning analytics. Some creation patterns
may include exploring, tinkering, and customizing, which are inspired by the EXTIRE framework (Berland
et al., 2013).
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In the first part of the proposed study, I will utilize qualitative and quantitative research methodologies.
Specifically, I will qualitatively observe creation patterns from a subset of children’s screen recordings (n=
40) and compare these findings to the quantitative ScratchJr analytics data.
• RQ1: What are the creation patterns shown on the screen recordings when children create
projects?
After identifying creation patterns in RQ1, I will define usage variables, features calculated from the raw
analytics usage data (e.g., the ratio of block complexity and the average gap time between pulling coding
blocks) to capture the observable creation patterns. For example, tinkering patterns might be identifiable
when children frequently drag identical coding blocks out from the coding palette at a certain speed.
Furthermore, reliability testing is needed to check that the observation-defined and analytics-defined
creation patterns are accurately aligned.
• RQ2: Can the quantitative analytics usage variables identify the creation patterns from RQ1
reliably?
After the process in RQ2, I will use analytics data to identify creation patterns of 120 participants across
the last three lessons. These patterns will be turned into trajectories and compared to the final project
scores. Pattern trajectory is a crucial factor to reach the goal of this study. It reflects the learning process
or how children tend to stick to or change their creation behaviors over different stages of their final
coding projects.
• RQ3: What are creation pattern sequences and trajectories?
• RQ4: How do the project scores vary across pattern trajectories across the three final lessons?
2.2 Part Two: Teacher Lesson Modifications (n classroom = 28, n student = 500)
The second part of this study aims to understand whether teaching actions affect student learning
processes, which may lead to their learning outcomes. Specifically, I am investigating whether teacher
modifications of curriculum activities moderate the relationship between the students’ learning
processes (pattern trajectories) and their learning outcomes (ScratchJr project scores). Using the steps
from part one (RQ2 and RQ3) of this study, I will use learning analytics to identify the creation pattern
trajectories of all 500 students across 24 lessons.
• RQ1: Can teacher lesson modifications moderate the relationship between students’ creation
pattern trajectory and the average project score at three different time points in the curriculum
(beginning, middle, and end)?

3 Novelty of Suggested Solutions
While many traditional assessment approaches focus on assessing students’ final learning outcomes, the
proposed study will use LA to explore children's learning process (trajectory of creation patterns).
Specifically, I will analyze how young children engage in open-ended coding project creation across
multiple weeks. This approach in using LA to assess learning process in unscripted activities has been
studied with high school and college students but not at the early childhood level (Berland et al., 2014;
Blikstein, 2011). With a different coding platform and student developmental level, it is highly possible
that young children will have a different coding pattern compared to adults. To check the accuracy of the
creation patterns extracted from LA, this study will compare these patterns to qualitative observation of
the sessions (screen recording of the moving blocks).
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Furthermore, my previous study with ScratchJr's Google Analytics data showed that young children at
home seemed to have a more exploratory coding style. This was demonstrated by the greater variety in
block complexity levels exhibited by children when creating projects at home compared to children doing
similar activities at school (Unahalekhaka & Bers, 2021). However, this earlier study only looked at the
block usage frequency and did not connect it to the learning outcomes. For example, it did not address
questions related to weather exploratory coding style was related to quality of children’s coding projects
or their coding competency. Therefore, in the proposed study, I also plan to investigate how children's
coding block usage patterns relate to their learning outcomes through ScratchJr project scores.
For the results of the proposed study to be applicable for classrooms, the second part examines how
teacher instructions are related to the children’s learning process and outcomes. Particularly, the study
focuses on whether, when, and why teachers modify their lesson activities from the provided CAL
curriculum. It has long been proven that instruction adaptations according to students’ needs can
positively impact their learning (Parsons et al., 2018). The proposed study explores whether this
assumption can be applied to the process of open-ended early childhood coding.

4 Methods
4.1 Participants & Procedure
Participants for this study consist of teachers and students from 28 K-2 classrooms from six schools in
Rhode Island, USA, participating in the CAL project. There are two parts to this study. The anticipated
number of participants for part one is 120 students from 12 classrooms and 500 students from 28
classrooms for part two. This study plans to collect ScratchJr's analytics from all students across their 24
lessons using the Google Analytics platform. The study will last from November 2021 to April 2022.
Participants will participate in a 24 CAL lessons intervention, happening twice a week. Teachers will teach
according to the CAL curriculum and ask students to create open-ended ScratchJr projects at three time
points across the intervention: beginning (Time 1), middle (Time 2), and end (Time 3). Researchers will
collect and assess these projects to measure students' learning outcomes. The summary of the data
collection is shown in Appendix B.
While children will create multiple ScratchJr projects, part one of the study will only analyze the one final
project created by each child across three consecutive lessons at Time 3 (the end). I will also collect screen
recordings of when students do their final projects on the first lesson from three at Time 3 (n = 120
students). A subset of these screen recordings will be used to qualitatively identify creation patterns, then
be compared to the patterns found from the analytics data.
Part two of the study focuses on teacher lesson modification across the curriculum's beginning, middle,
and ending. Unlike the first part of this study, ScratchJr projects collected at Time 1 to Time 3 will all be
analyzed. Teachers will be asked to fill in a lesson log or a survey on how the lesson went after each
session. The primary lesson log questions are consistent across lessons; however, the detail within some
questions will slightly differ depending on the activities from that lesson. Specifically, the questions will
investigate whether teachers modify each activity and whether the modification happens during the
lesson preparation, during teaching, or both. The next question explores the reasons behind the
modifications, whether they were due to time constraints, student "learning or understanding,"
"motivation or interest," "behavior (e.g., ability to focus)," or other factors (Parsons et al., 2018;
Vandewaetere et al., 2011).
4.2 Analysis Plan
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Part one of this study explores children’s creation patterns (e.g., tinkering, exploring, customizing, etc.)
when creating ScratchJr projects. For RQ1, I will qualitatively observe children’s screen recordings (n = 40)
at every two minutes to determine a creation pattern at each timeframe. For RQ2, I will test whether
usage variables can accurately capture creation patterns at every two-minute timeframe. In other words,
usage variables summarize what children did at every two minutes, such as a child used 15 coding blocks
with a ratio of 2:5 of advanced to beginner blocks. For RQ3, I will derive creation patterns of 120
participants from analytics data then use Markov Models clustering to find pattern trajectories in each of
the three lessons at Time 3 (Saqr & López-Pernas, 2021). For example, in the first lesson, a cluster of
students may customize their characters throughout the session with minimal coding. In RQ4, I will
conduct longitudinal regression to investigate whether a particular trajectory at three different lessons at
Time 3 has a higher average final ScratchJr project score.
Part two of this study tries to understand when and why teachers modify their lessons and how they relate
to the children’s creation trajectories and learning outcomes. There are 28 classrooms, 24 lessons, and
five to six activities per lesson. For each lesson, I will turn teacher modification actions into three
continuous and three categorical teacher variables as follows:
• Classroom ID
• The ratio of activities unmodified
• The ratio of activities modified during preparation
• The ratio of activities modified during the lesson
• Activities modified due to children’s understanding (Yes/No)
• Activities modified due to children’s interests (Yes/No)
• Activities modified due to children’s behavior (Yes/No)
For RQ1 in part two, I will group student and teacher data from each lesson into three phases (Phase 1:
Lesson 1-10, Phase 2: Lesson 11-18, and Phase 3: Lesson 19-24) as students will create ScratchJr projects
at three-time points. Using longitudinal logistic regression, the first model will predict the class average
ScratchJr project score across three different time points. The predictors of this model will include
classroom ID, phase number, teacher variables, and the ratio of student being in each creation trajectory.
4.3 Ethical Considerations
This study has the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Tufts University approval (protocol #1810044). The
data will be safely secured in a password-protected server that will only be accessible by the researchers
that are on IRB. This study will obtain educator and parental consent for testing and recording their
students or children before the data collection phase. The ScratchJr analytics data is de-identified at an
individual level, and only the classroom level identification is known. Lastly, the general trends of the data
will be reported, but not individual-level data that can be identified as a particular child. Moreover,
general children’s identities are further de-identified using randomized IDs instead of full names.

5 Current status of the work
Data collection will last from November 2021 to April 2022. I plan to clean and analyze the data from
March 2022 to June 2022. Furthermore, I already conducted an online pilot study with six children. Each
child spent two to three 45-minute sessions with me to create ScratchJr projects. This pilot study aims to
compare three sources of data: 1) children’s reaction from videotaping, 2) usage patterns from screen
recordings, and 3) google analytics. The findings from this pilot study will be helpful to determine possible
creation processes that can be derived from the analytics.
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Appendix A

Left: An example of a ScratchJr project, which is
showing a parallel coding sequence.

Right: Painting tools on ScratchJr allow children to
customize their characters and backgrounds.

Appendix B

Data Collection Plan

Appendix C

Potential usage variables from ScratchJr analytics. As I am using Google Analytics to collect usage data from the
ScratchJr app, the data that I will have will be quite general, showing event names by timestamps. Some of these
events consist of 28 types of coding blocks that will be captured when children drag each block out of the palette
and drop on the coding area. Furthermore, the timestamps will also show when children open or close the painting
tool, as well as when they add a new page to the project (max. 4). The weakness of this dataset is that there is no
event that tells when the child clicks the “play button” (green flag) to execute the syntax, or which page they are
working on.
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Table 1 Visual model of research method
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Table 2 Quantative findings
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From Data to Actions: Unfolding Instructors’ Sense making and
Reflective Practice with Classroom Analytics
Dana AlZoubi
Iowa State University
dalzoubi@iastate.edu
ABSTRACT: The ultimate goal of using learning and teaching analytics dashboards is to
improve teaching and learning processes. Instructors that use an analytics dashboard are
presented with data about their students and/or about their teaching practices. Despite
growing research in analytics dashboards, little is known about how instructors use the
dashboards, make sense of the data they receive, and reflect on it accordingly. Moreover,
there is limited evidence on how instructors who use these dashboards take further actions
and improve their pedagogical practices. My dissertation work addresses these issues by
actively involving the instructors in the design phases of the dashboard and examining their
sense making, reflective practice and subsequent pedagogical actions they take based on
their classroom analytics. My dissertation includes three phases: (a) systematic literature
review that identifies problems & patterns from instructor use of dashboards (current), (b)
implementation and examination of instructors’ sense-making and reflective practice
(current) and (c) human-centered approaches to co-designing instructors’ dashboards with
stakeholders (current). The findings will contribute to the conceptual basis of instructors’
change of their pedagogical practices and practical implications of human-centered
principles in designing effective dashboards.
Keywords: instructor dashboards, sensemaking, reflective practice, human-centered design.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, learning analytics dashboards have been identified as critical emerging
technologies that have high expectations on unfolding the black box of teaching and learning
complex processes (Johnson et al., 2016; Wise & Jung., 2019). Instructors using analytics dashboards
are presented with visual graphs that include information about their students and/or their teaching
strategies (Park & Jo, 2015; Verbert et al., 2014). Instructors’ ability to transform the information
from the data present on dashboards into actionable pedagogical practices is one of the highly
touted potential outcomes of dashboard use; yet literature reveals that most instructors struggled in
connecting the data with their teaching practices (Wise & Jung, 2019). Moreover, research is still
scarce in examining how exactly instructors respond to and make use of analytics from dashboards
(van Leeuwen et al., 2017), with the current literature highlighting great differences in how
instructors used dashboards, how they made sense of the data, and what actions they took
accordingly (if any) (Molenaar et al., 2019). Missing from learning analytics research is an
investigation of how instructors interact with data and how they can use this data to change
pedagogical practices.
Moreover, although a substantial literature has been dedicated to understanding effective analytics
dashboards design (for e.g., Martinez Maldonado et al., 2016; Bodily & Verbert, 2017); yet the
impact of using them in improving teaching and learning is still not evident (Viberg et al., 2018). The
main challenge presented in the literature is rooted by disconnectedness of the users interacting
with the dashboard while focusing more on the technical aspects of dashboard design. There is a
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recent shift in the field towards human-centered learning analytics that assures that “meanings,
interaction opportunities, functions and attributes associated with the system should be defined by
the people for whom the system is intended, rather than imposed by designers and researchers”
(Buckingham Shum et al., 2019; p2). Human centeredness is defined in different ways and at
different levels, yet in all ways it encompasses designing systems with users rather than for users.
Thus, there should be consensus on the processes of integrating a human-centered perspective
while taking into account the aforementioned identified problems of instructors’ sense making and
reflective practice to take subsequent actions accordingly.

2

CURRENT KNOWLEDGE & CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

2.1

Instructors’ Use of Analytics & Perceived Challenges

Instructor dashboards are a specific application of learning analytics dashboards that allows
instructors to monitor their students’ progress and evaluate their teaching strategies. The
prominence of using analytics seeks to acquire insightful feedback from data that ordinarily would
not be captured or recalled, except with the application (Ndukwe & Daniel, 2020). For instance,
while some dashboards present instructors with visual graphs that include information about their
students (Verbert et al., 2014) , others provide information about their facilitation of teaching
strategies such as classroom management (Park & Jo, 2015). Using information about instructors’
and students’ actions can help instructors change their pedagogical practices (Gasevic et al., 2016).
Results from studies with instructors using the dashboards highlighted challenges in the adoption of
the dashboard tools and in data literacy, two main themes that are interconnected at many levels.
The adoption of such tools can be referred to as the intention to use technology tools and thus was
explained through different models with the most common being technology acceptance model
(TAM) that suggests the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of the tool influences the
behavior of the user (Davis, 1989). Data literacy can be defined as the ability can be seen as a
combination of being able to read and interpret information and possessing the skill to connect
those inferences to relevant pedagogical knowledge to select an adequate follow-up action
(Mandinach & Gummer, 2016). As such, data literacy is a complex construct that requires the
measurement of several sub-constructs such as graph literacy, etc. (Van Den Bosch, Espin, Chung, &
Saab, 2017).
The review on the research of the instructor dashboard revealed that most instructors struggled in
connecting the data with their teaching practices (Wise & Jung, 2019). Moreover, there were great
differences in how instructors used dashboards, how they interpreted information on the
dashboard, and what kind of actions they took (if any) in connection to the data from the dashboard
(Molenaar & Knoop-van Campen, 2019). Although the importance of data literacy is acknowledged,
Schwendimann and colleagues (2017) indicate in their review of LADs that there is very little
research that explores the relation between users’ data literacy and the usefulness of a dashboard.
2.2

Instructor Sense Making and Reflective Practice of Learning Analytics

An important aspect of using dashboards is to go beyond just the use of dashboards by examining
what actions instructors take based on the data provided from the analytics. This can be
conceptualized through instructors’ sensemaking and reflective practice that will dictate the
subsequent actions to be taken. Sensemaking is a social process of searching for meaningful answers
that drive the actions that individuals take (Weick, 1995). Sensemaking situated within analytics data
requires instructors to understand what is happening, reflect on their practices and decide on what
further steps to take to improve pedagogical strategies (Wise & Jung, 2019). Wise and Yung’s (2019)
proposed a model of teachers’ process of analytics that embeds teacher activities within a two-part
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structure of sense-making and pedagogical response. Reflective practice is a critical catalyst for
improving pedagogical practices as it allows instructors to identify problems and plan for actions
(Walkington et al., 2001). Reflection that occurs through data-informed feedback is significant since
it allows making sense of the provided evidence (Avramides et al., 2015). As instructors look at the
dashboard analytics, analyze data on it and make meaningful interpretations, the most prominent
step is the actions that they take accordingly which can inform their future pedagogical practices.
When compared with other traditional feedback from observational protocols, sensemaking can
help better understand instructors’ actions (Wise & Jung, 2019). Reflective practice can encourage
instructors to use the automated feedback to foster teaching strategies.

3

TEACHACTIVE PROJECT

This project is based on an NSF IUSE grant titled “An Integrated Faculty Professional Development
Model Using Classroom Sensing and Machine Learning to Promote Active Learning in Engineering
Classrooms” (DUE #2021118). TEACHActive model uses machine learning and computational analysis
of classroom analytics from an automated observation system, EduSense (Ahuja, 2019), and
presents visual analytics via TEACHActive dashboard designed for engineering instructors (AlZoubi et
al., 2021). Through the TEACHActive model, engineering instructors in higher education engage in a
series of sense making and reflective practices. Raw classroom data is transformed into meaningful
metrics, and then these metrics are being displayed as classroom analytics to provide practical
feedback for instructors. TEACHActive model includes three main components (a) training on using
pedagogical models (for e.g. active learning strategies), (b) automated classroom observation, and
(c) feedback in the form of classroom analytics from automated observation followed by reflective
prompts. Instructors use the automated feedback on the session display and the progress display to
reflect on their pedagogical practices and take actions accordingly.
As such, instructors reflecting on their classroom teaching through the automated feedback can
make pedagogical changes in their future sessions. For example, an instructor may devote additional
time for group work if the data suggests that a substantial portion of in-class activities were
dominated by the teacher.

4

RESEARCH GOALS AND QUESTIONS

The purpose of this research is to examine how instructors’ active participation in this model inform
change in their pedagogical strategies through sensemaking and reflective practices of analytics
data. The research questions that guide my dissertation include the following:
RQ1. How do instructors make sense of classroom analytics displayed on dashboards?
RQ2. How can data from the analytics dashboard be linked/ aligned with instructors’ reflection on
pedagogical practices?
RQ3. What are effective human-centered design principles used to design dashboards with
instructors?
RQ4. How do human-centered principles influence instructors’ sense-making and reflective
practices?

5

METHODS & CURRENT STATUS OF WORK

Following the designed based research methods and using human-centered design principles, we
designed the first iteration and implementation of TEACHActive model and the corresponding
feedback dashboard that visualized the automated classroom observation output (AlZoubi et al.,
2021, a,b). Results from the pilot data of first implementation revealed that instructors identified
some of the metrics to be more meaningful than others. For example, students’ hand raises as a
function of time (i.e. a scatter plot that lays the number of seconds of hand raises at different
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moments of the class) was perceived to be more meaningful than numeric metrics that only
provided a total frequency (i.e. total seconds of hand raises during class was 22 seconds).
Instructors also perceived that the classroom analytics provided with reflective prompts on
TEACHActive dashboard provided promises to facilitate feedback on their future teaching. Reflective
prompts were particularly interesting to them as they assured instructors that the analytics on the
dashboard is not evaluative but rather descriptive. A such, reflective prompts would provide a better
context about what was happening during the class. An example would be showing instructors the
total number of hand raises and asking questions about why were students raising their hands
(whether it is to ask questions, participate in class discussions or another reason). Also, asking
instructors whether they would like to set a goal for next session, and whether they find this metric
descriptive and indicative of what was happening in their classrooms. Reflection prompts were
added on a separate display and in relation to all the metrics provided on the session display.
5.1

Phases of my dissertation work

My dissertation work includes three main phases: a) systematic literature review that identifies
problems & patterns from instructor use of dashboards (current), (b) implementation and
examination of instructors’ sense-making and reflective practice (current) and (c) human-centered
approaches to co-designing instructors’ dashboards with stakeholders (current). Figure 1 illustrates
the three phases.

Figure 1. Three phases of dissertation

For the first phase, I am currently preparing a systematic literature review on the state of the art of
instructor dashboards and their uses, empirical evidence from the literature on how instructors
interacted with the dashboard, how they make sense of the data. Also, I am examining the
affordances, the challenges and the practices used while providing instructors with analytics. I am
using PRISMA guidelines and I aim to provide a framework for instructor use of dashboards as a
contribution from this systematic literature review. This review is currently in the data analysis
phase.
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The second phase and the third phase of my dissertation will be simultaneously done with the future
implementations of TEACHActive model. I aim to examine how instructors make sense and reflect on
classroom analytics and what pedagogical actions do they take accordingly. For the second
implementation phase of TEACHActive, instructors, first I will conduct user interviews and walkthroughs prior to TEACHActive automated observation implementation. In the user walkthroughs, I
will walk instructors through the metrics present on the dashboard, examine which metrics they find
meaningful, discuss their interpretations of each of the metrics, discuss expectations from the
analytics data, understand their concerns and recommendations. Together with the instructors, we
will co-design the reflection prompts displayed in a way that better targets their goals. After that,
the automated observation will take place for four-weeks. During the four weeks, instructors will
have two cameras in the class (one facing them and the other facing the students) that will track
behavioral indicators from classroom through EduSense system (AlZoubi, 2021). EduSense tracks
body positions of the instructor and the students in the room, hand raising, and their speech. Our
particular features of interest include time spend sitting vs standing, hand raises, movement
patterns, frequency of student speech, frequency of instructor speech, moments of silence, student
vs. instructor speech (time and distribution over the class period) (Ahaju et al., 2019). After teaching
each class session, instructors will be presented individually with the classroom data on the
feedback dashboard. Instructors will receive an email notification that the classroom analytics are
ready on the dashboard. They will be asked to review the classroom analytics and complete the
short reflection prompts on the feedback dashboard. This automated feedback will illustrate the
visual representation of behavioral indicators from the classroom in connection with the pedagogical
strategies. For instance, changes in class activity (i.e., sit vs stand), student participation through
hand raises, body positions, movement patterns, and the frequency and duration of instructor vs.
student talk will be displayed on the feedback dashboard at the end of each session. Additionally,
the feedback dashboard will present aggregated data of the captured features from instructor
behaviors (e.g., sit vs stand, movement patterns, and body positions) and from student behaviors
(e.g., hand raises, student vs. faculty speech, and frequency of speech). Comparison stats between
sessions that reveals their progress (e.g., "There were 10 more hand raises in the second session
compared to the first session," or "Your facilitation behavior increased by 22%") will be provided as
well. The feedback dashboard will be used to promote instructors’ reflective practice by gaining a
better overview of the in-class activities, reflecting on their facilitation strategies, and addressing
pedagogical changes in their next sessions. The reflection prompts will be personalized and based on
each instructor's data. After the four-week observation period, I will conduct semi-structured
interviews with instructors. Data from the interviews provides an in-depth understanding of their
sense-making of the analytics data, how they use their pedagogical knowledge to interpret the
feedback dashboard data and what actions they took in response to the displayed data. These
interviews will also provide input to the future iterations and modification of the dashboard. I plan
to measure instructors’ sensemaking and reflective practice as well as any pedagogical change and
action taken accordingly. I have pilot data for this phase that I am analyzing and modifying the phase
accordingly. I need further revision and feedback on data sources and how to measure reflective
practice and sensemaking. The third phase of my dissertation includes the human-centered codesign principles and recommendations for practical implications. For this phase, I will use the codesign with human-centered principles that I used with instructors. This part will be dependent on
the systematic literature review findings and the empirical piece on how instructors make sense of
the data and act accordingly. I already integrated human-centered principles in the first iteration,
however, with more data, I will examine what principles were more effective as well as how these
principles influenced instructors’ sensemaking and reflective practice.
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ABSTRACT: In online science labs, where students interact with complex ideas experimentally,
the use of chats during the activity can be particularly diverse, sometimes productive and
engaging, but other times also unproductive and distracting. In this doctoral project, we will
design a conversational agent to support productive talk among students when learning in GoLab. Some of the main challenges of this endeavor include addressing when to intervene and
what to say. Furthermore, the agent configuration procedure is also a major issue, since it
often requires an effort from the teacher for the interventions to work effectively. My project
will explore solutions for these challenges by proposing a set of dialogue variables extracted
using machine learning and natural language processing to feed a triggering mechanism. The
experiments will include an assessment with real classrooms to answer the research questions
presented.
Keywords: conversational agents, online science labs, collaborative learning, machine learning

1

INTRODUCTION

Conversational agents (CAs) in online learning platforms have been regarded as means to scale
personalized feedback across various contexts in education, showing great potential to intervene in a
diversity of tasks and thus deliver a more engaging student experience (Kerly et al., 2007). CAs can
introduce dynamic forms of guidance during students’ dialogues, particularly in STEM education,
where traditional teacher-led instructional approaches may not lead to deep conceptual knowledge,
but more student-directed approaches are also needed (de Jong, 2019). In the last decade, CAs have
been further modeled to support students learning collaboratively to develop explanations about the
topics at hand through intervening in online chats, e.g., (Dyke et al., 2012; Kumar & Rosé, 2011; Tegos
et al., 2016). These collaborative settings are the focus of the current project.
When using online labs in their classrooms, teachers face challenges in supporting small groups of
students learn using a chat collaboratively. Students can get easily distracte and shift their attention
from the task at hand to other topics. Since the teacher is not always there, the conversation can
become unfocused and unproductive. To address this issue, a CA could be designed to trigger
interventions that generate productive responses on students, and also make the discussion
transactive (Dyke et al., 2012). In this project, we will develop CAs with the aim of supporting
productive talk among students, for example, by asking them to give concrete examples about their
arguments, stimulating explicit reasoning, and balancing participation.
Along with the potential to attract students to participate in productive discussions, implementing
CAs for collaborative learning is also a significant design challenge. The communication mechanism
involves addressing not a single user, as a regular chatbot, but a group of students at an opportune
time with an appropriate sentence. To decide on how a CA for collaboration must act, a configuration
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procedure is required to instantiate triggers and utterances adapted to a specific purpose
appropriately. Michos et al. (2020) conceptualized this challenge as an effort that involves three main
pedagogical aspects, namely the intervention strategy (how to approach the students), the task design
(what are the learning objectives), and the domain model (concepts, topics, and curriculum).
Related work usually investigates variations in the intervention strategy given a fixed task design and
domain model, e.g., (Michos et al., 2020; Tegos et al., 2016). They implement intervention strategies
with a rule-based approach primarily based on students’ use of vocabulary, monitoring target words
and synonyms, and other auxiliary variables, such as if the agent already intervened recently and the
message counts for each student. These teacher-configured rules have the benefit to be more
accessible than those configured by technical experts, but still require intensive teacher effort to
configure.
In the first part of my project, machine learning and natural language processing techniques will serve
as means to propose a hybrid configuration process that does not rely directly on the teachers’ ability
to predict students’ use of vocabulary. We aim to formulate a triggering mechanism that makes the
CA intervene using one of the predefined set of utterances if certain dialogue variables cross threshold
ranges. The process workflow on how the CA is triggered is illustrated in Figure 1. As a result, the CAs
can operate in online science labs across several concept domains given a fine-tuning configuration
made by the teacher, specifying a few topics of interest with which dialogue variables are calculated
to feed the triggering mechanism.

Figure 1: The proposed approach to control conversational agents. In purple, the learning
environment and in grey, the components of agent service. (A) The teacher instantiates the agent
by configuring topics of interest and optionally triggering parameters. (B) The students talk in the
chat, and messages are sent to the agent. (C) Dialogue variables are computed for every message,
and the triggering mechanism validate if it is an appropriate moment for intervention.
The second part of this project aims to produce a dashboard module for teachers to follow the
progress of and orchestrate chat discussions. Using the same dialogue variables proposed to control
the CA, we will design a dashboard with aggregated information about the quality of students’
contributions, both at individual and group levels. The purpose is to complement the operation of CAs
in chats where they do not support students appropriately. The dashboard module will provide
teachers with real-time information about the quality of discussions to identify groups of students to
target more specific and timely feedback.
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As the main envisioned product, this project aims to contribute with empirical evidence towards more
data-informed approaches that teachers can rely on to design and orchestrate collaborative learning
activities, particularly when using online science labs. In the following sections, the first part of the
project is detailed in more depth, including the research goals, the description of the dialogue
variables and triggering mechanism, and the current development status. Thus, a more focused
discussion on the second part of this project, which consists of designing a dashboard with the
dialogue variables, will be addressed in future work.

2

RESEARCH GOALS

The focus of the first part of this project is to develop CAs with the purpose of supporting productive
talk among students, while being able to transfer these CAs to different online science labs. To achieve
so, we will propose an innovative configuration process based on machine learning and natural
language processing techniques. In this context, the first research question that we will examine
addresses the general effectiveness of our approach.
RQ1: To what extent can a conversational agent for collaboration help students talk more
productively in chats when learning with online science labs?
As we discussed above, the rule-based approach often adopted by related work presents difficulties.
One of them is that the teacher must predict which words students will use when talking productively.
In addition, to transfer or instantiate a CA to another domain model, a completely different set of
words are required, and teachers end up putting a reasonable amount of effort to configure the agent
and expect it to work appropriately for one single learning activity. The approach proposed in our
project is different in the sense that instead of rules explicitly built on students’ use of vocabulary, we
will design dialogue variables that transform chat messages into indicators that represents the state
of the conversation. Then, a triggering mechanism will account for such variables to produce
personalized interventions based on them.
One of the main challenges we will face is to produce an effectively transferable configuration process
that works reasonably well for different domains. With the combination of dialogue variables and
triggering mechanism, we aim to develop a more transferable configuration process in which teachers
can spend little effort configuring an agent for several learning activities. Thus, in the second research
question of this project, we will examine whether the proposed approach contributes to the prospect
of more transferable CAs.
RQ2: How transferable the proposed configuration process can be to generate effective
conversational agents in different online labs?

3

METHOD

3.1

Learning environment

The learning backdrop where this project will focus on is online science labs. The task design follows
an inquiry-based learning approach in which students engage with the subject as scientists, solving
problems by formulating hypotheses and answering them with experiments. For example, when
learning about radiation and its effects on humans, students first read a learning material with key
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concepts and examples of historical tragedies involving radiation. Then they identify key variables of
radiation exposure, make hypotheses about them, interact with the laboratory to collect data,
investigate how the data answer the hypotheses, to finally produce evidence about how radiation
exposure works. During this process, they can discuss with peers to build arguments together.
More specifically, the CAs will be developed and integrated with the Go-Lab ecosystem (de Jong et al.,
2021). In Go-Lab, teachers can create, publish or use “Inquiry Learning Spaces” (ILSs) where students
can navigate through the lesson, interact with the labs, complete questionnaires while also interacting
with colleagues in the chat. In our experiments, participating teachers will be able to instantiate CAs
for a particular ILS while configuring basic preferences about how the CA should operate, for example,
defining the relevant topics that the dialogue should be enhanced. The ILSs will be designed to follow
a standard set of sequenced inquiry-based learning phases (Pedaste et al., 2015), namely orientation,
conceptualization, investigation, conclusion, and discussion.
3.2

Intervention model

Given the purpose of the CAs we highlighted earlier, to support productive talk among students, we
start by investigating what to say to the students. As a trend in the field, the Academically Productive
Talk (APT) framework proposed by Michaels et al. (2018) has been effectively used in several recent
studies of CAs for collaborative learning, e.g., (Dyke et al., 2012; Michos et al., 2020; Tegos et al.,
2016). It defines a set of “talk moves” designed to increase the amount of transactivity in the
discussion. We will investigate how to implement APT moves in a suitable way for specific intervention
strategies. The talk moves currently considered to be used are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: A selection of APT moves that will be tested in this project. 1
Talk move name

Utterance

Example

“Can you give an example to illustrate your argument?”

Press for reasoning

“Why do you think that?”

Expand reasoning

“That is interesting. Can you elaborate more on that?”

Add-on

“Would you like to add something to what your partner just said?”

Agree/Disagree

“Do you agree or disagree with what your partners just said? Why?”

3.3

Dialogue variables

We will explore when to intervene by using machine learning and natural language processing
techniques. We will extract dialogue variables to feed a triggering mechanism. The dialogue variables
currently considered to be used when identifying moments to intervene are listed in Table 2. To
extract the codes of collaborative discourse, we will use a classifier that we trained using 20k coded
chats to identify two groups of codes using the coding scheme proposed by (Eshuis et al., 2019). The
first group of codes is whether the message is “domain”, “coordination”, or “off-task”, and the second

1

Find more examples of talk moves in this link: https://www.serpinstitute.org/wordgenweekly/academically-productive-talk
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is whether the message is “informative”, “argumentative”, “asking for information”, “active
motivating” or none of these. We expect these codes will be relevant to identify appropriate messages
for intervention when integrated as part of the triggers available.
Furthermore, for a given learning domain, we will identify topics that represent the main concepts
students are supposed to discuss. We will use an automatic approach based on topic modeling to
extract topic words from the learning material or Wikipedia. The teacher will be able to manually edit
these topic words in the configuration process. The dialogue variable for topic similarity will measure
the semantic similarity between a chat message and the main words that compose the topic. This
similarity is computed between sentence vectors that we will extract from language models, such as
Universal Sentence Encoder or BERT. The topic accumulation is simply the sum of topic similarities
throughout the chat, sampled by student. Lastly, we will consider the pace of the student dialogue to
see if that indicates a helpful pattern to control agent interventions.
Table 2: Set of dialogue variables measured after each new message from a group of students.
Name

3.4

Symbol

Description

Codes of collaborative
discourse

Ci, j

The probability of a chat message being classified as a
code j from the i-th group of codes. This variable is
retrieved by a supervised learning model (classifier)
that learned from another coded dataset.

Topic similarity

St

The semantic similarity (dot product) between the
sentence vectors from the chat message and the t-th
topic’s main words.

Topic accumulation

At, u

For each student u, the topic similarities for each topic t
are accumulated to represent how much the student
already talked about the topic in the chat.

Pace

Pu

The ratio between the number of messages the student
u sent and minutes past since the chat started.

Triggering mechanism

For each talk move shown in Table 1, a different set of dialogue variables and thresholds can be used
to trigger it on the appropriate occasion. Our preliminary approach will consist of data analysis on
samples of chats that we collected to find these thresholds. By testing different threshold values for
each dialogue variable, we will search for ranges of values that generate desired CA behaviors,
considering the sensitivity of each variable. With the thresholds found, we will conduct a series of
usability tests with the configured CA to assess how well they were triggered and how the students
behaved after the interventions. By iteratively improving the CA on different learning activities, we
will address the project’s research questions.

4

CURRENT STATUS OF WORK, NEXT STEPS & ETHICAL CONCERNS

Currently, we are developing our first prototype. The dialogue variables are already implemented, and
we recently submitted a paper where we compute the codes of collaborative discourse training a
classifier with a multilingual sentence encoder and contextual information from the chat, achieving
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around 74% of accuracy and 0.58 of Cohen’s kappa. We plan to improve this model in the future, since
that is an important part of the dialogue variables. We are investigating the triggering mechanism’s
configuration, while implementing and testing the web service that will integrate with Go-Lab. After
the first prototype is ready, we will design an iterative set of tests to reach real users and collect
usability data to improve it in several aspects. After a few iterations of usability testing, the next step
will be to design an experiment with real classrooms and collect data to answer our research
questions. One of our concerns in our pilot study will be to model the agent’s persona, while
investigating ethical issues that can arise while the agent is talking with students. That will include a
literature search on the main aspects currently discussed about conversational agents’ use in
education.
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[DOCTORAL CONSORTIUM] ABSTRACT: High drop-out rate of first-year bachelors students is
a major concern to several higher education institutions, and Learning Analytics (LA) can be a
valuable tool to mitigate this problem. This research aims to extract, examine and analyze
trace data of first-year courses at an economics and business faculty to provide instructors
with insights into student behaviors and learning patterns. These insights can help to predict
success and to identify at-risk students. Preliminary visualizations showed that different
student behaviors could be associated with different student success levels. Preliminary
feature engineering identified key features that are highly relevant across all courses
independent of course design and contexts. We are yet to explore potential areas, including:
prediction of grades, early prediction, classification, time series analysis to check the
consistency of student engagement throughout the semester, featurization of key
sequences, longitudinal data across cohorts, and comparative analysis across different study
programs.
Keywords: Learning Analytics, Feature Engineering, Regression, Blended Learning

1

MOTIVATION

The Higher Education (HE) sector looks to Learning Analytics (LA) for solutions to issues like student's
learning progress, retention, satisfaction, improving teaching quality, and innovations which result in
elevated learning experiences, thereby contributing towards institutional performance and ranking.
Specifically, drop-out rates and low success rates for first-year students are a concern for many HE
institutions. At KU Leuven, it was estimated that around 12% of first-year's drop out after the firstsemester exams and up to 35% after the second-semester exams. In response to a university-wide
call for initiatives to find feasible solutions to this problem, the "Adaptive Learning Paths for
ACtivation and Assessment of Students" (ALPACAS) project was initiated at the Faculty of Economics
and Business (FEB) in 2019. The project's central goal is to give more attention to first-year students
to ground them in the culture of active learning in their debut year itself. The underlying assumption
is that through such grounding in active learning, they will develop self-regulation strategies early
on, thereby improving success and retention. As a part of this, LA is to be employed to find insights,
informing and allowing instructors to make deliberate decisions about modifying and improving
teaching approaches.
While it is essential to know the immediate goals of LA to choose the appropriate methods to be
used, it is also vital to identify the factors in focus. For instance, while socioeconomic variables such
as "Age, Work, Gender, Stage, Status" may have an impact on student success (Hamoud, Hashim, &
Awadh 2018), these variables cannot be addressed by a teacher. Study attitude, on the other hand,
maybe affected by instructional design, study counseling and guidance. This dissertation focuses on
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identifying and analyzing factors that a teacher can address in order to recognize potential problems
in an early stage and use appropriate teaching interventions to improve student retention (Palmer,
2013) and success.

2

DATA DESCRIPTION

FEB offers ten programs (taught in English/Dutch languages) at its 4 locations, with approximately
4000+ students enrolling each year. Each program has 4-6 courses taught per semester, summing up
to 9-11 courses per year. An instructor or didactic team teaching the course has autonomy over how
the course is taught, the pedagogy, use of tools, etc., hence influencing the log data. Overall, there
are 110+ courses taught in the first-year bachelor programs. The primary datasets were extracted
from the foundation technologies (Gasevic et al., 2019) of an HE institution: collecting log-data from
the Toledo-Blackboard Learning Management System (LMS) used at KU Leuven and enrollment and
summative scores sourced from the student information systems (SIS).
The datasets across multiple systems were mapped and pseudonymized appropriately in accordance
with the university guidelines on data management, privacy, and ethics in using LA. The first extract
of the data was transversal in nature and collected over the academic year 2019-2020. When
analyzing this data, numerous dimensions are to be considered: a course can be taught by different
teachers on different campuses, academic years, and semesters. Data was simplified using a
hierarchical structure - students in courses taught by teachers each semester belonging to campus
programs. The Toledo extension portal (developed at KU Leuven) of the popular Blackboard LMS
allows to collect more than just trace data (navigation between webpages). The interaction of
students with the LMS is captured in specific clicks termed Events. Formative assignments and quiz
information is captured as Attempts. Efforts are being made to collect video streaming logs, on LMS
teacher-student and peer interaction logs and acquire longitudinal datasets to supplement the
analysis.

3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND RELATED WORK

For this research project, the essential research streams are (1) use of formative tests (van
Merrienboer and Kirschener, 2017) and adaptive release learning paths for student motivation and
active learning, (2) LA, specifically visualization and prediction of learning outcomes (e.g., Conijn et
al., 2016; van Goidsenhoven et al., 2020) to equip instructors with insights to make appropriate
teaching interventions. While the former is employed in the implementation of the ALPACAS project,
the latter is the primary goal of this analysis.
There are several approaches to deal with trace data. Some predictive LA (PLA) studies treat the
outcome variable either as binary – pass/fail (e.g. Malekian et al., 2020; van Goidsenhoven et al.,
2020) or grades (Conijin et al., 2016). Compared to online courses and MOOCs with more
comprehensive datasets prediction algorithms, PLA studies regarding face-to-face or blended
courses are scarce due to high-dimensionality and low sample sizes (van Goidsenhoven et al., 2020).
Examining the literature has shown that trace data can indeed give valuable information for
predicting success regardless of the context. While the courses in focus vary on a blended scale of
entirely face-to-face to completely online, we extend our treatment to all courses in the ALPACAS
project.
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Some recent studies have examined the probability of a prediction model across different courses
(Conijin. et al., 2016; Gasevic et al., 2016) and suggest that generalization of such models is to be
handled with care as results vary across courses. Given that the data has a complex hierarchical
structure in analyzing the datasets as explained in Section 2, the research questions for this PhD are
as follows:
RQ1. Can a predictive model be built with generalized features? Do common key features exist to
predict learning outcomes independent of the course contexts, like course design and
where the course is on the blended scale?
RQ2. Are there significant factors across the dimensions of the hierarchical structure that affect
predicting learning outcomes? Are there differences in learning outcomes of cohorts (1)
from different programs attending the same course and (2) from different campuses? Are
there differences in the prediction of learning outcomes of cohorts in these contexts?
The data that has been collected, analyzed and visualized should be paired domain knowledge of
instructors for interpretation of the results. Ultimately, a LA study should result in actionable items
like teaching interventions to help at risk-students, improving courses by updating learning items. In
this regard, the research question is:
RQ3. Can student behavior visualization and predictive analyses inform teachers about learning
outcomes early in the semester in a useful and actionable way?

4

METHODOLOGY

In order to answer the above research questions, several subsequent studies are planned for the
next two years. Most importantly, to find the insights from LA, several steps need to be followed:
1. Data Acquisition: Collecting relevant datasets from LMS server logs is not an easy task.
Consulting literature, a list of variables is captured, and after multiple iterations of extracts,
verification, validation, and mapping, reasonable datasets were achieved to be analyzed.
2. Data pre-processing: integrating and cleaning data from different sources.
3. Feature selection: A literature study was conducted to list a set of significant features from
the literature and map these to the data from the current LMS. Where possible, we will also
featurize sequences derived from the mining of trace data. Further, statistical techniques
like principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis will be used to
identify key features both independent and dependent on course contexts.
4.

Model selection and evaluation: different set-ups will be considered: supervised learning for
predicting pass/fail, regression to predict actual grades, clustering to identify behavioral
patterns, etc. In particular, the aim is to focus on pass/fail prediction (supervised binary
classification) and multi-class classification to distinguish further nearly-passed and excellent
students within respectively the failed and passed students.
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To answer RQ1, firstly features will be extracted from all the courses and key features identified
through exploratory factor analysis in order to provide a direction as to how the high dimensionality
can be reduced. Next using a two-step approach, courses will be differentiated by their properties
(derivable features, delivery mode, assessment approach, content and its delivery choices, success
percentage, skill-levels needed etc.), and explore the possibilities of clustering within these groups.
Predictive models will be applied to these different groups to find an optimal generalized model for
each of them. In a
To answer RQ2, for courses containing different cohorts of students, machine learning based
classification (like random forest, logistic regression) or regression methods (like linear regression)
will be applied to the complete data for the course and separately to each cohort. The relative
importance of different features and accuracy of prediction across cohorts for predicting success will
be investigated.
Next, for RQ3, the insights from LA in the form of data visualizations and predictive analyses will be
disseminated to the instructors. As stakeholders and domain experts, their feedback on the
usefulness of the information will be collected using surveys. Furthermore, we plan to inquire about
actions the instructors have taken/will take on the provided information. The responses will be
documented for use in future studies.

5

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We have undertaken two preliminary studies: the first study visualized data of the 2019-2020 cohort
to confirm if different student behaviors can be associated with different levels of student success.
This study was presented at the CELDA 2021 conference as a short research paper (Vemuri et al.,
2021). This initial preliminary analysis of visualization of the events and other insights on student
access of content items and how to read the plots was presented to instructors to disseminate
knowledge as part of the ALPACAS project. The second study (unpublished) used 2020-2021 cohort
data to review what variables and features shown to have predictive value in literature can be
extracted from the current LMS logs. In this study we also performed an exploratory analysis to
investigate which key features are affected by different course design contexts. PCA was applied to
find components that can be constructed from the variables and features and the importance of
variables in different courses. The results suggest some key features with high relevance across all
courses, such as the count of documents accessed, the time spent on formative assessments, and
relative procrastination. Even course-dependent variables such as activity in some particular weeks
seem to be common to all courses, even though the exact weeks may vary per course. This
exploratory analysis suggests that it is worth investigating generic models that can be applied to all
courses.

6

FUTURE AGENDA & PUBLICATION PLANS

This doctoral submission is anticipated to be a collection of published journal articles interspersed by
conference papers published at future LAK, EC-TEL, and other conferences. Building on the
preliminary studies, which focused on gathering insights from log data, we hope to conduct our
analysis as mentioned above and expand and formalize our methodology and replicate it across
cohorts (2018-2021). There are many potential areas to be explored which include: prediction of
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grades (RQ1, RQ2) including early prediction (RQ3), classification (RQ1, RQ2), time series analysis to
check the consistency of student engagement throughout the semester (RQ3), featurization of key
sequences for prediction (RQ1) and extracting information from the video streaming platform for
extra features (RQ1), etc. Ultimately, we hope that future data extractions by (1) instructors at KU
Leuven who wish to use LA in their courses have easily accessible and usable scripts to gather
insights and (2) researchers for further subsequent studies at KU Leuven or other universities; can
use our work to extend it to their own blended learning contexts.
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ABSTRACT: As the adoption of digital learning materials in modern education systems is
increasing, the analysis of reading behavior and their effect on student performance gains
attention. The main motivation of this workshop is to foster research into the analysis of
students’ interaction with digital textbooks, and find new ways in which it can be used to
inform and provide meaningful feedback to stakeholders: teachers, students and researchers.
The previous years workshops at LAK19 and LAK20 focused on reading behavior in higher
education, and LAK21 on secondary school reading behavior. As the COVID-19 pandemic has
bought about sudden change in learning environments around the world, participants of this
year’s workshop will be given the unique opportunity to analyze the changes from onsite
classes in 2019 and online classes in 2020 in the same education institution. As with previous
years, additional information on lecture schedules and syllabus will also enable the analysis
of learning context for further insights into the preview, in-class, and review reading
strategies that learners employ.
Keywords: Student Performance Prediction, Data Challenge, Reading Behavior, Onsite
Learning, Online Learning

1

WORKSHOP BACKGROUND

Digital learning materials especially digital textbooks are a core part of modern education, and the
adoption of digital textbooks in education is increasing. Digital textbooks and e-books are being
introduced into education at the government level in a number of countries in Asia (Ogata et al.,
2015). This has prompted research into not only the use of such materials within the classroom, but
also the collection and analysis of event data collected from the systems that are used for support
and distribution (Flanagan et al., 2018; Ogata et al., 2017; Ogata et al., 2015). In addition to its
advantages on students’ learning, digital text readers are capable of recording interactions regarding
students’ reading behaviors. As the materials are read by students using the system, the action
events are recorded, such as: flipping to the next or previous page, jumping to different pages,
memos, comments, bookmarks, and drawing markers to indicate parts of the learning materials that
learners think are important or find difficult.
Despite the increase in use, research analyzing students’ interaction with digital textbooks is still
limited. Recent review study (Peña-Ayala et al., 2014) revealed that almost half of the papers in
Learning Analytics (LA) and Educational Data Mining (EDM) fields are using data from Intelligent
Tutoring Systems (ITS) or Learning Management Systems (LMS). Previous research into the reading
behavior of students has been used in review patterns, visualizing class preparation, behavior
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change detection, and investigating the self-regulation of learners (Yin et al., 2015; Ogata et al.,
2017; Shimada et al., 2018; Yamada et al., 2017). The analysis of reading behavior can be used to
inform the revision of learning materials based on previous use, predict at-risk students that may
require intervention from a teacher, and identify learning strategies that are less effective and
provide scaffolding to inform and encourage more effective strategies. The digital learning material
reader can be used to not only log the actions of students reading reference materials, but also to
distribute lecture slides.
The main motivation of this workshop is to foster research into the analysis of students’ interaction
with digital textbooks, and find new ways in which it can be used to inform and provide meaningful
feedback to stakeholders, such as: teachers, students and researchers. This proposal builds upon
previous workshops that have focused on student performance prediction based on reading
behavior. In previous years at LAK and other international conferences, there have been workshops
that have offered open ended data challenges to analyze e-book reading logs and predict the final
grade score of learners (Flanagan et al., 2018; Flanagan et al., 2019; Flanagan et al., 2020; Flanagan
et al., 2021), with 16, 14, 17, and 12 participants respectively. However, to-date the data challenges
have targeted onsite classes in higher education and secondary school settings.
This year we will offer participants a new challenge that focuses on the changes that have been
bought about by the COVID-19 pandemic by exploring reading behavior from pre-pandemic onsite
classes in 2019 and online classes that were implemented during 2020 (Majumdar et al., 2021). The
dataset will be offered in a format that is compatible with the OpenLA library (Murata et al., 2020)
which can be used by participants to easily implementing many common tasks for reading behavior
analysis. In the proposed workshop, we will offer a unique opportunity for participants to:
l

Analyze large-scale reading log data from higher education with performance-based labels for
model training.

l

Investigate preview, in-class, post-class, and online class reading behaviors by analyzing the
scores from quizzes/exams/final grades, lecture schedules and syllabus information that will be
provided as part of the datasets.

l

Offer participants the opportunity to implement analysis trained on the data in a real-world
learning analytics dashboard.

This year we will provide two datasets: a large labeled training dataset and a smaller test dataset will
be distributed. The learner’s performance score for the test dataset will be withheld, and
participants can upload their scores to the workshop website to check the results of the evaluation
periodically. A leaderboard will be provided with the best evaluation score that each participant has
achieved to encourage competition between teams. Final data challenge results of prediction
models will be confirmed by submission of prediction models for formal evaluation.

2

OBJECTIVES

While we welcome research questions from all participants, and we expect to emphasize the
following topic which the organizers feel attention should be paid. Low retention and high failure
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rates are important problems in education (Villagrá-Arnedo et al., 2017). However, studies have
shown that timely interventions for at-risk students can be effective in helping change their
behaviors (Arnold et al., 2012; Tanes et al., 2011). Therefore, focusing on the early detection of atrisk students is an essential step to changing student’s behavior for greater success.
l

This broader task may be approached from the following perspectives:

l

Student reading behavior self-regulation profiles spanning the entire course

l

Preview, in-class, and review reading patterns

l

Student engagement analysis; and behavior change detection

l

Visualization methods to inform and provide meaningful feedback to stakeholders

3

OVERVIEW

This workshop was held in a mini-track style with a focus on presentations from participant
submitted papers that analyze the data provided by the workshop. The dataset of reading behavior
taken from 2019 before COVID-19 and 2020 when university education shifted online was analyzed
by three papers (Leelaluk et al.; Lopez et al.; Wangoo et al.) examining the differences in
offline/online context and the effect on reading behavior and academic performance. An innovative
paper from Guan et al. examined using inexpensive webcam-based eye-tracking in combination with
log data to analyze reading behavior. Takami et al. investigated estimating the personality traits of
learners to support personalization of recommendations and feedback by examining reading
behavior data, and Dai et al. proposed and conducted a preliminary experiment for a knowledge
map-based recommendation method for quizzes in BookRoll. The proceedings of the workshop can
be found on the following website: https://sites.google.com/view/lak22datachallenge.
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ABSTRACT: After two successful workshops at LAK, in which presenters explored tools used
to provide feedback at scale (LAK18) and focused on students (LAK19), this workshop shifts
the attention to educators and practitioners, and how they can design personalised feedback
in their own contexts. Stories ‘from the trenches’ with a focus on educators and practitioners
is what will drive the workshop. Continuing to bring together scholars and practitioners to
find a common ground for showcasing interesting examples of effective feedback, the
workshop will showcase what and how data can be used to improve the process and richness
of feedback for both learners and educators. Key outcomes will be a better understanding of
personalised feedback processes, which will inform principles for good practice in
personalised feedback strategy and ultimately, foster student engagement with this
feedback.
Keywords: personalised feedback, nudges, feedback literacy, evaluation

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, two successful workshops were delivered at LAK, exploring the affordances and
limitations of tools developed to support the scaling of personalised feedback, as well as the impact
of this feedback on students. In the third instalment of this series, this workshop shifts the attention
to educators and practitioners in the feedback process.
Used effectively, feedback can have significant effects on students’ achievement, promoting
autonomy and self-regulation (Sadler, 2010). Most recently, with the imperative to shift to online
learning due to COVID, now more than ever, it has become increasingly important to be able to
support diverse cohorts of students who may only be visible through their digital presence.
Advances in learning analytics have led to a proliferation of data-driven solutions for delivering
personalised feedback to students at scale. Examples of these include dashboards (e.g., Jivet et al.,
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2018), instructor-mediated feedback systems such as the Student Relationship Engagement System
(Liu et al., 2017) and OnTask (Pardo et al., 2018), as well as dedicated feedback portals such as
ECoach (Matz et al., 2021).
With regards to personalised feedback, two further emerging trends may be observed. The first is
how student feedback literacy is demonstrated in personalised feedback (e.g. Lim et al., 2021; Tsai
et al., 2021). Student feedback literacy can be defined in terms of four processes: appreciating
feedback, making judgments, managing affect, and taking action (Carless & Boud, 2018). More
evidence is needed to show how educators or researchers are designing personalised feedback in a
way that fosters student feedback literacy. The second trend is in the use of nudges in educational
settings (e.g. Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018). Within learning analytics, research has been conducted on
the use of data-informed nudges as personalised feedback. The intent of such nudges is to promote
student engagement with discrete learning activities that lead to successful performance in the
course. Data-informed nudges are personalised to students’ performance or activity data are similar
to process-level feedback, which is also aimed at improving students’ learning strategies (Hattie &
Timperley, 2007). Data-informed nudges can therefore be considered as a more granular form of
process-level feedback. Despite the perceived potential of data-informed nudges, however, the
results of data-informed nudge interventions on student learning are very mixed (e.g., Blumenstein
et al., 2019; Nikolayeva et al., 2020; O’Connell & Lang, 2018).
One reason for the mixed results around the impact of personalised feedback — indeed, of feedback
in general — relates to differences in the way students engage with feedback. Winstone et al. (2017)
proposed four groups of factors that can influence students’ engagement with feedback:
characteristics and behaviour of the receiver, characteristics and behaviour of the sender,
characteristics of the message, and characteristics of the context. To date, there has been little
research into these characteristics in relation to personalised feedback. Having a body of evidence to
illustrate the characteristics of effective feedback processes is important, to inform principles for
good practice in automated feedback strategy and ultimately, to promote student engagement with
this feedback.

2

SCOPE OF THE WORKSHOP

This workshop brings together scholars and practitioners to explore examples of how educators and
system developers can co-design learning analytics feedback processes. The workshop has three
primary goals:
1. Reflect on the current adequacy of our multidisciplinary conceptual foundations for
practitioners and researchers in LA for effective learning analytics feedback practices in HE;
2. Share approaches for scaling personalised feedback with particular attention to how data
are used to inform personalisation, as well as the processes for personalised, dialogic
feedback (e.g., timing, content, modality);
3. Promote reflection on both pedagogical and technological approaches to improve feedback
practices targeted at the improvement of student learning and their ability to self-regulate
learning.
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3

ORGANISATION DETAILS

This will be a 3-hour workshop with mixed participation (including selected presenters and
interested delegates). Discussions will cover a range of relevant issues including: tools or approaches
to personalise feedback/improve message design or feedback processes; implementation processes
(e.g. infrastructural, staff skillset & capacity, etc.); challenges and successes (as well as failures);
stakeholder engagement, buy-in, and evaluation methodologies & ethics.
3.1

Who is this workshop for?

As a relatively non-technical workshop, this is well suited for a broad audience, including those who
wish to understand and apply principles of ‘good’ data-driven feedback for learning (including
Educators/teachers and researchers, Technologists and educational developers, Learning scientists
and data scientists/analysts and Academic managers). Given the explicit multidisciplinary nature of
the workshop we expect that it will provide an opportunity to discuss and share innovations, impact
on learning, and explore future directions in the application of learning analytics for effective
feedback that builds students’ feedback literacy and ultimately effective self-regulation of learning.
3.2

Proposed workshop activities

After a brief introduction and conceptualisation of the workshop, a series of short presentations will
provide a backdrop and provocation to think about current feedback practices. We will discuss both
successful and unsuccessful approaches to better understand what works, in which context and for
what type of students. Ample opportunity for discussion will be provided to address key themes and
issues surfaced during presentations. Similar to the previous two Workshops, a website will be
created to provide access to all contributions and presentations as well as a summary from the
organisers after the workshop. The workshop will provide an avenue to continue the conversations
beyond the session and open opportunities for further collaborations. Participants will also be able
to experience personalised feedback for themselves.

4

INTENDED OUTCOMES FOR PARTICIPANTS

We expect a range of presentations that will cover practical, evidence-based approaches to
personalising data-driven feedback at scale with a focus on teacher and practitioner perspectives.
We expect that participants will obtain a broad perspective of different approaches to using data for
personalising feedback or nudges. Participants will also enhance their understanding of the forms of
feedback that could improve student learning by discussing cases, issues, and potential solutions to
implementing learning analytics-enhanced feedback practices. They will also have an opportunity to
connect with researchers and practitioners working to provide personalised feedback or nudges,
yielding opportunities for collaboration on approaches and tools across attending institutions.
Finally, they will distill principles for effective learning analytics-based feedback and educational
nudges. We envisage that a journal special issue may emerge from the workshop.
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ABSTRACT: Over the last decade, learning analytics has come a long way from measuring
shallow proxies of learners' engagement towards capturing fine grained sensor data that
allow for measuring complex dimensions such as affect or creativity. The unprecedented
amounts of data, both in terms of quantity and quality, brought a plethora of opportunities
and raised various ethical and privacy concerns. In that sense, managing and protecting
learners' privacy risk reliably and consistently across all datasets in a pragmatic and costeffective way is of utmost importance for further adoption of learning analytics. In this
interactive, half-day workshop session, we will present the “state-of-the-art” work on data
privacy risk measurement and reduction. In so doing, we will discuss a variety of methods
that provide measurable, policy driven, and provable mitigation mechanisms for maintaining
learners' privacy. Participants will also have an opportunity to explore in practice a learning
analytics toolbox developed based on the "privacy by design" principles, incorporating some
of those novel algorithms. In the final part, participants will be asked to reflect on their
perceived usefulness of the proposed solution, as well as to provide an input on their
expectations for maintaining learners' privacy.
Keywords: Data privacy, ethics, privacy by design, trusted analytics

1 MOTIVATION AND SIGNIFICANCE
The advancement of learning analytics is directly linked to our ability to collect and process
unprecedented amounts of data. The widespread use of technology and connected devices in the
learning environment keep increasing the complexity and depth of the data collected (Joksimović et
al., 2019). We are currently able to record and store every event and interaction within a learning
environment. At the same time, it would be impossible to interpret or analyze these complex
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datasets without the support of the advanced analytical techniques provided by learning analytics.
This includes the ability to store, share and combine the data we have.
Learning analytics, as a field of research and practice, is currently positioned at the intersection of
two adverse realities. Recent technological advances allow for the unprecedented data collection
possibilities both in terms of quantity and quality (Joksimović et al., 2019). However, ethical and
privacy concerns related to the utilization of available data represent a critical issue that needs to be
addressed to enable the full proliferation of learning analytics. How pertinent this issue is can be
observed through some of the recent examples as well as events that coincide with the emergence
of learning analytics. Specifically, the ideas put forward behind the former educational technology
company called inBloom Inc are almost perfectly aligned with the goals outlined in learning analytics
manifesto. Nevertheless, despite the enormous funding and political support, inBloom failed to gain
public trust ending up in a backlash over “inBloom's intended use of student data, surfacing
concerns over privacy and protection” (Bulger et al., 2017, p. 4). More recent events with Facebook
and Cambridge Analytica1, numerous data breaches scandals resulting in billions of dollars of
damages and fines2 or failure to use data in ethical way3, do not contribute to raising trust in data
and analytics in general, or learning analytics in particular.
The aim of this workshop is to demonstrate our recent work on developing privacy-preserving
learning analytics. This goes beyond just anonymization as we also account for re-identification risk
based on the uniqueness of individuals’ attributes. We will discuss a variety of methods that provide
measurable, policy driven, and provable mitigation mechanisms for maintaining learners' privacy.
Participants will also have an opportunity to explore in practice a learning analytics toolbox
developed based on the "privacy by design" principles, incorporating some of those novel
algorithms.

2 LEARNING ANALYTICS AND DATA PRIVACY
Early after the inception of the field, two important sets of policies emerged in work by Slade and
Prinsloo (2013) as well as Pardo and Siemens (2014). Both sets of policies stressed the potential of
learning analytics to collect detailed information about how students learn, providing means for
changing how learning experiences are conceived and deployed. More importantly, they also
highlighted that ethical and privacy issues derived from these new possibilities are not being
properly addressed (Pardo & Siemens, 2014; Slade & Prinsloo, 2013). Although, there are certain
differences between the two sets of principles, both highlight the importance of student agency,
transparency, and accountability. Slade and Prinsloo (2013) further discuss learning analytics as a
moral practice, saying that focus should not only be put on what is effective, but on supporting
decisions about what is appropriate and morally necessary. The goal should be understanding, not
measuring. This is also reflected in Pardo and Siemens notion of accountability and assessment,
where assessment has been viewed as the responsibility of the institution to constantly evaluate,
review, and refine the data collection, security, transparency, and accountability. To a great extent,
these principles have been addressed in the work that followed.

1

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/04/us/politics/cambridge-analytica-scandal-fallout.html
https://www.csoonline.com/article/2130877/the-biggest-data-breaches-of-the-21st-century.html
3 https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-knows-instagram-is-toxic-for-teen-girls-company-documents-show-11631620739
2
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The Open University UK was, arguably, the first institution to develop a policy on ethical use of
student data for learning analytics (Slade, 2016). The policy aimed at setting up a framework for
ethical use of student data at the Open University, “in order to shape the student support provided”
(Slade, 2016, p. 6). Core organizational principles, responsibility, transparency, and trust, as well as
students’ involvement as active agents are some of the most prominent dimensions identified within
the proposed principles. In addition to the principles discussed in the Open University Policy, JISC
released a code of practice for learning analytics where they further introduced the importance of
data validity as being essential for developing robust and reliable learning analytics models (Bailey &
Sclater, 2015). Finally, Drachsler and Greller (2016) introduced the DELICATE framework, arguably
the most referenced work in this area. Although based around a similar set of ethical and privacy
concerns, the DELICATE checklist further includes the importance of providing technical procedures
to guarantee data privacy and a necessity to consider external providers in dealing with learning
related data. The notion of data management and security was further extended in LEA's box data
protection framework (Steiner et al., 2016).
As more data became available, it was more important to develop various data protection and
privacy legislations on various levels, from educational institutions to government bodies. However,
having a legislation (or policy) in place, does not necessarily mean the successful operationalization
of the proposed privacy measures. Brown and Klein (2020) analysed 151 university policy statements
to identify hidden assumptions; silences; and unintended consequences related to those policies.
One of the major issues is that the primary goal of the existing frameworks is driven by the intention
to protect institutional liability and reduce potential risk, where data are being treated as a static
artifact. More importantly, students are being positioned as “informed, agentic partners in their
education” (Brown & Klein, 2020, p. 1159). It is unclear, however, how these policies address
individual students’ needs. There is also a striking tension between how data systems are being
often conceptualized as static, but also enacted as dynamic technologies.
Although all those frameworks have been essential in establishing a strong agenda for ensuring
student privacy there was a need identified to extend towards more practical solutions that would
allow for the operationalization of existing policies. To progress more demonstrable processes Hoel
and colleagues (2017) provide an extensive list of requirements that should represent essential
components of any learning analytics architecture. They also discuss privacy by design, as an
essential feature of any learning analytics solution. Two such architectures emerged. Specifically,
Gardner and colleagues (2018) introduced MOOC Replication Framework (MORF), a platform-as-aservice architecture for large scale computational research (e.g., predictive modeling and production
rule analysis), while protecting student privacy. Whereas Hillman and Ganesh (2019), on the other
hand, proposed a system (Kratos) that provides students and schools an “immutable log along with
comprehensive access to data that is otherwise scattered across systems and vendors” (Hillman &
Ganesh, 2019, p. 5754), placing a particular focus on the aspect of data ownership, data
accountability, auditability and transparency.

3 RELEVANCE TO THE LAK THEME
The topic of this workshop is directly linked with the LAK22 conference theme. Acknowledging the
importance of privacy, transparency, fairness, and equity as being essential in broadening learning
analytics research and practice, LAK conference puts as an imperative on providing means for
incorporating privacy by design into the core of learning analytics.
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The level of data acquisition and handling raises many ethical issues, security and data privacy
concerns (Pardo & Siemens, 2014). It is important that we do not compromise learners’ privacy and
security to achieve learning analytics goals, as beneficial as they might be to the learners. It is
equally important to ensure that we can still derive useful insight and results with learning analytics
even when using privacy secured data. This workshop, therefore, aims at contributing to the
discourse of developing privacy-driven learning analytics.

4 WORKSHOP ORGANIZATION
Type of event: Interactive workshop session; Proposed duration: Half-day.
Type of participation: Mixed participation. The proposed workshop plans to demonstrate various
risks related to student privacy and present methods for the assessment and mitigation of potential
risks. In the first part, invited experts and researchers who are involved in projects related to the
workshop’s theme will present their work. In the second part, workshop participants will have an
opportunity to work with our privacy-driven learning analytics toolbox, as well as with some of the
methods for the privacy risk assessment and mitigation. We will invite participants to bring their
own dataset or provide a sample dataset to work with. In the final part of the workshop, participants
will have an opportunity to reflect on their experiences with the tools they used in this workshop
and share suggestions for improvements.
Proposed activities: Presentations by organizers and invited experts; hands-on activities; and guided
discussions around the emerging challenges related to data privacy.
Expected participant numbers: 25-30.
Website: We also plan to integrate all relevant resources and contact information, produced before
and during the workshop such as presentation slides and discussion notes, on our project website
(https://trustedanalytics.com.au/) to encourage ongoing communication and collaboration after the
workshop. We will use our website and other communication channels to coordinate data
preparation for the purpose of running the workshop.
Social Media: We will use #TLA22 as the primary hashtag to encourage discussions and
communication through Twitter.
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ABSTRACT: There are a growing number of evaluated writing analytics tools and
technologies targeting the improvement of academic writing. As the field grows, there is
potential for new writing analytics tools to target formative feedback for higher-order
thinking skills. This writing analytics workshop, the sixth in the series at LAK, will explore how
writing analytics can potentially support these life skills among learners, and the data, tools,
analytics, and pedagogic contexts for such implementations.
Keywords: writing analytics, learning analytics, higher order skills, critical thinking,
argumentation, metacognition, reflection, self-regulation, information literacy

WORKSHOP FOCUS
Writing Analytics (WA) has received considerable attention from researchers who aim to advance
pedagogical practices using the application of data, tools and analytics on writing. It has evolved as a
sub-domain of learning analytics supporting the study of written products and processes in
educational contexts through natural language processing (NLP) and other automated text analysis
methods (Buckingham Shum et al., 2016). Five previous WA workshops at the Learning Analytics and
Knowledge conference have contributed to the growth in the field by defining key areas for
attention. These include: An introduction to writing analytics with critical perspectives and
community building in LAK (Buckingham Shum et al., 2016), building writing analytics literacy and
practitioner capacity (Knight, Allen, Gibson, McNamara, & Buckingham Shum, 2017), a hands-ontraining for developing this literacy by understanding technical affordances and aligning them to
pedagogical feedback using a socio-technical tool (Shibani, Abel, Gibson, & Knight, 2018), a mapping
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of the state of the art work in writing analytics along with defining future pathways for the field
(Shibani, Liu, Rapp, & Knight, 2019), and a consolidation of writing analytics practice by bringing
together writing tool design, writing analytics and writing pedagogy (Rapp, Lang, Shibani, Benetos, &
Anson, 2020).
There are an increasing number of evaluations of writing analytics tools and practices that help
improve academic writing (Allen, Jacovina, & McNamara, 2015; Knight et al., 2020; Liu, Li, Xu, & Liu,
2017; Woods, Adamson, Miel, & Mayfield, 2017). A distinctive feature of writing analytics is a focus
on formative feedback, in contrast to automated essay scoring systems. There is thus potential for
these tools to be used to support equipping students with “higher-order thinking” skills such as
critical thinking, decision making, and problem solving, in addition to building their knowledge
capacity (Miri, David, & Uri, 2007). These skills can facilitate the transition of students’ knowledge
and skills into responsible action in society (Zoller, 2000). Writing analytics can support the
development of complex skills required by learners to thrive in the changing world. While these
tools may draw on a range of emerging approaches, there is currently limited research in this area.
Few notable WA applications include the development of learner metacognition using reflective
writing analytics (Gibson et al., 2017), a revision assistant for argumentative writing (Zhang, Hwa,
Litman, & Hashemi, 2016), knowledge transformation in argumentative writing
Marzouk, & Chang, 2021) and self-regulated learning (Winne, 2001; Wollny, Schneider, Rittberger, &
Drachsler). Key skills such as critical thinking, argumentation, data and information literacy along
with creativity, metacognition, self-regulation, transdisciplinary thinking and lifelong learning are
essential to develop among students for their participation in society and sustainable personal, civic,
and professional decision making (Buckingham Shum & Crick, 2016). The current workshop will
hence focus on how writing analytics can support these higher order thinking skills. Outcomes
include an understanding of the current research landscape in writing analytics with respect to
higher order thinking skills, and a co-created mapping of how data, tools and analytics can further
support the development of these skills in the future.

WORKSHOP ORGANISATION
1

Workshop format and schedule

The workshop will run as an interactive half day session with mini presentations and round-table
discussions on the theme. The provisional schedule is given below:
I.
II.

III.

Introductions: Introductions of workshop organizers and participants, and a background to
the focus of the workshop.
Short Presentations: Authors doing related work present their writing analytics tool or
technology, the data collected by the tool, analysis of writing data and how it builds higher
order thinking among learners.
Round-table discussion: Participants will move around specific topics of interest assigned to
tables. These tables will enable more detailed discussion and collaboration based on
selected topics from the presentations. Groups will also collaborate on an activity identifying
potential writing analytics proxies, lower order natural NLP indices and pedagogical designs
that support the development of higher-order constructs.
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IV.

V.

2

Open discussion: An open discussion will be facilitated among all participants summarizing
activities from the round table discussions and building consensus using the co-creation of
shared notes and resources.
Concluding remarks and community engagement: Closing remarks on the workshop will be
made with future steps. Community engagement among the Special Interest Group on
Writing Analytics members will be encouraged.
Participation and Dissemination

We will invite specific authors actively researching in this area to present their work at the
workshop. Participation will be open to any delegate in addition to presenting authors. A website
will be setup for the workshop that will archive the event and disseminate notes to participants
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ABSTRACT: Over the past two decades, learning analytics has become an established field of
research and practice, with a significant increase in the number of academic publications and
related results in freely available web search engines. However, professional writing, to
either an academic or general audience, can become an overwhelming task, particularly in an
interdisciplinary field at the intersection of education, computer science, psychology, and
other fields. In this participatory workshop, we invite postgraduate students and early to
mid-career researchers to explore the differences among different publication venues in the
field, and participate in practical exercises to strengthen their academic writing skills.
Through this workshop, we expect to enhance the effectiveness of scientific communications
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on learning analytics, thereby expanding impact and increase understanding and use of
learning analytics.
Keywords: learning analytics, professional writing, science communication

1

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

Rigour is the foundation for high quality work that leads to positive impact (knight, Wise & Ochoa,
2019). However, quality research alone may not guarantee publication. Effective communication is
crucial in order to engage the audience, particularly for the sustainable impact of scientific research
and practice (Iyengar & Massey, 2019). For example, recent calls emphasise the need for meaningful
engagement between scientists and the public to improve decision making around public well-being
and policy issues (Rose, Markowitz, & Brossard, 2020). Advances in technology have also opened the
door to a variety of new options to communicating science (Bubela, et al., 2009), from the ease of
developing Blogs (Colson, 2011; Kouper, 2010) to Twitter chats (Young, Tully, Dalrymple, 2017).
However, not all published works gain the same visibility. To those new to academia, the process of
writing for publication (for academic or general audiences) can appear obscure. To those
experienced in academia, writing for publication can still be frustrating at times. Moreover, writing
for an interdisciplinary audience raises its own unique challenges. The Society for Learning Analytics
Research (SoLAR) has a strategic goal to expand impact and increase understanding and use of
learning analytics (https://www.solaresearch.org/about/). In response to this goal, the proposed
workshop aims to provide training with regard to writing for publication on learning analytics. Some
of the questions that the workshop seeks to address include: How to choose the right venue for
publication? How to write for academic and public audiences? How to engage your audience? What
will reviewers and editors look for? How to make your work reach the right audience? To answer
these questions, the workshop will engage participants in exploring publication opportunities in
learning analytics and use SoLAR's flagship publications, including Journal of Learning Analytics
(https://www.solaresearch.org/publications/journal/), The International Learning Analytics and
Knowledge Conference (https://www.solaresearch.org/publications/conference-proceedings/), and
NEXUS (https://www.solaresearch.org/publications/nexus/), to discuss different venues for
publication.

2

WORKSHOP ORGANISATION

2.1

Schedule and Activities

The workshop is structured to cover four main topics:
1. Publication venue
2. Audience
3. Working with reviewers and/or editors
4. Digital footprint
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Starting with Topic 1, we will explore the differences between writing for academic and general
audiences and what to consider when choosing a place to publish work. In Topic 2, we will explore
ways to make writing readable, engaging, and applicable to different audiences. We will also cover
practical considerations when working in a group. In Topic 3, we will examine quality criteria of
publication, specifically in the context of learning analytics, e.g., rigor of research, innovation,
methodology, reporting, and contribution. This topic will also include ways to communicate with
reviewers and editors, e.g., writing rebuttals and pitching ideas. Finally, Topic 4 serves to help
participants better promote and disseminate their work by considering keywords, choice of title,
search engine optimization (SEO), and social media.
For each of these topics, we will include information from both the perspectives of writing for an
academic audience and writing for the general public. For example, for publication venue, we will
discuss what to consider when selecting a journal or conference publication, and introduce the wide
variety of options for writing for a larger audience (e.g., The Conversation, which serves both
academic and general audiences), writing Blogs (e.g., NEXUS), and writing for local newspapers. In
the audience section, we will discuss how to write for your audience, and key differences in what
scientists versus general readers look for (e.g., ‘news you can use’ spin on new research). In the third
section, we will discuss how to benefit from the peer review process for academic publication, and
how to effectively work to pitch an article to an editor of a mainstream publication and build
rapport. Finally, in our fourth and final section we will discuss how to build effective digital footprint
to promote written works, whether for academic or general publications. This will include discussion
of topics such as AltMetrics (Bornmann, 2014), search engine optimisation (SEO), and creating
effective titles or headlines.
The workshop will last for half a day and each of the topics will take up 30 to 60 minutes. Sessions
will be run by workshop organisers and additional experts will be invited for mini keynotes. We will
use Zoom to facilitate the workshop. Participants will be expected to join interactive activities, such
as practice writing and discussion in groups.
2.2

Participants

The targeted participants are postgraduate students and early to mid-career researchers, though
anyone interested in the topic will be welcome. Information and resources related to the workshop
will be made available on the SoLAR website as part of the society’s open resources
(https://www.solaresearch.org/core/). We expect a maximum of 40 participants.
2.3

Outcomes

The workshop will equip participants with knowledge and best practices to effectively communicate
scientific work in writing. It will help build an understanding of the publication process and strategies
to captivate the audience’s attention. These should result in an improved writing practice and better
reach of scientific work in the learning analytics community.
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ABSTRACT: The workshop proposal for CrossMMLA focused on Smart Learning Environments
to collect and analyse multimodal data across the physical and the virtual. The rapidly changing
nature of education has begun to embrace hybrid learning, which changes the landscape of
how MMLA is used. This year's CROSSMMLA will focus on SLEs supported by MMLA that
support diverse learning scenarios. The Workshop proposes an asynchronous format that
includes pre-recorded video demonstrations and position papers for discussion, followed by a
half-day virtual meeting at LAK'22.
Keywords: Smart Learning Environments, Multimodal Learning Analytics, Hybrid Learning,
Sensor-based Analytics
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1

INTRODUCTION

Smart Learning Environments (SLEs) use adaptive technologies and are designed to include innovative
features and capabilities that improve understanding and performance for learners and teachers. SLEs
provide learners with adequate support at the right time and place based on individual learning needs,
which are determined by analysing their learning behaviours, performance and contexts (Spector,
2014). Given that SLEs afford various features and attributes like adaptation, flexibility, thoughtfulness
there are clear connections to research with SLE and Multimodal Learning Analytics (MMLA) that have
brought together diverse fields that combine educational, computational, psychological, and related
research into how people learn and how this can support complex processes with technology. SOLAR's
Special Interest Group on Multimodal Learning Analytics Across Spaces (CrossMMLA SIG) aims to
promote research that considers the challenges of making sense of complex educational data that
involve multiple interaction modalities, people, and smart learning spaces. Understanding and
improving learning traces from the real world and smart environments require new technology,
learning, and design approaches. For LAK'22, CROSSMMLA will focus on SLEs that can support a myriad
of learning scenarios that connect formal and informal learning.
With this aim, SLEs may collect data about learners' and educators' actions and interactions related to
their formal and informal learning activities, with the challenge to create a continuum between these
spaces. They also may collect different aspects of education in their contexts (e.g., learners' emotions,
physiological states, ambient temperature) from sources such as clicking and scrolling behaviour in
the Learning Management Systems, handheld devices, computers, cameras, microphones, wearables,
and environmental sensors. These data can then be transformed, fused and analysed using different
computational and visualisation techniques to obtain actionable information that can trigger a wide
range of interventions to promote better learning in formal and informal contexts and in addition to
maintaining learners' motivation and engagement across hybrid spaces (Lavoué, Ju, Hallifax, & Serna,
2021).
1.1

Background

The rapid global shift to virtual learning challenges the research and practice for this field and
educational practices overall. SLEs and MMLA need to develop different theories about analysing
human behaviours during diverse learning processes across spaces and educational materials to
create useful tools that could augment the capabilities of learners and instructors. Furthermore, these
tools and practices must be designed and implemented ethically and sustainably to provide value and
equity for all learners
LA and MMLA combine the power of affordable sensor technologies and advances in machine learning
to analyse, analyse and make inferences from the collected sensor data (Blikstein, 2013; Ochoa, 2017;
Worsley, 2012) This technology acts as a virtual observer and analyst of learning activities across
multiple contexts between stakeholders, devices, and resources. Recent work explores how real-time
and automatic analysis of video and audio can support learning by automating the analysis of these
activities through the development of innovative tools (Chan, Ochoa, & Clarke, 2020; Chejara, 2020;
Kasparova, Celiktutan, & Cukurova, 2020). Martinez-Maldonado and colleagues (2020) are conducting
work to make the stream of multimodal data into meaningful layers that explain critical insights to
teachers and students.
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LA research is expected to provide data insights into the aforementioned actionable information
required by SLEs (Papamitsiou & Economides, 2016). Important research efforts are being carried out
with this goal (Tabuenca & et al., 2021). However, researchers have also realised that multimodal data
collection in the learning sciences demands new and powerful methodological and analytical
techniques and technologies that can/should be theory-driven. Identifying and merging these
opportunities has been a focal point of MMLA, CrossMMLA and LA4SLE workshops that have been
conducted at research conferences over the past ten years (Prieto, 2017; Scherer, Worsley, &
Morency, 2012).
1.2

Aims for the Workshop

The Workshop will serve as a forum to exchange ideas on how we as a community can use our
knowledge and experiences from CrossMMLA to design new tools to analyse evidence from
multimodal data and SLEs. In addition, we are interested in how we can extract meaning from these
increasingly fluid and complex data coming from different kinds of transformative learning situations
and how best to provide feedback on the results of these analyses to support those learning processes
positively.
The dimensions and contexts of SLEs that utilise MMLA are complex and layered and provide
researchers with multiple challenges (Cukurova, Giannakos, & Martinez‐Maldonado, 2020). In
addition, education is embracing hybrid approaches for learning and teaching, and the CrossMMLA
community needs to find ways to research, design, and further develop tools and methods to
investigate these new landscapes.
The Workshop aims to discuss the main issues to further research, development, and implementation
with SLE and how these overlap with LA. Plus, how SLE research and practice can utilise the latest
advances in LA. Contributions from the following topics are welcome (but not limited):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2

Ethics-driven LA for SLEs
Human-centred MMLA and SLEs
Personalisation for data-driven interventions
New IoT scenarios for MMLA and SLEs
Multimodal data approaches for SLEs
Theoretical foundations for the design and evaluation of SLE considering learners' needs and
motivation
Visualisation techniques for learners and teachers
Multimodal interfaces to provide feedback to learners and teachers

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

Apart from being a venue to present the current prototypes and ideas in the field of Multimodal
Learning Analytics across Spaces, this Workshop has three main objectives:
Interchange of Technical Knowledge: CrossMMLA, including SLEs, requires an extensive technical
infrastructure to be developed (recording equipment, synchronisation techniques, feature extraction
algorithms, etc.). While not attractive from the research perspective, implementing and testing this
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infrastructure is time-consuming. The community's information interchange on the suitable sensor or
library accelerates research and practical projects.
Setting Ethical Standards: Discussions on ethics are the ideal moment in which projects are confronted
with constructive criticism about the possible impact on their users' cognitive, meta-cognitive,
emotional, and social well-being. This Workshop's objective is to serve as the opportunity to, as a
community, discuss our ethical standards for research and practice, especially considering the
changing regulations like the proposed European Artificial Intelligence Act.
Fostering New Research Initiatives: To continue to connect researchers, many of the current SLE and
MMLA projects started as discussions in previous workshops. CrossMMLA and SLE communities have
relied on cooperation and collaboration to tackle new and ambitious projects as a small but open
community. We expect that this workshop serves as a unique opportunity to think and discuss the
future of this sub-field that needs to include SLEs.
As the results of previous CrossMMLA workshops have corroborated it, we expect that this new
meeting at LAK'22 will serve as another step towards the use of diverse and relevant traces of learning
activities, collected in the different SLEs in which the learners transit, to understand better and
improve their learning experience.
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ABSTRACT: Network Analysis is an established method in learning analytics research.
Network Analysis has been used to analyze learners’ interactions, to inform learning design,
and to model students’ performance. The workshop entitled "Using Network Science in
Learning Analytics: Building Bridges towards a Common Agenda", carried out within the
LAK2021 conference, resulted in valuable insights and outcomes: guidelines for better
reporting, methodological improvements, and discussions of several novel research threads.
Traditionally, the focus of the conversation has been on methodological issues of network
analysis. This year, we would like to extend the conversation by slightly shifting the focus to
what network analysis can do to improve learning and educational opportunities. As such,
this new edition of the workshop aims to build on the fruitful achievements of the previous
iteration to address new themes, which we refer to as “challenges and opportunities” in
relation to practice. This edition of the workshop sought contributions around examples of
applications and impact, including those that can help address societal challenges embedded
within educational practices and those that foster an open conversation about privacy and
ethical implications of network data.
Keywords: Social network analysis, network science, learning analytics, network analysis

Networks are the fundamental building blocks behind several related fields, such as Social Network
Analysis, Network Science and Network Analysis. In education, these terms have been loosely and
interchangeably employed across several domains of applications. Therefore, we use the term
network analysis to refer to any application of network-based techniques in education. Network
analysis predates the birth of learning analytics as a field. However, a significant upsurge of research
at the intersection of networks and education has been kindled by the growing interest in learning
analytics (Kaliisa et al., 2022). Such an upsurge has made network analysis methods gain popularity
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in learning analytics research. The wealth, ease, and flexibility of network analysis have contributed
to a wide range of applications across several domains (Borgatti et al., 2009). Early applications of
network analysis included tools for the analysis of learners’ interactions and the patterns derived
from those interactions, as well as using SNA to inform learning (Lockyer et al., 2013). Combining
network analysis with other quantitative methods has augmented our understanding of
collaborative learning interactions and discourse (Poquet et al., 2021) and improved the
identification of relevant actors and roles in the learning process (Hernández-García et al., 2015),
among others. Recently, a growing number of research articles have looked at the usefulness of
network analysis as a method for modelling students’ performance (Saqr et al., 2019) and modelling
novel interaction platforms, such as instant messaging (Conde et al., 2021), to mention a few.
The rapid development of the field of social network analysis and the closely related fields (e.g.,
network science, complexity science and psychological networks) has progressed our understanding
of the world: from the structure of genes to the spread of diseases and the development of efficient
algorithms (Newman, 2018). Nonetheless, the pace of research in learning analytics has not
harnessed the full potential of emerging and rapidly-developing network methods (Dado &
Bodemer, 2017; Poquet et al., 2021). Several recent systematic reviews, discussion papers and
scholars have highlighted some of the challenges in this research area: predominance of descriptive
methods, paucity of temporal network analysis, underusage of network inference methods, lag of
adoption of modern analytics techniques (e.g., psychological network methods) and sub-optimal
reporting (Dado & Bodemer, 2017; Kaliisa et al., 2022; Poquet et al., 2021). The challenges faced by
network researchers and educationists can be varied, complex and rapidly changing. However,
issues that address methodological rigor and impact are arguably more urgent to address. Rigor,
better reporting and replicability allow researchers to build on research findings and advance our
understanding of theory and practice (Poquet et al., 2021), while impactful research helps
researchers, practitioners and society at large better adopt the methods.
This workshop aims to address new themes, building on the fruitful accomplishments of the
previous iterations. The themes emerge as “challenges and opportunities” in relation to practice.
The workshop was designed to foster the sharing of perspectives, strengthen the community of
scholars working in the network community, and generate new ideas regarding the future of the
field. To address the current challenges of SNA in the field of learning analytics, participants were
invited to contribute their latest research in one of the following themes:
•

How can methodological rigor and reporting be balanced with practical relevance?

•

How can researchers address the issues of practical applications and impact? In other words,
how can we translate research results from academic and scholarly publications into
actionable tools or methods that teachers can use in their teaching practice.

•

How can network approaches inform socio-emotional and communication skills?

•

How can network approaches contribute to the development of equitable educational
practices?

•

What are the ethical and privacy applications for using network analysis in learning
analytics?
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•

How to implement successful network analytical applications that analyze systems to help
advance impact in learning analytics?

•

What interdisciplinary bridges between the field and other closely related fields can
contribute to addressing educational challenges via network analytics approaches?

•

How can educational researchers use modern network methods (e.g., psychological
networks, inference network methods and network science) to advance current theoretical
models and frameworks?

•

How can education researchers contribute to the development of novel network methods,
measures or techniques that considers the contextual factors that are specific to learning
and teaching?

•

How can network researchers contribute to more reproducible research?

The workshop also welcomed contributions discussing the potentials of novel methods or novel
applications of existing methods and reflections on their relevance to practical applications,
including but not limited to:
•

Recent advances in SNA methods and approaches including new tools, measures, and
techniques applied to learning.

•

Innovative data collection, analysis, presentation, and visualization methods.

•

Temporal networks, and temporal aspects of networks in general.

•

Psychological networks.

•

Generative network models.

•

Software demonstration for analysis of learning networks.

Six submissions were accepted for presentation in the workshop:
1. “Participation and Interaction Patterns for MOOC Learners with Different Achievements: A
Collective Attention Network” by Ming Gao and Jingjing Zhang.
2. “Analysis Of Discussion Forum Interactions for Different Teaching Modalities Based on
Temporal Social Networks” by Nidia Guadalupe López Flores, María Óskarsdóttir and Anna
Sigridur Islind
3. “Research on the Representation, Extraction, and Evolution of Networked Knowledge” by
Wang Huaibo and Li Jihong.
4. “Knowledge Graph of Educational Concepts for Structured Learning in Indian Regional
Languages” by Satish Kumar.
5. “Towards Theoretical and Generalizable Text Network Analysis: A Case of Forma Mentis
Networks” by Oleksandra Poquet and Massimo Stella
6. “Instant Or Distant: The Tale of Two Interaction Platforms and their Influence on
Collaboration” by Mohammed Saqr and Sonsoles López-Pernas
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ABSTRACT: While the field of learning analytics (LA) has made enormous strides in improving
and understanding learning processes with data-driven approaches, some questions have
remained difficult to answer using quantitative data alone. Incorporating qualitative, textual
data can help address many of these questions, while also providing rich context and nuance
that may be otherwise difficult to discover. The field of natural language processing (NLP)
has itself undergone a renaissance over the past decade, turning more to massive datasets,
enormous compute budgets, and rapid tool development. NLP has the potential for an
expanded role in LA and emphasis on increasingly debated artificial intelligence (AI) topics,
such as inclusivity, interdisciplinarity, impact, and roles of educator-researchers.
This workshop focuses on connecting scholars and applied experience across fields by asking
how: 1) underexplored questions in LA can be addressed by developments in NLP and 2) how
the LA field can further dialog in and investigate key areas that are at the center of AI
research and application. Participants will 1) explore how LA researchers can incorporate
NLP’s approaches and tools into their current practices and amplify them into the broader
areas of AI research and applied practice and 2) develop lasting networks for future scholarly
exchange.
Keywords: natural language processing (NLP), unstructured data, linguistics, language
datasets, NLP algorithms, educational contexts

1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1

Introduction
As natural language processing (NLP) tools, techniques, and resources have exploded onto the
research landscape over the past decade, learning analytics (LA) researchers have made good,
oftentimes pioneering use of algorithms and toolsets (e.g., Joksimovic et al., 2014; Kovanovic et al.,
n.d.; McCaffrey et al., 2021; Öncel et al., 2021; Ullman, 2019). In select cases, LA has led to the
development of NLP tools (e.g., Shum et al., 2016). And today, as the field of NLP matures, scholars
are openly questioning data, algorithmic, and tool practices within the discipline (Bender & Koller,
2020; Bender et al., 2021; Paullada et al., 2020).
What does NLP look like in an LA context as both fields continue to develop? As scholars
move forward to research with and through language in educational contexts, Bender (2021)
posits that linguistics will become broadly inclusive of different languages and cultures;
integrative, with increased focus on interdisciplinarity and complexity; computationallyassisted, using technology to support larger investigations; and impact-oriented, rather than
benchmark-oriented.
Will LA researchers play a leading role in the future of NLP in the years ahead, especially given LA’s
increasing focus on inclusivity, interdisciplinarity, human-machine issues, and an orientation in the
“real world” of learning and educational practices? The LA field is uniquely poised to play a leading
role in the major shifts to come in NLP research and practice as well as in artificial intelligence (AI)
more broadly.
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2

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

2.1

Objectives
The broader goals of this workshop are to: 1) build capacity for LA research using NLP centered on
inclusivity, interdisciplinarity, innovative human-computer approaches, and impact-orientation by the
sharing of research and application by leveraging efforts that are currently taking place in existing
communities that are centered on educational language processing, LA, or AI; and 2) forge
connections between these existing communities to promote and share with a worldwide network.
In addition to the organizers, this workshop will partner with the Learning Analytics Learning Network
(LALN), both prior to the conference event (solicitation of papers and presenters) and following the
proposed workshop, where LALN will house a curated set of resources created by events as well as
continue conversations generated at LAK. The workshop organizers will also produce an event
summary report.

2.2

Hosting, Sharing, and Communication
LALN will host and openly share all materials via its website and resource hub. Hosting will include
standard presentation artifacts (slide sets, recordings, etc.) as well as the event report.
Any information will be shared through newsletters, social media, and individual networks. An
evocative hashtag such as #LALeadstheNewNLP (or similar) will be used.

3

ORGANIZATIONAL DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED EVENT

3.1

Type of Event
This event will take the workshop format. Following the lead of the overall LAK event, this workshop
will take place online.

3.2

Proposed Duration
This workshop will have a half-day format.

3.3

Workshop Activities
Following the recommended dates and deadlines, a separate call for papers, demonstrations, and
speaker/panel participants will be conducted by the workshop organizers to assemble presenters for
different sessions during the event. Speakers will coordinate with event organizers to develop takeaway themes into question prompts for breakout group discussions and future networking.

3.4

Proposed Schedule
10 minutes

Introduction

45 minutes

Keynote (30 mins) + Q&A (15 mins)
Power Couple: AI and learning analytics to improve the human
experience
Dr. Nia Dowell
Assistant Professor and Faculty Innovation Fellow
School of Education
University of California, Irvine

5 minutes

Short break
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60 minutes

Short papers (20 mins each) + Q&A (10 mins each)
Predicting perceived achievement in MOOCs using NLP techniques as LA
tools
Dr. Eyal Rabin, The Open University of Israel
Dr. Vered Silber-Varod, The Open University of Israel
Data Privacy Challenges in LA
Dr. Djazia Ladjal, Practera
Dr. Chen Zhan, University of South Australia
Dr. Dinusha Vatsalan, Data61
Dr. Thierry Rakotoarivelo, Data61
Dr. Srecko Joksimovic, University of South Australia

5 minutes

Short break

40 minutes

Demos (15 mins each) + Q&A (5 mins each)
LIWC ‘22
Dr. Jamie Pennebaker
Others TBD

3.5

15 minutes

Session: Where do we go from here?
Dr. George Siemens

5 minutes

Wrap-up

Expected/Maximum Participant Numbers
This workshop is expected to attract up to 50 participants, which includes presenters and attendees.

4

COMMUNICATION AND RESOURCE SHARING PLAN

4.1

Event Recruitment
In addition to the LAK website, the organizers will utilize personal contact lists, networks, and social
media to issue a call for participation as well as other networks dedicated to learning analytics or
educational data mining. A website will also be created for the event through LALN. Potential
participants include: LAK registrants with beginning- or intermediate-level skills and interests in NLP;
advanced NLP participants with research and experience to share, both at this event and in the
networked events to follow.

4.2

Information Sharing
Information will be shared with participants before, during, and after through the event by email
(primary), the event website, LALN resource hub, and social media platforms.

4.3

What tools will be utilized for organizational purposes?
For event planning and organizational purposes, email will be the primary tool. For resource sharing,
the website and resource hub will be used.
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ABSTRACT: Learning analytics (LA) have been implemented in various countries, often in
different ways and on a limited scale. This makes the transfer of LA solutions from one
country to another challenging due to varying contextual, technical, and cultural factors. This
interactive workshop aims to explore the role of stakeholders’ cultural values and
preferences in (1) the acceptance of learning analytics services and related privacy concerns,
(2) the design of LA tools, and (3) the evaluation of LA interventions. Throughout the
workshop, we will discuss and identify possible cultural differences and similarities–the
factors that have hitherto not been extensively studied by LA researchers–for the wider
adoption at scale. Through this workshop, we will explore whether the stakeholders’ cultural
values are some of the factors that the LA community should consider in the design and
evaluation of LA systems. In the workshop, we will introduce the participants to culturesensitive and value-sensitive design methods, and practice some of them.
Keywords: learning analytics, cultural awareness, value-based approach, scalability, humancentered design

1

INTRODUCTION

In the past years, we have seen many examples of learning analytics being implemented in various
countries, but we also increasingly realize that learning analytics are applied very differently in those
countries. This makes the transfer of LA solutions from one country to another challenging, due to
varying contextual, technical, and cultural factors. In this workshop, we aim to identify and discuss
possible cultural differences and similarities–the factors that have so far not been extensively
studied by LA researchers–for the wider adoption of LA at scale. Furthermore, the idea that a ‘one
size fits all’ paradigm does not lead to effective LA tool designs and implementation has become
accepted within the LA community. Yet, there is still a big question about what factors define the
‘right size’. Through this workshop, we will explore whether the learners’ cultural values are some of
these factors. In an increasingly international educational landscape, how and to what extent should
the LA community consider such factors in order to make a relevant impact (i.e., improve learning)
at scale? What opportunities are offered by LA technologies to consider learners’
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cultural preferences and values, and how can we design culturally aware LA services which account
for these values?
While there were some initial attempts to focus LA on cultural differences (Vatrapu, 2011), this
critical topic is underrepresented in current LA work. However, some research has shown that
student learning patterns and learning strategy use in higher education differ across cultures
(Marambe et al. 2012). Cultural differences play a role also in online learning contexts as they affect
students’ collaborative learning (Vatrapu & Suthers, 2007), and educational technology acceptance
and use (Nistor et al. 2013). Also, the few LA studies that included the cultural dimension show that
cultural differences influenced the effectiveness of LA interventions (Davis et al., 2017; Kizilcec &
Cohen, 2017). All these examples show the importance of designing culture-sensitive LA services
that would increase the acceptance and adoption of LA at a global scale.
The LAK community would benefit from starting a discussion and drafting a set of suggestions on
how to create more inclusive tools that put users and their needs at the centre of the design
process. Following such principles could lead to more meaningful tools that do not put certain
stakeholder groups at an advantage over others. We believe that the proposed workshop is of
particular interest to the LAK community for several reasons, including a need to:
•

offer sustainable LA solutions that would facilitate and enhance the process of digital
transformation of education

•

provide inclusive and equitable quality education

•

scale up LA efforts across institutions worldwide

•

enable and enhance stakeholders’ agency in online learning settings.

2

WORKSHOP GOALS AND STRUCTURE

The present workshop aims to:
•

explore and raise awareness of possible effects of stakeholders’ cultural values and
preferences on: i) the acceptance of LA services and related privacy concerns, ii) the design
of LA tools, and iii) the evaluation of LA interventions.

•

introduce the workshop’s participants to culture sensitive and value sensitive design

•

introduce and practice selected design methods that can be used to inform the inclusive and
equitable human-centered design approach to LA

To achieve these aims, we will use design approaches explored in the CHI community to facilitate a
discussion on the possible cultural specificities to be considered for the design, adoption and use of
LA. As a proxy for ‘culture’ we will use Hofstede’s model (Hofstede, 2001), defining what he claims to
be national cultures, as a starting point for the analysis of chosen existing LA tools. While these
categories are contested as measures of national cultures, they contain elements that also in other
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contexts have been suggested to play a role in people’s behavior and attitudes toward education,
e.g., ‘power distance’ (Mittelmeier et al., 2016) and technologies used in educational settings to
improve students’ learning (Baker et al., 2019). This means that even though they may not indicate
the culture of entire nations, they might affect the adoption and implementation of LA worldwide.
That is, we do not rely on Hofstede’s national cultural profiles to offer design recommendations for
specific countries, but explore cultural dimensions that may affect: i) students’ expectations and
attitudes towards LA services and related privacy concerns, and ii) the acceptance, design and use of
designed LA tools.
At the end of the workshop, we expect to draft a list of design considerations and implications based
on the results of the aforementioned examinations and exercises as well as workshop participants’
experience with respect to the integration (or lack thereof) of cultural aspects into the
design, implementation, evaluation and use of LA tools. If there is interest, we would also be happy
to support the formation of a SIG interested in the topic.
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ABSTRACT: The term human-centred learning analytics (HCLA) was recently coined to refer to
the subcommunity of LA researchers and practitioners interested in utilising the body of
knowledge and practice from design communities, such as participatory design and co-design,
into data-intensive educational contexts. Although there is a growing interest in designing LA
systems with students and teachers, several questions still remain regarding how the LA
community can appropriate design approaches from other communities and identify best
practices that can be more suitable for LA developments. This workshop intends to address
some of these questions.
Keywords: design, human-centred, co-design, participation.

1

INTRODUCTION

This workshop seeks to build on the momentum from recent years within the LAK community, around
the contributions that Human-Centred Design theory and practice should make to Learning Analytics
system conception, design, implementation and evaluation. The theme of LAK18 was Towards UserCentred Design, where there were two sessions devoted to this topic (LAK18-UCD, 2018). At this
conference, the first LAK Participatory Design workshop was convened, providing an identity to this
strand of work (Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018). This was consolidated in a special issue of the Journal of
Learning Analytics on Human-Centred Learning Analytics (Buckingham Shum, et al. 2019) and four
PhDs have recently been completed with explicit attention to participatory design for LA, reflecting
interest in the emerging generation of researchers (Dollinger, 2019; Echeverria, 2020). Moreover, the
best practitioner paper at LAK20 focused on co-designing with learners (Sarmiento et al., 2020). A
version of this workshop was successfully held in LAK20 and in ECTEL21.
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1.1 Background
(Mis)understandings of real-world users, stakeholders, contexts, and routines can make or break LA
tools and systems. However, the extent to which existing human-centred design methods, processes,
and tools are suited to address such human and societal factors in the context of LA is a topic that
remains under-explored by our community. In response, the term human-centred learning analytics
(HCLA) was recently coined (Buckingham Shum et al., 2019) to refer to the subcommunity of LA
researchers and practitioners interested in utilising the body of knowledge and practice from design
communities, such as participatory design and co-design, into data-intensive educational contexts.
Holstein et al. (2017) were the first in adapting various co-design techniques to identify teachers’ data
needs and build prototypes of awareness tools with them. In fact, teachers have been the most
commonly involved stakeholders in LA co-design studies. For example, Dollinger et al. (2019) discussed
implications for the use of participatory semi-structured interviews with teachers in long-term LA
projects. Wise and Jung (2019) combined LA interface walkthroughs and transcript analysis to make
design decisions for a dashboard intended to be used by teachers. Prestigiacomo et al. (2020)
explained how generative tools can be used to investigate the broad challenges that teachers are
facing to then focus on those that can be addressed by automatically generating evidence for
reflection. Holstein et al. (2019) featured a number of co-design techniques, namely card sorting,
directed storytelling, semi-structured interviews, prototyping and behavioural mapping, to co-design
a classroom analytics innovation with teachers. Whilst some examples of LA design processes have
focused on engaging with students, these are just starting to emerge (Chen & Zhu, 2019; de Quincey
et al., 2019; Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018, Prieto et al., 2019; Sarmiento et al., 2020).
1.2 Aim of the Workshop
The studies presented above make it evident that there is a growing interest in designing LA systems
with students and teachers. But several questions remain regarding how the LA community can
appropriate design approaches from other communities and identify best practices that can be more
suitable to LA developments. However, little work has been done in proposing the steps that other
researchers or designers can use as a guidance to structure participatory sessions to understand
critical aspects of the envisaged use of LA tools and the actual data needs that stakeholders may have.
This workshop aims at consolidating the subcommunity of LA researchers and practitioners interested
in the human factors related to the effective design of LA innovations. In doing so, we plan to address
questions such as: What has been done so far in HCLA, and what have we learned from these
experiences? Within the context of our field, how do we define some fuzzy concepts such as
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"participatory", "co-design" and "human-centeredness"? Finally, as a community, what do we want
to know (research agenda) from now on? Thus, the intended outcome of this workshop is twofold:
Outcome 1: A plan for the consolidation of a new SoLAR SIG dedicated to the study and practice of
HCLA within the larger LAK community; and
Outcome 2: The publication of a report summarising the workshop experience and, hopefully, a
“roadmap manifesto” setting a research agenda for HCLA.

2

ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS

2.1 Workshop Format, Participation, and Pre-workshop Task
The workshop is envisioned to be a half-day, fully online workshop. Between 12 and 24 participants,
with a shared interest in human-centred learning analytics, are expected to be part of this workshop.
This workshop welcomes everyone with an interest in the field, from beginners to experts. We will
not have a call for papers. Instead, participants will be asked to fill a survey which will capture previous
experiences in HCLA as well as current understandings of design aspects that will be relevant for the
discussions during the workshop. In particular, participants will be asked to share their experience
with human centred design or human centred LA; to define human-centred design; to share what
design methods they are familiar with; future plans to adopt human-centred design methods in LA
projects.
2.2 Workshop Activities
The workshop is planned to take place during the pre-conference activities of the main conference
and is planned for a half-day format of up to 4 hours (March 19 or 20, 2022). The workshop is divided
into four parts:
1. Overview of HCLA. In the first part of the workshop, and based on the survey results, we will
present a number of processes, frameworks and examples for engaging in participatory/co-design
processes with students, faculty or administrators, emphasising both opportunities and challenges.
2. Human-Centred Design challenge. The second part of the workshop is a collaborative design
challenge. Participants will engage in creating a research design plan by using human-centred
methodologies. They will be grouped in teams of 4-5 people, and go to virtual breakout rooms. They
will be presented with a design need and asked to work together designing a human-centred design
project to handle the need. Groups will be prompted to consider methodologies such as ValueSensitive Design, Co-design and generative tools in planning their projects.
3. Sharing and guided critique. The third part will be a discussion based on the experience codesigning the human-centred plans. A number of discussants from other communities (e.g. humancomputer interaction, interaction design, participatory design and information visualisation), and
some that critique human-centred design methods, will be invited to the workshop to give their critical
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points of view on the ideas posed in the design plans. We expect that this will lead to a discussion of
the pros and cons of human-centred design techniques, what needs to be adapted to fit LA purposes
and the differences of meaning of human-centred design for different people.
4. Discussion on next steps. All participants will be invited to contribute with ideas to set a
potential HCLA research agenda and the potential configuration of a dedicated SIG.
2.3 Dissemination Strategy
A workshop website will be made available upon acceptance of this workshop. A call for participation
will be generated and published via the website, and through the twitter accounts and mailing lists
the workshop organisers have access to. The website will also include an overview of the aims of the
workshop, information about the workshop organisers, contact details and reports and other outputs
from the workshop.
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LAK22 WORKSHOP: Towards a Philosophical Framework for
Learning Analytics. Year Two.
Andrew Gibson1 and Pablo Munguia2

ABSTRACT: This workshop aims at discussing and sharing ideas to help construct a
philosophical framework that learning analytics needs as a field. LAK’22 would be the second
year the workshop runs and it builds on the success and reflection of its 2021 iteration. This
workshop is the first step towards the development of a philosophical approach to help
practitioners collaborate, interrogate, and develop this foundation. The workshop is a halfday event. Participants will be invited to submit a brief position paper for review in advance
of the workshop. During the event there will be brief presentations of these papers followed
by collaborative activities to create robust, but intellectually stimulating and constructive
conversations. The workshop will be synthesized via a multi-authored publication
summarizing the points discussed to share with the broader field.
Keywords: Philosophical framework, theories, learning analytics as a discipline.

1

BACKGROUND

Learning analytics is maturing as a discipline. Yet as practitioners from diverse backgrounds bring
their varying skill sets, they also bring their own disciplinary based philosophies to the field, which at
times can introduce confusion or even dissonance. We argue that there is a need to carry a
conversation about how learning analytics should be philosophically grounded and argue for a
philosophical framework for the field. We believe a workshop that facilitates this discussion is timely
given the questions posed for the 12th Annual Learning Analytics and Knowledge conference. This
workshop will be running for a second consecutive year as the 2021 workshop at LAK proved to be
popular and successful and previous participants have co-authored a manuscript currently in review.
Yet, there is a strong need to continue the discussion and maintain momentum in this important and
foundational topic for learning analytics.
We can assume that all learning analytics practitioners share the same ultimate passion and
goal, to find qualitative and quantitative ways to improve the learning experience for learners.
However, the pathways we take are highly diverse, which can result in resistance when trying to
bridge discourse between disciplines. We suggest that learning analytics as a transdisciplinary field
would benefit from building on a philosophical construct to allow improved collaboration and
uptake by academics and institutions.
The lack of a philosophical framework for learning analytics has significant ramifications
which may prevent the field from maturing. For example, it causes confusion when trying to explain
what is and is not in scope for the field. Further, the absence of a philosophical framework slows the
field down when attempting to test, experiment and scale up ideas and methods. We are still
debating at length the ethics surrounding the discipline (e.g., Corrin et al., 2019, Ferguson 2019,
Kitto and Knight 2019, West et al. 2020), which a philosophical framework would help resolve.
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Selwyn’s (2020) provocations express the need to dig deep and assess whether the current direction
of learning analytics is indeed what we want for the field. More importantly, Selwyn questions what
is actually needed in society and what is missing from our background disciplines when moving into
this transdisciplinary space. Finally, such a philosophical framework would allow for the creation of
momentum, as the field is reaching a critical turning point: it is needs to move beyond a few
practitioners working in isolation or practicing in few classrooms to institutional or national plans to
adopt and follow ethical use of learner data for pedagogical purposes. This last point is being made
frequently (e.g., Ferguson 2012, Selwyn 2020 West et al. 2020), and while a recent survey showed
that institutions are willing (Tsai and Gasevic 2017), when attempting to put in place these methods,
we often fail (Ferguson 2012, Buerck 2014, Munguia et al. 2020).

2. ORGANIZATIONAL DETAILS
WORKSHOP TYPE: Interactive Workshop session.
WORKSHOP SIZE: we are targeting 12-15 Participants. With 5-10 key submissions.
DURATION: half a day.
TYPE OF PARTICIPATION: mixed participation (interested delegates may submit a short
paper, see below).
EXPECTED ACTIVITIES: short presentations by participants that submitted papers, discussion
groups, working on a publication authored by interested participants.

3. OBJECTIVES:
We are creating a sharing and collaborative workshop for two groups of people:
1. those that have an a priori contribution to make about a philosophical framework of learning
analytics as a field; and
2. those who have a more general interest in the topic and would like to engage with the ideas
proposed by others.
The workshop is designed to meet the following objectives:
1. Initiate a conversation around developing a philosophical framework for learning analytics
2. Provide a forum of friendly critique for existing ideas
3. Present the discussion of ideas in a form that can be disseminated to the wider
community.
In order to meet objective 3, we intend that an output of the workshop will be a synthetic paper
harvesting participants’ input. Our intention is to submit this paper for publication in the JLA.
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3. POSITION PAPER SUBMISSION
Workshop participants can submit a paper for the workshop in the form of an extended abstract.
The length should be a maximum of 3 pages. Authors should focus on answering the question:
What philosophical ideas should be considered as a foundation for the field of learning
analytics and how might practitioners in the field engage with them?
Deadline for submission of contributions is 17 December 2021.

WORKSHOP FORMAT
Time

Activity

1 hour

Contributors present key ideas lightning talk style (4-5 mins each).
Other participants write PMI (Plus/Minus/Interesting) short reactions on post-it
notes which are grouped.

1-1.5 hours

Group break-out around key philosophical ideas presented - ‘birds of a feather’ style.
Groups engage in dialogue around (a) the potential role of the idea in LA, (b) the
value to ALL LA stakeholders, (c) how the idea might advance or secure the field
moving forward.

1.5-2 hours

Bring ideas together from all groups and begin writing synthesis paper. Break out in
smaller groups as necessary.
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Answering the Right Questions: Aligning decision-making models
with curriculum theory
Author: Elizabeth Dalton
IntelliBoard, Inc.
elizabeth@intelliboard.net
ABSTRACT: Data-informed decision-making tools help participants in the learning process
predict likely outcomes and how to affect those outcomes. However, implementations of
these systems depend upon assumptions, often implicit, about the curriculum theory
paradigm(s) prioritized by the learning institution in deciding what outcomes to support.
Making these assumptions explicit can help us to construct predictive learning analytics
models that generate predictions and guidance in keeping with the needs of all participants
and stakeholders. This half-day tutorial workshop begins with an interactive exercise to
“unpack” our assumptions about the nature of teaching and learning and explore how those
assumptions can guide model design. We will explore the practical considerations of collecting
and processing data most appropriate to those curriculum priorities, using data sets provided
by the organizer. Participants may use sample data or to import data to a supplied secure
instance of a model building tool to construct features from commonly available data
elements and to experiment with model construction and validation. At the conclusion of the
workshop, each participant will present a model design to the group that aligns with their
chosen curriculum paradigm, including ideal features and labels, possible proxies, and risks to
avoid. Future directions will be discussed.
Keywords: Predictive learning analytics, data-informed decision-making, outcomes, feature
engineering, success criteria, curriculum theory

1

WORKSHOP BACKGROUND

A common purpose of predictive learning analytics systems is the identification of at-risk students
(Arnold, 2010; Smith, Lange, & Huston, 2012; Whitmer, 2013; Jayaprakash et al, 2014; Hlosta, Zdrahal,
& Zendulka, 2017) for the purpose of providing opportunities to intervene and improve learning
outcomes. Several well-known large-scale implementations of learning analytics decision-making
tools focus on on-time course completion and pre-determined, objectively defined outcomes (Pistilli,
Arnold, & Bethune, 2012; Whitmer, 2013). These systems provide substantial value when the goal is
achievement of a set of “core” competencies by as many learners as possible, as efficiently as possible.
Identification of at-risk students can be used to support decisions about where and how to focus
teacher and learner effort to greatest efficiency. But this is not the only valid model of education.
As with all learning analytics systems, any proposed decision-support tool must be validated against
agreed-upon outcomes for the learning system (Baer & Campbell, 2012). Curriculum theory addresses
the overarching goals of an educational program, as well who determines those goals. Is an
educational program to be judged on the basis of its benefit to each learner, or to a community? Is
the value of knowledge in its source (a tradition of scholars or the construction of knowledge internally
by the learner), or the uses to which knowledge may be put? Are objective evaluations of educational
programs or outcomes even possible? Who will determine what the intended outcomes are for a given
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program, and whether those outcomes have been met? These questions must be answered in order
to define what a decision-making system aims to help participants and other stakeholders achieve.
The purpose of this tutorial workshop is to acknowledge the varying intentions, priorities, and
practices of education, whether in public schools, institutions of higher education, corporate settings,
or other contexts, and to explore how learning analytics and data-based decision-making tools can
relate to and support these different needs.
As one lens of analysis, the curriculum theory work of Michael Schiro (Schiro, 2008) can be used to
explore and frame definitions of education and educational purposes. Schiro proposes two axes along
which curriculum theories align: a duality between objective and subjective reality, and an orthogonal
dimension of whether primacy is given to the source (authority) of knowledge, or the use to which
knowledge is put.

Source of knowledge
Academic Scholar

Learner Centered

Social Efficiency

Social Reconstruction

Objective Reality

Subjective Reality

Use of knowledge
Figure 1: Curriculum Theory Axes (Schiro, 2008, p 179)
Viewed along these axes, we can see an alignment between curriculum theory and pedagogy:
between the decisions made about what is “of worth” in education and how we believe teaching and
learning occur. We also see implications for who will be using a decision-making system.
Table 1: Curriculum Theory, Pedagogy, Related Terms
Curriculum Theory
Academic Scholar
Social Efficiency

Learner Centered
Social Reconstruction

Pedagogy
Cognitivism
Behaviorism

Common Terms
Traditional teaching
Pragmatic
Workplace training
Competency-based
learning
Self-paced learning
Constructivism
Individualist
Learner-centered
Open pedagogy
Social Constructivism Idealist
Social justice
Connectivism
Transformative learning

Decision Makers
Scholars
Funders
Employers

Learners (as
individuals)
Learners (as a group)
Activist Organizers

These axes also provide the context in which “quality” and “success” in education are defined, and
necessarily, how learning analytics must be implemented in order to support those definitions of
quality and success.
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As Schiro emphasizes, a single educator or educational program usually references two or more of
these purposes, and we see elements of all four of these purposes in programs from local community
schools to the most prestigious academic universities to corporate internal training. No single
predictive learning analytics model will likely meet all purposes of a program, but a decision-making
system can include multiple components to support different priorities.

2

OBJECTIVES

The primary goals of this workshop are as follows:
1. Introducing concepts of curriculum theory to learning analytics researchers and practitioners,
including the relationships between curriculum theory, pedagogy, decision-makers, outcome
measures, and predictive variables
2. Providing participants with opportunities to explore the availability of outcome measures and
predictors appropriate to a program's curriculum theory within currently available data, and
to discuss ways to gather necessary data that may not be available within current data systems
3. Developing an instrument to evaluate prior and future studies based on alignment between
curriculum theory, data, and decision support tools, including roles supported by tools

3

WORKSHOP ORGANIZATION

This half-day tutorial workshop will contain the following activities:
3.1

Curriculum Theory Exercise (45 minutes)

To establish a common working vocabulary and a starting point for discussions, participants will
complete a modified version of the Curriculum ideology inventory (based on Schiro, 2007, p39). This
form of the inventory uses an analog 2-dimensional plot to allow participants flexibility in response.
Plots will be constructed on a shared workspace (physical or virtual, as applicable) and discussed as a
group at the end of the exercise. Participants will explore how the results can be used to inform
construction of data-driven decision-support systems.
3.2

Data Demonstration (15 minutes)

The workshop facilitator will demonstrate data import and model building using IntelliBoard, a
commercial tool providing SAAS ETL and ad-hoc and scheduled reporting, with examples related to
each of the 4 discussed curriculum ideologies. (Concepts and techniques demonstrated in this tool will
be applicable to other commonly used ETL and analysis tools.) Techniques related to feature
construction, decision-support reporting, proactive notification, and suggested actions and action
tracking will be reviewed.
3.3

Participant Model Construction (60 minutes)

Participants will each be provided with an individual secure instance of the IntelliBoard service and
may explore existing data or import their own data. This access constitutes a free 30 day trial (no
purchase obligation) with an option to extend as part of qualified pilot. (The vendor is open to
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discussing granted extensions for individual or student researchers.) Each participant will have an
opportunity to design a decision-support system, including predictive model, notifications, and
recommended actions. Participants may use an alternative tool if preferred. The facilitator will be
available to answer questions, and participants can also collaborate.
To connect to the IntelliBoard service prior to the workshop (highly recommended), please visit
https://intelliboard.net/research and complete the contact form.
3.4

Participants Present Results to Group (30 minutes)

Each participant will have 5 minutes to present their preliminary results to the group, including
implementation of outcomes and predictors related to curriculum priorities, limitations of currently
available data sources, and thoughts toward gathering additional necessary data.
3.5

Literature Discussion and Survey Instrument Draft (30 minutes)

Participants will discuss whether a survey of existing literature with respect to curriculum alignment
may be helpful, and if so, what selection and categorization criteria may be helpful and who would
like to participate. If time allows, participants will discuss establishing a channel for ongoing
discussions and outreach.
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LAK Theory 2022: Workshop on Theory and Learning Analytics
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ABSTRACT: This half day workshop is the 3rd annual pre-conference meeting at LAK to discuss
the ways in which theory informs and arises from learning analytics research. The organisers
will briefly set the scene then hand over to Roger Azevedo to give the keynote presentation
on ‘Emotion Theories and Learning Analytics’. The second half of the workshop will be devoted
to conversation. Participants are invited to nominate a current research project or new
research idea that would benefit from a roundtable-style discussion with colleagues, along
with a theoretical framework of interest. In groups, participants will consider how nominated
projects can demonstrate the role of theory in design, model validation and interpretation of
findings.
Keywords: Conceptual rationale, framework, paradigm, theoretical model

1

BACKGROUND

LAK Theory will run for its third consecutive year in 2022. Enrolment in previous years has been
healthy, even amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.
This workshop is founded on the premise that the quality of learning analytics (LA), both research and
practice, rests on the strength of its connection to theory (Gašević, Dawson, & Siemens, 2015). This is
because theory creates concrete conceptual bridges between LA and more established areas of
educational research, as well as the broader social sciences Through this annual workshop we hope
to build an ongoing community of scholars interested in both using educational (and other) theory in
learning analytics research and practice, and contributing to further development of theory through
their work.
Theory provides a common language through which to communicate about research, it gives a frame
of reference to understand the type of knowledge being generated, and what may be legitimately
claimed (Reimann, 2016). In a typical research cycle, we suppose that theory influences the questions
we ask, design of data collection, analysis approach and method, and interpretation and reporting of
results (Wise & Shaffer, 2015). In this way we are arguing for a move away from the primacy of method
in learning analytics, that is, away from pragmatism to theory-driven paradigms for research where
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theory underpins method and the two cannot be separated (Bartimote, Pardo, Reimann, 2019). This
adds the possibility for explanation – for an observed pattern, for a prediction, for why an intervention
or pedagogical strategy works – in research, and in practice. Use of theory also means we can better
understand the nature of educational data.
Theory allows for informed practice by a range of actors that support learning in educational settings,
such as teachers, student support officers, advisors, and academic managers. If the objective of
learning analytics is actionable information, then theory-driven analytics enables choices and
decisions that are situated in defensible frameworks (Bartimote et al., 2019). Further, it means we
have a starting point for explanation when things do or don’t work, and a basis for adaption of tactics
and strategies shown to be effective in one context to other contexts. For analysts, data scientists,
and software developers, theory can guide what usage activity to capture, the development of
indicators and measures, the display of information, and the form of personalised messages and
automated nudges. We need to focus on providing information about constructs that matter, and
learning (and other) theories substantiated by empirical research can serve as useful starting points.
The LAK community is increasingly drawing on ideas from the learning sciences, educational
psychology, sociology, and social psychology. This is demonstrated in recently published learning
analytics work referring to theories such as social cognitive theory and self-efficacy beliefs, various
self-regulated learning models, measurement theory, collaborative learning theory, human-computer
interaction (HCI) and activity theory, etc.
We consider the time is ripe for a call across the community to gather to consider more explicitly the
role of theory in learning analytics. Given the interdisciplinary nature of the learning analytics
community, it’s important that researchers are able to articulate their stances and begin to create
some common understandings in the field. Coming together to support this work is the purpose of
the LAK Theory workshops.

2

ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS

2.1

Half-Day Workshop Schedule
Table 1: Schedule.

Timing

Description

Contributors

10 minutes

Welcome and plan for today, introductions

Organiser 1

20 minutes

‘Setting the scene: Why focus on theory in learning analytics’
10 minutes presentation, 10 Q&A

Organiser 2

30 minutes

‘Emotion theories and learning analytics’
20 minutes presentation, 10 Q&A

Roger Azevedo

40 minutes

Roundtable (Part 1). Work in progress roundtables: 10 minutes to
introduce project, summarise progress to date, outline challenges to
be overcome, and input that would be useful from the group, followed
by 10 minutes discussion with colleagues [x2 before break]

Participants: 4
research teams
per roundtable
group

30 minutes

tea/coffee

All
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Participants
continued

40 minutes

Roundtable (Part 2). Continued [x2 after break]

30 minutes

Roundtable report back: group representatives to summarise
Participants
conversation and potential impact on the work

10 minutes

Next steps plenary discussion, and close

2.2

Organiser 3

Other Details

The event will be an open workshop. All attendees will have the opportunity to give a short
presentation in their roundtable group on either work in progress or idea in development, should they
wish to. Abstract submissions of 300-600 words for these short presentations will be handled via the
event’s Google Form: https://forms.gle/9QLPKvpJ2s38zv8U8. Please use #LAKtheory when
referencing this event on social media.
This workshop can be adapted to be either blended with both online and face-to-face participants, or
online only, depending on the final format of the conference.

3

OBJECTIVES/INTENDED OUTCOMES

The workshop will provide a space for both capacity building and connection, and it is hoped that the
event will continue to be a catalyst for the growth of a community of practice. The outcomes of the
event will be housed on the Google Site https://sites.google.com/view/lak22-theoryworkshop. This
event will serve as a template for an ongoing workshop initiative on theory and learning analytics.

4

WEBSITE STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

The Google website will: 1. support pre-workshop data gathering and planning materials; 2. act as a
collection point for materials, group interactions and archive for the workshop; and, 3. support
ongoing dissemination and group activities. It is the aim for the workshop to be ongoing, in which case
the website will be a continuing hub for year on year activities and building field memory.
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ABSTRACT: The 1st Workshop on Learning Analytics and Assessment was successfully
organized as a part of LAK21 conference. At the workshop, we gathered around 30 leading
scholars from dynamically emerging fields of learning analytics and assessment. Following the
very productive interaction among the workshop participants, this initiative has resulted in
multiple post-workshop collaborations. The workshop organizers jointly submitted a proposal
for Special Issue (SI) on Learning Analytics and Assessment to the British Journal of Educational
Technology (BJET). Recently, this proposal has been accepted and the organisers have received
more than 30 abstracts from potential contributors. To take advantage of this momentum and
continue productive discussions on this important and emerging research topic, we propose
the 2nd workshop on Learning Analytics and Assessment. The intent of this workshop is to
address some of the key open challenges in learning analytics that are related to reliability and
validity of data collection and analysis, use of learning analytics in formative and summative
assessment, measurement of learning progression, and assurance of assessment
trustworthiness. An open call for contributions will be distributed to solicit brief descriptions
of current research and practice projects for roundtable-style discussions with workshop
participants. Expected outcomes are the formation of a community of practice and a possible
follow-up publication.
Keywords: assessment, learning analytics, educational measurement
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1

BACKGROUND

The field of learning analytics aims to harness the potential of digital traces of user interaction with
technology. Through the analysis of digital traces, learning analytics seeks to advance understanding
and support learning process, and improve environments in which learning occurs. Many promising
results in learning analytics have promoted vibrant research and development activities and attracted
much attention of policy and decision makers. To date, learning analytics demonstrated very
promising results in several areas such as prediction and description of learning outcomes and
processes (e.g., Baker, Lindrum, Lindrum, & Perkowski, 2015; Gardner & Brooks, 2018; Greene et al.,
2019), analysis of learning strategies and 21st century skills (e.g., Jovanović et al., 2017; Matcha et al.,
2019), adaptive learner support and personalized feedback at scale (e.g., McNamara et al., 2012;
Molenaar, Roda, van Boxtel & Sleegers, 2012), and frameworks for ethics, privacy protection, and
adoption (e.g., Tsai et al., 2018).
1.1

Challenge

Regardless of many promising results, the field still needs to address some critical challenges, including
those at the intersection between learning analytics and assessment. For example, how can learning
analytics be used to monitor learning progress? How can learning analytics inform formative and
summative assessment as learning unfolds? In which ways can validity and reliability of data collection
and analysis in learning analytics be improved? These challenges are of high significance in
contemporary society that more and more requires development and use of complex skill sets (Greiff
et al., 2017). Therefore, learning and assessment experience are closely associated. A growing body
of research in educational data mining has been done on developing techniques that can support
intelligent tutoring systems with the mechanisms for skill development (Corbett & Anderson, 1994;
Desmarais & Baker, 2012). Yet, there is limited research that looks at how data collected and methods
applied in learning analytics can be used and possibly constitute a formative or summative
assessment. Moreover, can such data and methods satisfy requirements for assessments articulated
in psychometric properties, methodological models, and different types of validity and reliability.
The role of learning analytics in analysis of assessment trustworthiness is another open research
challenge. This has particularly been emphasized during the COVID19 pandemic with the emergency
transition to distance and online education that also required different approaches to assessment that
go beyond proctored exams. Several studies proposed the use of data analytic methods for detection
of potential academic dishonesty and cheating behaviors. Although some interesting insights are
ported and a strong potential to detect suspicious behaviors is demonstrated, there are many open
challenges related to technical, ethical, privacy, practical, and policy issues of the development,
implementation, and use of such data analytic methods.
1.2

Objective

Motivated by the successfully organized 1st Workshop on Learning Analytics and Assessment during
LAK 21, we propose the 2nd iteration of this workshop which main objective will be to further promote
research and practice that looks at the intersection of learning analytics and assessment. This
workshop will examine approaches that build upon established principles in assessment to improve
reliability, validity, usefulness of data collection and analysis in learning analytics. The workshop will
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also look into the ways how learning analytics can contribute to the future developments in
assessment for both summative and formative purposes. The workshop will examine practices for the
use of learning analytics to assure assessment trustworthiness with the particular attention to the
socio-technical nature of potential challenges. The workshop will also be an opportunity to further
frame and shape special issues as important products for the connections between LA and
assessment.

2

ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS

2.1

Proposed Half-Day Workshop Schedule
Table 1: Proposed schedule.

2.2

Timing

Description

5 minutes

Welcome and plan for today

60 minutes

Roundtable (Part 1). Work in progress roundtables 1: 10 minutes to
introduce project, summarise progress to date, outline challenges
to be overcome, and gather input from the group, followed by 10
minutes discussion with colleagues [x3 before break]

30 minutes

Break and socialization

60 minutes

Roundtable (Part 2). Continued [x3 after break]

10 minutes

Roundtable report back: group representatives to summarize
conversation and potential impact on the work

15 minutes

Next steps plenary discussion, and close: Gauge interest in further
activities around theory and learning analytics e.g. LAK 2023
workshop, LASI 2023 workshop/tutorial, mid-year check in, etc

Other details

The event will be an open workshop. All attendees will have the opportunity to give a short
presentation on either a theory and/or work in progress, should they wish to, as detailed in the
schedule above. Abstract submissions of 250 words for these short presentations will be handled via
the workshop’s website. The submission timeline will follow the timeline suggested by the conference
organizers, that is, call for participation 01 November 2021, deadline for abstract submissions 17
December 2021, and notification of acceptance 14 January 2022. We anticipate a registration of up to
30 participants. Please use #LAKAssess when referencing this event on social media.

3

OBJECTIVES/INTENDED OUTCOMES

The workshop will provide a space for both capacity building and connection, and it is hoped that the
event will spark the formation of a community of practice. The outcomes of the event will be housed
on the Google Site. A possible follow-up publication will be organized in the form of a journal special
issue.

1

Roundtable session presenters will be asked to indicate the stage of their work at the time of submission of a
250 word abstract, e.g. data collection/extraction, data analysis, write up.
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4

WEBSITE STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

The Google website will: 1. support pre-workshop data gathering and planning materials; 2. act as a
collection point for materials, group interactions and archive for the workshop; and, 3. support
ongoing dissemination and group activities. It is the aim that the workshop is ongoing, in which case
the website will be an ongoing hub for year to year activities and building field memory. The structure
of the website is based on theory informing the research cycle, at three stages: design, method,
interpretation. Each of these stages will be a section of the website. The website will include: About,
Background literature, Workshop materials, Working areas: Design, Method, Interpretation. Over
time, as work develops and builds, additional resources will be provided to support ongoing
development.
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ABSTRACT: Student clickstream data is a valuable data source in learning analytics research.
These time-stamped records of student click events within a Learning Management System
(LMS) provide researchers with rich and finely detailed information about the learning
process. One of the main drawbacks of student clickstream data, however, is that it is
complex, requiring a nuanced understanding of the structure of the data, as well as
advanced data processing techniques. Adding to this issue is that there are few formalized
trainings that teach the specific methods and techniques for working with clickstream data.
Thus, the goal of this pre-conference tutorial is to directly train researchers on processing,
inspecting, and visualizing clickstream data using the R programming language. During this
tutorial, attendees will learn about the general structure of clickstream data and methods for
working time-stamped variables. In addition to learning fundamental data cleaning and
processing techniques, attendees will also learn how to construct and visualize measures of
engagement. Intermediate-level experience with the R programming language is required, as
well as familiarity with the Tidyverse family of libraries.

Keywords: Clickstream data, learning management system data, R programming language,
data visualization

1

WHAT IS STUDENT CLICKSTREAM DATA?

Student clickstream data refers to time-stamped records of student click events within a LMS (but it
can also refer to any time-stamped data collected from a digital learning platform) (Baker et al.,
2020). These data provide information about the specific url (or location of a click) and the
corresponding timestamp (See Figure 1).
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Figure 1: A sample of clickstream data generated from one student
Student clickstream data helps researchers answer important questions about how student learning
takes place in online and digital environments. These questions can be practical in nature (How
often do students visit the course’s LMS?) or pertain to effective course design (Do short format
lecture videos increase engagement versus longer format lecture videos?). Clickstream data has also
been used to provide theoretical insights into students’ self-regulated learning and other
motivational processes (Cicchinelli et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020).
Because clickstream data generates a high volume of individual data points, researchers have used it
to develop robust predictive models of learning (Ding et al., 2019; Zhou & Bhat, 2021), data
dashboards (Diana et al., 2017), and other rich visualizations of the learning process (Park et al.,
2018; Rodriguez et al., 2021). Clickstream data can also be used to detect whether students are
engaging in potential academic misconduct, such as exploiting features in the learning platform
(Paquette et al., 2014; Trezise et al., 2019), or performing well on exams without engaging with
course materials (Alexandron et al., 2016; Sangalli et al., 2020).

2

BARRIERS TO LEARNING HOW TO WORK WITH CLICKSTREAM DATA

The main drawback of working with clickstream data is that it is complex, requiring researchers to
carefully map specific url pages to course content. Processing clickstream data also requires
researchers to inspect whether the timestamp is in the correct time zone, or whether specific clicks
and timestamps represent real activity or are simply artifacts in the data (e.g., clicks that were
autogenerated when a web-browser activated a cookie). Lastly, researchers must also construct
measures of engagement (e.g., number of clicks per day), as clickstream data does not contain
aggregate level information in its raw form.
While clickstream data is a valuable source of data for learning analytics research, the inherently
complex nature of this data, coupled with limited professional development training, creates a
significant barrier for those who wish to conduct learning analytics research using clickstream data,
but do not have access to any formalized entry points into the field.
The goal of this pre-conference tutorial is to directly train researchers on processing, inspecting, and
visualizing clickstream data using the R programming language. During this workshop, attendees will
learn about the general structure of clickstream data and methods for working time-stamped
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variables. In addition to learning fundamental data cleaning and processing techniques, attendees
will also learn how to construct and visualize measures of engagement.

3

TUTORIAL STRUCTURE

This is a three-hour tutorial. During Hour 1, attendees will learn about the structure of clickstream
data and what the various elements in the dataset represent. Attendees will also learn how to
prepare the data for processing, such as formatting timestamps, categorizing urls by resources type,
and checking the data for potential issues.
Hour 2 will focus on cleaning the clickstream data and constructing measures of engagement. These
include general indicators (e.g., total number of clicks, number of clicks per day, number of unique
visit days) and indicators by resource type (e.g., total number of video lecture clicks, number of
video lecture clicks per day). Attendees will also inspect these measures by learning how to generate
descriptive diagnostics.
Hour 3 will focus on building data visualizations of the clickstream measures of engagement. This will
include histograms, line graphs, boxplots, and scatterplots.

4

TUTORIAL PREREQUISITES

Intermediate-level experience with the R programming language is required, as well as familiarity
with the Tidyverse family of libraries. (Wickham et al., 2019).
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ABSTRACT: The 7th Annual DesignLAK Workshop addresses the challenge of visualising the
alignment between learning outcomes, activities, behaviour, and achievement to inform
feedback on learners’ progress and refinement of course design. Many advances have been
made in the field of learning analytics (LA) that have focused on ways that learner behaviours
and performance can be visualised for educators and learners. However, there is an ongoing
tension between the value of representations of learner behaviour and activity versus a focus
on performance and progression outcomes. To reap the potential benefits of LA greater
consideration needs to be given to how learning design and models of learner progress can
inform the design of analytics and visualisations to enable the provision of pedagogically
appropriate feedback to learners while also providing information that can be used by
educators to refine course design. In this interactive, half day workshop participants will be
given the opportunity to explore these points of intersection between LA measures, models
of learner progress, and learning design. Using the Learning Design Studio tool (Law et al.,
2017), participants will also have a chance to create visualisations that can provide feedback
to learners and educators to enhance learning progress and design.
Keywords: Learning analytics, learning design, visualisation, feedback

1

BACKGROUND

A primary goal in learning analytics (LA) research and development is to advance the understanding
of student learning within authentic educational settings and to provide data driven insight to
learners, educators, and administrators to improve learning and learning design (LD). The intersection
between LA and LD enables the development of meaningful insights for educators and learners that
can inform learner feedback and the refinement of course design. In a review of the literature, Law
and Liang (2020) identified two key features of efforts that are successful in making the LA/LD
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connection: (1) the existence of a tight coupling between the intended learning outcomes, task
sequence, analytics used, and feedback generated; and (2) that the LA to be adopted and the feedback
to be given to the learners are part of the LD process rather than a separate post design activity. To
scaffold the deployment of design appropriate LA requires LD frameworks and technology platforms
that enable the operationalisation of these frameworks.
Over time there have been several efforts to develop taxonomies and frameworks to bridge the LA/LD
gap. For example, the Cognitive OPeration framework for Analytics (COPA) (Gibson, Kitto & Wills,
2014) bridges LA and LD through integrating LD related constructs relating to learner cognition into
the LA taxonomy. Seufert et al. (2019) further highlighted the importance of connecting LA objectives
to pedagogical concerns when proposing a 2 dimensional framework for the categorisation of analytic
objectives: the context of learning (individual vs. social), and the analytic purpose (providing
prediction vs. supporting reflection). Building on insight from existing literature, Law & Liang (2020)
proposed a multilevel LA taxonomy that connects parameters in five aspects of LA decisions
(measures, data type, functionality, techniques, and stakeholders) to three different levels of
pedagogical decision making (course, curriculum component, and task levels).
In other emerging work, patterns of performance have been proposed to help educators map how
the LD can help learners to achieve certain learning goals, and learners to understand how they are
progressing in the trajectory of their learning (Milligan et al., 2020). This can allow learners to monitor
and manage their own learning, while also providing educators with feedback on whether the LD is
effective in enabling student attainment of learning goals. The models of progression that underpin
the analysis of these patterns of performance are strongly influenced by the educator’s LD decisions
relating to tasks, sequence, and assessment measures. The models are premised on a clear
developmental focus which provides learners with an opportunity to demonstrate growth as well as
to adapt to the context and content of the course.
The DesignLAK22 workshop will explore how these different LD and learner progress models can be
combined with LA measures to be translated into meaningful visualisations of feedback for learners
and educators. The workshop session will involve a series of activities on the process of developing
these visualisations in practice supported through the use of the Learning Design Studio (LDS) platform
(Law et al., 2017). The design of the LDS was informed by Goodyear’s (1999) four level framework of
pedagogical decision making and Alexander, Ishikawa and Silverstein’s (1977) model of a design
pattern language to encapsulate the hierarchically embedded granularities in design. The platform
provides a learning task taxonomy that reflects the pedagogical orientation of each of the selected
tasks and a task setting template to record associated social, technological and assessment settings.
LDS enables the exploration of learners’ behaviour and outcomes by based on LD principles and
assumptions. Educators can also use the LA tool to specify LA visualisations.
Over the past six years, the DesignLAK series of workshops have explored the intersection between
learning analytics and learning design from a number of different perspectives. DesignLAK workshops
have previously focused on key concepts around feedback processes (Milligan et al., 2016),
assessment design (Ringtved et al., 2017), and validity of assessment measures (Law et al., 2019). In
2018, the DesignLAK workshop showcased different LA/LD tools from around the world (Corrin et al.,
2018), and in 2021 (our first online workshop) we explored and used MIT’s DIVE prototyping tool to
allow participants to rapidly prototype LA visualisations with reference to LD (Corrin et al., 2021).
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DesignLAK22 will provide an opportunity to bring together key elements from these previous
workshops, through the application of models of LA/LD and learner progression that have been
inspired by the outcomes of the conversations and sharing of practice through these previous events.

2

OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP

The objectives of the DesignLAK22 workshop are to explore (1) the alignment between intended
learning outcomes, pedagogy, task sequence, and assessment design with LA, (2) the ways that
models of learner progression can be developed from a LD to inform how feedback can be visualised,
and (3) how the resulting LD informed LA visualisations can be interpreted and utilised for feedback
to learners and educators/designers. The workshop is designed for a wide audience including learning
analytics researchers and practitioners, as well as learning designers interested in the use of LA to
inform their research/practice (i.e., LAK attendees).

3

WORKSHOP DESIGN

DesignLAK22 is proposed as a half day workshop and designed to be delivered in an online format.
The workshop will be made up of a series of interactive, small group activities, interspersed with
whole group discussions and opportunities for feedback. The DesignLAK22 team will facilitate the
workshop in an online synchronous tool that enables chat communication as well as breakout rooms.
The online nature of the workshop can allow for registration of up to 40 participants. The workshop
will be open to all educators, learning designers, researchers, and learning analytics practitioners who
have an interest in how learning analytics and visualisations can be deployed to improve learning
design and the provision of pedagogically appropriate feedback to learners.
1.1

Pre-workshop preparation

The DesignLAK website will be updated to outline the design of the 2022 version of the workshop and
provide information on how to get involved for prospective participants. This will include: a summary
of the workshop design, information about the workshop facilitators, the workshop schedule, and
further resources that may be of interest to participants on the connections and alignment between
learning design and learning analytics. The DesignLAK team will promote the event through a range of
social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, etc.) and mailing lists of professional societies (e.g., SoLAR,
ASCILITE, etc.). Prior to the workshop an introduction email will be sent to remind participants of the
workshop schedule and collect information about their roles, context, and interests (which will be
used to allocate participants to groups within the breakout sessions).
1.2

The workshop

The workshop will start with an icebreaker activity to allow participants to get to know one another
(this may be done in activity groups if the numbers are large). The DesignLAK team will then provide
a brief overview of the ideas, models, and previous DesignLAK outcomes that will inform the rest of
the activities in the workshop. The workshop will then be split into three main parts: Part 1 begins
with an introduction to the conceptual framework underpinning the LDS platform, followed by a brief
introduction to an authentic course design for use in the activities. Emphasis will be placed on the
multilevel, hierarchically nested nature of pedagogical decision making, and the need for alignment
between intended learning outcomes, pedagogical approach, task sequence and assessment.
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Participants will then be divided into small groups of 5 6 members to evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the course design, and to identify one learning outcome and the efficacy of the
associated learning tasks that they would like to investigate. The whole workshop group will then
reconvene in plenary, during which each activity group will report on the LA questions they would like
to explore in the third part of the workshop. This will be followed by a 15 minute break. In Part 2
participants will reconvene in their groups where they will be asked to consider the alignment of the
elements they identified in Part 1 to the assessment design, with reference to a learner progress
model. The purpose of this activity is to open up ideas around the ways that the analytics could be
visualised for educators and learners. Part 3 of the workshop begins with a brief introduction to the
visualisations that can be generated in LDS, and provision of a set of anonymised data from an
authentic implementation of the exemplar course. Participants will then return to their breakout
groups to develop a visualisation(s). Each group will evaluate the appropriateness of the visualization
for LD refinement and feedback to learners based on their group’s exploration. The overall outcomes
of these activities would be reported in plenary. The workshop will close with participants sharing
reflections on the intersection of LA/LD, the models and systems presented, and the resulting
visualisations.

4

WORKSHOP OUTCOMES

The workshop offers participants the opportunity to use the LDS platform to assess design alignment
across different components and levels in a course design, to consider learner progress models in
mapping LD, and to design feedback visualisations for educators and students. Throughout the
workshop participants will be encouraged to Tweet about their learnings, using the hashtag
#DesignLAK22, to encourage wider engagement with the ideas presented in the workshop. The
DesignLAK22 team will make a summary of the outcomes available on the website post the event. An
evaluation of what participants learned from the workshop and what they might do with this new
knowledge will be conducted as part of the wrap up session at the end of the workshop, then
combined with any ideas of interest that emerge so as to inspire the focus of DesignLAK23.
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ABSTRACT: This SoLAR initiated workshop aims to bring together the SoLAR community to
explore how open science and scholarship can be incorporated into our culture and practice
using a three-part interactive format. Amongst the questions to be discussed are: What
could and should SoLAR do to encourage open science and scholarship?; What prevents
researchers in SoLAR from contributing to open science?; Which learning analytics
approaches could (not) be made open, and why?; And what could SoLAR do to make open
science and scholarship more attractive and relevant? We aim to share the outcomes of the
workshop broadly within the SoLAR community and invite the community to respond to both
the outcomes of this workshop and the follow-up SoLAR position paper.
Keywords: Learning Analytics, Open Science, Open Scholarship,

1

PURPOSE OF OPEN SCIENCE AND SCHOLARSHIP WORKSHOP

Across the science community and society at large there are increased calls to make science, its
data, analyses, and approaches more transparent (Burgelman et al., 2019), open (Kuzilek et al.,
2017), accurate (van der Zee & Reich, 2018), and reproducible (Nosek et al., 2015). At the Annual
General Members (AGM) meeting at LAK2021 a motion was discussed originally proposed entitled
“Let’s prioritize open data, analyses, and science in LAK and JLA!” (Brooks, 2021). As Brooks argued,
“we should help our society improve our game with respect to open science! Educational research is
difficult to replicate and thus doesn't get replicated, leading to spurious results going undetected as
such. As one of the largest educational technology societies which has a strong history of empirical
research, we are in a great place to help push forward a change!“
The 2021 SoLAR AGM supported the motion on 15 April 2021, which states that SoLAR “recognizes
the importance of open, accessible, reproducible, repeatable, and replicable data and analyses
approaches. SoLAR also recognizes a diversity of epistemological, ethical, and legal challenges and
opportunities which such approaches face. SoLAR will develop a statement that will inform and
guide research and practice associated with these approaches.” The AGM motion reflected both the
priorities and concerns raised in connection with open science and scholarship as the motion was
formulated.
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This workshop will explore these issues in more depth, using a three-part format. For the first part,
participants will be asked to propose ten-minute presentations on any aspect of the relationship
across open science, open scholarship, and learning analytics. In the second part, participants will be
split into groups, where they will discuss the issues raised in the presentations, relating these issues
to their own experiences where appropriate. In the final part of the workshop, participants will work
to produce a draft of the SoLAR statement to ‘inform and guide practice’.

2

BACKGROUND OF OPEN SCIENCE AND SCHOLARSHIP

There are many definitions and conceptualizations of the umbrella term ‘open science’. For example,
Fecher and Friesike (2014, p. 17) identified five Open Science schools of thought: “The infrastructure
school (which is concerned with the technological architecture), the public school (which is
concerned with the accessibility of knowledge creation), the measurement school (which is
concerned with alternative impact measurement), the democratic school (which is concerned with
access to knowledge) and the pragmatic school (which is concerned with collaborative research).”
While all these might have relevance for SoLAR, the democratic school is particularly relevant given
its focus on the “principal access to the products of research”. As argued by Fecher and Friesike
(2014), when research artefacts (e.g., data) are openly available, other researchers are able to check
and reproduce published findings, as well as fostering data mining and aggregation of artefacts from
multiple data sets and papers, thereby enhancing generalizability and cross-validation across
different contexts.
Open scholarship is a slightly broader concept and encourages researchers to share their knowledge
and artefacts as early as possible in the research process with others (Burgelman et al., 2019). This
approach of open scholarship is gaining momentum by The European Commission and “reflects the
inclusion of the humanities in the equation as well as emphasizing the open input side to science in
the form of open collaboration and active data and knowledge sharing” (Burgelman et al., 2019, p.
1).
Within SoLAR there could be a range of applications in open science and scholarship, including (in
alphabetical order) sharing of algorithms, codes, coding schemes, data, experimental materials,
model outputs (without disclosing the underlying data), surveys, synthetic datasets. By allowing
SoLAR researchers to share (some or all of) their science and scholarship in an open manner there
could be substantial opportunities for a) replication; b) generalization; c) robustness) and d)
education of the SoLAR community at large (Brooks, 2021; Kuzilek et al., 2017; van der Zee & Reich,
2018). As argued by Nosek et al. (2015, p. 2) for science to progress it “needs both innovation and
self-correction; replication offers opportunities for self-correction to more efficiently identify
promising research directions.”
At the same time there could be a range of (potentially) legitimate concerns about open science and
scholarship, including (in alphabetical order) a) bias towards forms of research that might be easier
to facilitate open science and scholarship; b) equity and equality challenges amongst the
practitioners of open science and scholarship; c) ethical implications with respect to human subject
research; d) intellectual property and legal challenges; e) reputational damage; f) time consuming.
As argued by Gehlbach and Robinson (2021) in educational disciplines that use mainly quantitative
and standardized approaches it might be easier to facilitate open science and scholarship, but this
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might bias reported research to quantitative research, while mixed method research or qualitative
research might be more difficult to share artefacts due to privacy, ethical, and sample size concerns.
In terms of b) as highlighted by one of the few large publicly available educational datasets, OU
Analyse (Kuzilek et al., 2017), its widespread use by other researchers has highlighted some
unexpected and potentially negative implications. For example, substantial differences in regional
progression rates were identified (Rizvi et al., 2019) related to social and economic conditions rather
than to educational provision.
In terms of ethical challenges, as urged by Korir et al. (2020) when artefacts are extracted from
multiple sources and formats, and in particular when combined with social network and/or
discourse artefacts, even if they are “appropriately” anonymized it might still be possible for
participants to identify their peer learners. Such issues may not be something which individual
researchers can control themselves, as most scholarly institutions have research overseen by ethics
or review boards and these boards may not allow disclosure of artifacts. If open science methods
were implemented poorly, such actions could bias research reporting towards those who are at
institutions which are more willing to release underlying artifacts instead of those who are engaging
in the most meaningful research.
Several researchers and organizations consider their artifacts of research as intellectual property,
and by making these publicly available they might face legal challenges. For example, one could
imagine students who failed a degree suing a university for not reacting to analytics that signaled a
risk, a concrete example of John Campbell (2007) 's early call that there may exist an obligation of
knowing in learning analytics (Fritz & Whitmer, 2019). In addition, intellectual property is regularly
monetized by scholars and their institutions, whether in the form of software, algorithms, or survey
instruments, and open release may be a disincentive to some members of the community.
The reputational damage for academics who have made errors in data collection, cleaning,
analyzing, or reporting of results could be extremely detrimental to their career, and fear of
cancelation for mistakes (such as appearing in Retraction Watch) may paralyze researchers from
sharing otherwise strong work with the SoLAR community. Finally, making research open to others
may involve substantial costs in terms of time spent on ethics approval, participant consent, data
cleaning, anonymization processes, and sharing of analyses or software.

3

OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP
•
•
•
•

Building on the notion of Nosek et al. (2015) that open access is a classical collective action
problem, what could and should SoLAR do to encourage open science and scholarship?
What prevents researchers in the learning analytics community from contributing to open
science and scholarship?
Gehlbach and Robinson (2021) argued, “Some open science practices may be readily
adopted, some adapted, and some inappropriate”. Which learning analytics fall into these
categories, and why?
What could SoLAR do to make open science more attractive and relevant, while
acknowledging that not all scholarship can be made available openly?
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3.1

Contributions to workshop

Short position papers will be invited, using the LAK22 workshop template.
3.2

Sharing of outcomes of the workshop

Accepted papers will be published in the LAK22 Companion Proceedings. A summary of the
workshop by the organizers will be shared with SoLAR with the goal of informing the society's policy
on openness for LAK and JLA. For example, a statement will form the center of a poster presented (if
accepted) at the conference, where it will be used as a stimulus for further discussion and
knowledge building. This pairing of LAK workshop and poster to build knowledge together as a
community has proved successful at LAK in the past (Clow et al., 2017; Ferguson & Clow, 2017). The
organizers will prepare a poster as a result of the workshop to further engage with members of the
SoLAR community.
3.3

Dissemination of outcomes

The outcomes of the workshop will be shared broadly within the SoLAR community by SoLAR exec
members, which will help to inform a SoLAR position paper. The SoLAR community is invited to
respond to both the outcomes of this workshop and the follow-up SoLAR position paper.
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